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Abstract

In recent years, a number of systems have been developed in the academic and
commercial domain for wrapping, or user-guided information extraction, from Web
sources. An important feature of Web documents is their inherent tree structure,
which is used by wrapping systems such as the Lixto Visual Wrapper to locate in-
stances of the data to be extracted. Because this tree structure somewhat represents
the logical structure of the content, such wrapping methods work successfully.

This dissertation is concerned with extending these wrapping techniques to PDF
documents. This is a challenging task, as the logical structure of a PDF is (usually) not
explicitly available in the file. The use of document analysis techniques to rediscover
this structure from the layout conventions that are used in the document’s presentation
is therefore a central theme of this thesis.

We present two approaches to wrapping PDF documents: the conversion approach
and the graph-based approach. The conversion approach is based on an automated,
structured conversion of PDF documents into HTML, which are then used as input
to the Lixto Visual Wrapper to extract the desired information. In this approach, we
place particular emphasis on detecting tables and representing them in a structured
manner in HTML.

The graph-based approach represents a novel method for specifying wrapping
programs directly on the physical structure of the document. Using an algorithm
based on subgraph isomorphism, other instances of the data are found. As this approach
is not reliant on the complete and accurate detection of structures in the document,
it is more robust and enables a much wider range of documents to be wrapped. Be-
cause the physical structure is more intuitive for the user, this approach also enables
wrapper programs to be created in a user friendly, interactive way.
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Kurzfassung

In den letzten Jahren wurden sowohl im akademischen als auch im kommerziellen
Umfeld mehrere Systeme für Wrapping, d.h. benutzergeleitete Informationsextrakti-
on, von Webquellen entwickelt. Ein wichtiges Merkmal von Webdokumenten ist ihre
inhärente Baumstruktur, welche von Wrappingsystemen wie dem Lixto Visual Wrap-
per benutzt wird, um Instanzen der zu extrahierenden Daten zu lokalisieren. Da diese
Baumstruktur der logischen Struktur des Inhalts einigermaßen entspricht, können der-
artige Methoden erfolgreich funktionieren.

Diese Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit der Erweiterung dieser Wrapping-
Techniken auf druckorientierte Dokumente im PDF-Format. Diese Aufgabe stellt eine
große Herausforderung dar, da die logische Struktur eines PDFs (üblicherweise) nicht
explizit in der Datei vorhanden ist. Der Einsatz von Techniken aus den Bereichen do-
cument analysis und document understanding bildet daher ein zentrales Thema dieser
Doktorarbeit, um diese Struktur in den in der Darstellung verwendeten Layoutkon-
ventionen wiederzuentdecken.

Zwei Ansätze für Wrapping von PDF-Dokumenten werden vorgestellt: der Kon-
vertierungsansatz und der graphbasierte Ansatz. Der Konvertierungsansatz beruht auf
der automatischen, strukturierten Konvertierung von PDF-Dokumenten in HTML,
welche nachfolgend mit dem Lixto Visual Wrapper bearbeitet werden, um die ge-
wünschten Daten zu extrahieren. In diesem Ansatz wird der Schwerpunkt auf die
Erkennung von Tabellen und deren strukturierte Repräsentation in HTML gesetzt.

Mit dem graphbasierten Ansatz wurde eine ganz neue Methode für die Spezifi-
kation von Wrapper-Programmen direkt auf der physischen Struktur des Dokuments
geschaffen, welche mittels eines auf Subgraphisomorphismus basierten Verfahrens die
gewünschten Daten extrahiert. Da dieser Ansatz nicht von einer vollständigen, ge-
nauen Erkennung von Strukturen abhänging ist, wird das Wrapping von einer grö-
ßeren Auswahl von Dokumenten mit geringerer Fehleranfälligkeit ermöglicht. Zu-
dem ähnelt die Graphstruktur der physischen Struktur des Dokuments, ist somit für
den Benutzer intuitiver zu verstehen und erlaubt die benutzerfreundliche, interaktive
Erstellung von Wrapper-Programmen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

A large amount of information is published nowadays on the Web not only in HTML
format, but also in poorly structured formats such as Portable Document Format (PDF).
We use the term poorly structured documents to refer to documents encoded digi-
tally in a visual form, which do not contain meta-information which explicitly de-
scribes their logical structure in sufficient detail to allow us to locate individual data
items for information extraction purposes.

This thesis is concerned with the development of new methods for extraction of
textual information from PDF documents. The PDF format is based on the printing
language PostScript, and is what we name a print-oriented format. Section 1.2 de-
scribes PDF in more detail. The widespread availability of PDF documents on the
Internet makes this an ideal format to investigate for data extraction purposes.

The methods described in this thesis could also be adapted to other print-oriented
formats, in particular PostScript, due to the similarities between the two formats.
Bitmap and vector images could also be described as unstructured, but they are less
commonly used to publish business-oriented data.

In order to obtain a rough idea about what we mean by logical structure, consider
the following questions which could be asked about a document:

• Is the document subdivided into sections? Does it contain separate articles, for
example?

• How do these sections interact with each other?

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

• How is the text structured? Is it set in columns? Where do paragraphs begin
and end?

• What is the reading order of the document?

• Are other structures, such as figures or tables, present?

• Does the document exhibit a hierarchical structure? (For example, does it con-
tain headings and sub-headings?)

It takes very little effort for a human reader to find answers to these questions for a
given document. Normally, just a quick glance at the page is required to recognize
its general structure, thanks to our cognitive perception abilities. Using a combina-
tion of hereditary and acquired knowledge, we can understand the structure of even
complex documents without significant effort.

In order to make such documents amenable to machine processing, this logical
structure needs to be made available in machine readable form. Document analysis
and understanding are the sub-fields of artificial intelligence which aim to model
some of these cognitive processes and reconstruct the logical structure of documents
based on their visual presentation, and many of the methods described in this thesis
are based on document understanding techniques. Chapter 2 describes these areas in
detail.

1.2 The PDF Format

Since the release of the first PDF specification in 1993, the PDF format has evolved
over the past two decades to become the de facto standard for sharing print-oriented
documents on the Web. Its success can be attributed to its roots—the PostScript
page description language—which gives ultimate control over the appearance of doc-
uments, and ensures that this appearance is preserved regardless of whether the doc-
ument is viewed on screen or paper, and regardless of operating system, installed
drivers or fonts, or printer hardware. In its early years, PDF was mainly popular in
desktop publishing workflow applications. Because of the popularity of PostScript
at the time, competitors such as Tumbleweed Envoy and Common Ground Digital Paper
soon disappeared from the market.

The advent of the World Wide Web led to a dramatic increase in the amount of
documents being exchanged electronically. Unfortunately, HTML, the main format of
the Web, had—and still has—the following major drawbacks:

2



1.2. The PDF Format

• it is content oriented, meaning that the structure of the content is, or at least
should be, defined explicitly in the code (although many current websites do
not do this). As a hypertext document format, HTML was designed with the
idea that different computing platforms would adapt the final layout depend-
ing upon screen size and configuration. This is of great benefit to data extraction
applications, but . . .

• the conversion of print-oriented documents into HTML is not straightforward
and is (if at all possible) time-consuming;

• the output quality of HTML documents when printed (e.g. using a web
browser) is not high enough for most professional applications. Perhaps this
is because HTML has its roots in the scientific community, and not the publish-
ing community.

The print-oriented nature of PDF does, however, have its own drawbacks. At the
time of its creation, nobody could have foreseen the explosive growth of PDF as a
format for document interchange on the Web. In comparison to HTML, the logical
structure is, in most cases, not explicitly present in the document. In this sense, PDF
is closer to a graphic than a hypertext document. Whereas in HTML it is possible to
parse the source code to find the locations of certain structures such as headings and
tables, such machine-readable information is usually missing from PDF files. This
logical structure information is critical for automatic data extraction, and is also useful
for applications such as search, indexing and accessibility for disabled persons or
mobile devices. Later versions of the PDF format have attempted to get around this
limitation by providing support for tagging [Johnson 2005 (Web)], but the fact remains
that the vast majority of PDF files either do not include such meta-information, or this
information is not rich enough to enable us to locate the data instances to be extracted.
The process by which most PDFs are created is still based on printing the document
to a virtual printer driver, which strips the document of all its meta-information. Any
logical information must then be added manually after the PDF file has been created.

The up-and-coming PDF format was around at the right time to fill this niche, en-
abling documents to be published to the Web as easily as sending them to the printer,
with the assurance that the layout and appearance will remain the same, regardless of
computing platform. To help increase takeup, Adobe soon dropped the initial charge
for the Acrobat Reader (now simply named Reader) software to view PDF files. As
Adobe has always published the full specification of the PDF format [Adobe Systems
Inc. 2009 (Web)], third-party applications also exist for viewing and manipulating
PDF files. Since 2008, PDF is a published ISO standard.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.3 Information extraction on the Web

The motivation of this work stems from information extraction on the Web. There are
a large number of business applications that rely on the mass collection, aggregation
and processing of data from the Web. However, the lack of structure of web infor-
mation sources presents significant difficulties to their use in information retrieval
systems. In the course of the previous decade, a large number of systems have ap-
peared, both academic and commercial, for wrapping this data from the Web; this
means navigating the data source, semi-automatically extracting the data and trans-
forming it into a form suitable for data processing applications. Chang et al. provide
the following definition of a wrapper program:

Programs that perform the task of IE [information extraction] are referred
to as extractors or wrappers. A wrapper was originally defined as a com-
ponent in an information integration system which aims at providing a
single uniform query interface to access multiple information sources. In
an information integration system, a wrapper is generally a program that
“wraps” an information source (e.g., a database server or a Web server)
such that the information integration system can access that information
source without changing its core query answering mechanism. In the case
where the information source is a Web server, a wrapper must query the
Web server to collect the resulting pages via HTTP protocols, perform in-
formation extraction to extract the contents in the HTML documents, and
finally integrate with other data sources. Among the three procedures, in-
formation extraction has received most attention and some use wrappers
to denote extractor programs. ([Chang et al. 2006], p. 1 [1411])

There are a number of ways to classify wrapping systems. [Tatbul et al. 2001] pro-
poses three classifications based on how the specification files are generated: manual,
automatic and semi-automatic. Manual techniques require the use of a wrapper pro-
gramming language such as PiLLoW [Cabeza and Hermenegildo 2001] or Jedi [Huck
et al. 1998] and have fallen out of popularity in recent years, as construction and main-
tenance of wrappers is time-consuming and their specification language presents a
significant learning curve.

Fully automatic systems generate wrappers without any user input. The Road-
Runner approach [Crescenzi et al. 2001] employs a matching technique to generate a
wrapper based on several examples of documents from the same class and therefore
does not require any labelled examples. ExAlg [Arasu and Garcia-Molina 2003] works
in a similar fashion. The MDR (Mining Data Records) approach uses string-matching

4



1.3. Information extraction on the Web

[Liu et al. 2003] and partial tree alignment [Zhai and Liu 2005] techniques to locate ex-
amples of repeating data records on a Web page. The work of [Embley et al. 1999] uses
an ontological model for a specific domain to extract data from arbitrary Web pages
about this domain. In general, the advantage of fully automatic approaches is that
they can be applied to any arbitrary document that has not been encountered before.
However, they are neither as precise, nor can they extract such detailed information
as semi-automatic approaches.

Semi-automatic systems allow the generation of wrappers based on user input.
These approaches can broadly be split up into systems based on wrapper induc-
tion and systems based on wrapper specification. There is currently a wide range
of wrapper induction systems in the literature, such as WIEN [Kushmerick et al. 1997],
SoftMealy [Hsu and Chang 1999] and Stalker [Muslea et al. 1998], which use machine
learning techniques to generate a wrapper program from a set of training examples
provided by the user. In systems based on wrapper specification, the user is directly
involved in programmatically creating the wrapper. In contrast to manual systems,
wrappers are usually generated based on a few examples in an intuitive and inter-
active fashion. Examples of such systems include Lixto [Baumgartner et al. 2001],
DEByE [Laender et al. 2002a] and Wargo [Raposo et al. 2002].

Semi-automatic approaches have also been referred to as supervised approaches in
the literature. In order to clarify the distinction between approaches using supervised
learning or wrapper induction and approaches based on wrapper specification, we refer
to the latter as user-guided wrapper generation. These approaches could be seen as
combining the power and precision of manual approaches with the user-friendliness
and shallow learning curve of automatic systems.

Another distinguishing feature of wrapping systems is the underlying structure
or representation of the Web content on which the extraction is performed. Whereas
older systems such as Stalker work on a flattened representation of the HTML con-
tent, newer approaches such as Lixto work directly on the DOM tree, and are there-
fore arguably better suited for HTML pages. The MDR approach described above
features both approaches. A third class of systems uses spatial (and other) relations
to locate the desired data instances. Examples include the work of [Krüpl et al. 2005],
Embley et al. (as described above) and our graph-based approach to wrapping PDF
documents [Hassan 2009c], which is described in Chapter 6 of this dissertation.

Many of these approaches such as Lixto, Wargo and Fetch (based on Stalker),
which started out in the academic domain, are now fully fledged commercial prod-
ucts. In this thesis we will concentrate on the Lixto suite of products, which comprise
an interactive wrapping system to extract data from HTML files on the Web, and are
originally a product of research at our institute.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

In this section, we have provided a brief overview of web information extraction
approaches related to our task of wrapping PDF documents. A widely cited taxon-
omy for characterizing Web data extraction tools is provided in [Laender et al. 2002b];
this survey also provides an excellent summary of work in this field up to its publi-
cation date. More recent summaries include [Chang et al. 2006; Ferrara and Fiumara
2010; Baumgartner et al. 2009].

The Lixto Visual Developer enables a non-expert user to create wrapping programs
in a predominantly visual and interactive fashion by clicking on example instances
on a visual rendition of the web page. In the background, the program locates the se-
lected data on the HTML parse tree, a hierarchical representation of the page’s source
code. The path to the data is then generalized so that repeated instances of the data
are found. These instances are then displayed to the user. The user can then fine-tune
the selected data by adding or removing logical conditions. The system then gener-
ates a program in Elog [Baumgartner et al. 2001], a declarative logic-based language,
to automatically extract this data from similarly structured sources, or from sources
whose content changes over time.

The approaches described in this section, including Lixto, are primarily designed
with HTML documents in mind. In this thesis, we are concerned with the following
research question:

How can user-guided information extraction methods be applied to un-
structured documents such as PDF files?

Unfortunately, this is a difficult task. As mentioned in Section 1.2, HTML documents
are inherently structured—and this structure somewhat represents the document’s
logical structure—enabling us to use this structure to locate wrapping instances. In
most PDF files, this logical structure is not explicitly present, and we therefore need
to resort to approaches based on document analysis to rediscover this structure and
allow us to locate the data to be wrapped.

1.4 Related approaches to wrapping PDF documents

The approaches discussed in Section 1.3 are all geared towards information extrac-
tion from HTML documents. Wrapping from PDF, or other types of print-oriented
documents, is a much less researched task. When we began addressing this issue in
2005, we knew of no prior work on user-guided data extraction from PDF. In 2006, the
theoretical foundations of a method for wrapping PDF documents were proposed in
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[Flesca et al. 2006], followed by a publication in 2008 with experimental results [Fazz-
inga et al. 2008]. In this method, a wrapper is defined as a set of hierarchically nested
fuzzy logic conditions.

This method can be seen as being analogous to the graph-based approach de-
scribed in Chapter 6, as the wrapping is performed directly on a set of blocks (which
the paper names tokens) derived from the geometric structure of the document. The
preprocessing steps necessary to obtain these tokens are not described. Compared
to the graph-based approach, the wrapper specification language is more expressive,
as potentially any conditions between tokens can be defined. However, because of
this, defining a wrapper is also a much more complex task. In contrast, the under-
lying structure of the document in the graph-based approach is more intuitive, and
creating a wrapper requires little more than selecting a single example instance.

Both systems have published experimental results, which show their applicability
to a wide range of data extraction tasks. Both systems can also be extended by defin-
ing new predicates or by linking them to an ontology. An interesting feature of Flesca
et al.’s system is the use of fuzzy logic to cope with the inaccuracies of document anal-
ysis and increase overall robustness. It would be interesting to also see test results of
the system using only regular bivalent logic to see the extent of the improvement pro-
vided by fuzzy logic. In a similar way, we propose future work in the investigation
of error tolerant graph matching methods Section 6.7 to improve the robustness of our
methods.

In the document analysis field, the table analysis method proposed in [Green and
Krishnamoorthy 1995], in which predefined table structure models are overlaid on a
scanned image of a page, is also worthy of mention, as it could also be seen as a sort
of wrapping system.

The work in this thesis deals with several fields of research, most notably document
analysis and understanding, but also table structure recognition. Related work in these
fields is described in Sections 2.2 and 4.2 respectively.

1.5 Contributions of the thesis

In this dissertation, two new approaches to user-guided data extraction from PDF
documents are proposed and investigated, which will hereafter be referred to as the
conversion approach and the graph-based approach:

• The conversion approach is based on a conversion from PDF into (X)HTML, in
which structures such as lines, paragraphs, headings and tables are automat-
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Chapter 1. Introduction

ically detected. The resulting XHTML file is then used as input to the Lixto
Visual Wrapper, and wrapping proceeds in the same way as on a web page.

• The graph-based approach is designed to overcome some of the drawbacks of
the intermediate HTML representation by working more directly on the docu-
ment’s visual structure. We extend our graph-based representation originally
developed to aid page segmentation and locate data instances using an algo-
rithm based on subgraph isomorphism.

Before work on this dissertation began, the problem of wrapping print-oriented doc-
uments had not been addressed before in scientific literature, to our knowledge. The
graph-based approach was first proposed in the poster paper [Hassan and Baum-
gartner 2006]. Together with [Flesca et al. 2006], these represent the first systems for
wrapping PDF documents which exploit the document’s physical structure.

The conversion and graph-based approaches have been implemented as proto-
types and are evaluated in this thesis. Whereas the conversion approach is a novel
application of existing concepts, methods and algorithms, the graph-based approach
presents a completely new, innovative method for supervised, interactive data extrac-
tion for poorly structured documents, which is much better suited to the intricacies
of locating data items from print-oriented formats such as PDF.

Both of these approaches are underpinned by methods and algorithms in docu-
ment analysis and understanding, and this topic forms the second main focus of the the-
sis. We have built a prototyping framework, PDF Analyser, to open a PDF file, extract
page items as objects, perform segmentation, detect tables and display the output vi-
sually, overlaid on a bitmap rendition of the page. This output can then be written to
XHTML (for the conversion approach) or displayed as a graph (for the graph-based
approach). A number of novel methods and algorithms have arisen from this work,
many of which have also been published in international conferences and workshops:

• an algorithm for table detection and structure recognition from PDF documents
is described in Chapter 4. This is based on our paper at ICDAR 2007 [Hassan
and Baumgartner 2007];

• the above algorithm was also compared to another system in the literature [Ruf-
folo and Oro 2009]. Several issues were encountered in the evaluation and com-
parison process, which made it difficult to ensure a fair comparison of both
systems. These issues are documented in Section 4.4 and Appendix A. A publi-
cation about these issues is also planned in a future workshop;

• new techniques have been developed for working with PDF files at the object
level; we have developed a method which parses the PDF file and determines
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Figure 1.1: Outline of the two approaches to wrapping from PDF

which objects are important for document analysis and distinguishes between
structural and graphic objects (see Section 3.3); Section 3.4 presents our ordered-
edge segmentation algorithm, an efficient, robust, bottom-up approach to page
segmentation, which takes advantage of the fact that higher-level knowledge
about the page is only available towards the end of the segmentation process,
and is shown to provide very good results, even on complex documents. Both of
these document analysis techniques were published in our DocEng 2009 paper
[Hassan 2009a];

• the graph-based approach to wrapping (Chapter 6) has been shown to perform
accurately and be applicable to a variety of application scenarios. The approach
was first proposed in a poster paper at WWW 2006 [Hassan and Baumgartner
2006] and the algorithm and experimental results were published at ICDAR
2009 [Hassan 2009c]. The prototype system GraphWrap was presented at the
stand of the Austrian Computer Society at CeBIT 2009 and demonstrated at
DocEng 2009 [Hassan 2009b].

1.6 Chapter summary

The conceptual structure of both wrapping approaches, including the relevant chap-
ters and sections for each stage of wrapping process, is shown in Figure 1.1. As both
approaches are underpinned by document analysis techniques, their first stages of
processing are identical, and these steps are documented in Chapter 3. This chapter
also introduces the PDF Analyser framework, which is used for prototyping and visu-
alization of results throughout the thesis. Chapter 2 introduces the fields of document
analysis and document understanding and provides an overview of related work.

The next two chapters are concerned with the conversion approach to wrapping:
Chapter 4 describes our work on table detection and structure recognition, an essential
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stage in this approach. An experimental evaluation of our algorithm is provided,
and our system is compared with another system in the literature [Ruffolo and Oro
2009]. Chapter 5 introduces the Lixto Visual Developer and demonstrates by means of
an example how the conversion approach can be used to wrap tabular data from PDF
files. An appraisal of this approach is provided.

Chapter 6 introduces the graph-based approach to wrapping, including a sum-
mary of related work, a technical description of our algorithm and experimental re-
sults on three examples of wrappers that were generated by the current prototype sys-
tem, GraphWrap. The GUI, which is built upon the PDF Analyser framework described
earlier, is introduced, which enables a non-expert user to interactively generate such
wrappers in minutes.

Finally, Chapter 7 presents a comparison of both wrapping approaches and sum-
marizes the general directions in which this work could be developed further. Further
work relating specifically to the graph-based approach is also proposed in Section 6.7.
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Chapter 2

Document analysis and
understanding

In this chapter, we introduce the research areas of document analysis and document un-
derstanding and describe related work in both fields. Based on an analysis of this work,
we draw conclusions which influence the design of our prototype system described
in the following chapter.

2.1 Introduction

A human reader is able to look at an arbitrary page and intuitively recognize its
structure—the boundaries of individual structuring elements such as headings, para-
graph text and images and whether these objects are nested or somehow hierarchi-
cally structured; the reading order of text areas on the page—and can also determine
more complex relationships from data displayed in tabular form. Through both na-
ture and nurture, we are able to detect these structural relationships effortlessly using
the various layout conventions that have been used in the document’s presentation.
These elements together make up the logical structure of the document, which is
of prime importance for a large number of document processing tasks, not least for
information extraction.

In the past few decades, document processing has become a widely researched
field, both in academia and, more recently, in the commercial software environment.
In this period, the terminology used in the literature has somewhat varied. In this
thesis, we will use the terms document analysis and understanding as defined by Klink
et al., whose definitions we find correspond to those most commonly used in recent
literature:
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Chapter 2. Document analysis and understanding

Document processing can be divided into two stages: document analy-
sis and document understanding. A document has two structures, namely
the geometric (layout) structure and the logical structure. Extraction of
the layout structure from a document is referred to [as] document analy-
sis. Mapping the layout structure into a logical structure is referred to [as]
document understanding. ([Klink et al. 2000], p. 1)

To clarify, we refer to document analysis as the transformation of a document from
its source form (such as PDF or paper) into an initial geometric (or physical) struc-
ture in machine readable form, where each page is represented as a set of low-level
blocks with Cartesian coordinates. These blocks generally represent areas, or zones,
which are somehow visually distinct or separate from each other, for example due to
a different font being used or due to separation by whitespace or ruling lines. From
this representation, geometric relationships, such as adjacency, can easily be deduced.

In order to form these blocks, a segmentation algorithm is used to segment the
page (or “cluster” it bottom-up) into an initial set of blocks suitable for further pro-
cessing. It is worth noting that the precise granularity of these blocks is not defined
at this stage and may vary depending on the source document format, the segmen-
tation algorithm being used and the visual content of the document. For example,
if extra whitespace is present between paragraphs of text, many segmentation algo-
rithms will likely output these paragraphs as separate blocks. If no extra whitespace
is present (only indentations, for example), the paragraphs will be merged together.
Generally, undersegmentation, i.e. when two logically separate objects (e.g. two sepa-
rate columns of text) are clustered together, results in extensive postprocessing oper-
ations being necessary and should therefore be avoided where possible.

Document understanding is the further processing of these initially segmented
blocks to reconstruct logical structure information about the page. From the perspec-
tive of dealing with scanned images of documents, Haralick describes logical (page)
structure recognition, or document understanding, as:

Logical Page Structure [recognition] involves determining the type of
page (page classification) assigning functional labels to each block of the
page, and ordering the text blocks according to their read order. ([Haralick
1994], p. 4 [388])

Tsujimoto and Asada provide the following definition of logical structure:

. . . the logical structure describes the configuration of articles and the
semantic relationship between components of the articles. Reading order
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2.1. Introduction

can be derived from the logical structure. We define the transformation of
a geometric structure into a logical structure as document understanding.
It should be noted here that the reverse transformation is not unique, be-
cause a logical structure corresponds to a variety of geometric structures.
([Tsujimoto and Asada 1990], p. 2 [552])

Whereas the main goal of the document analysis part of the process has always re-
mained the same—to segment the pages of the document into blocks—there is a great
variation in the particular logical structures that are discovered by the various docu-
ment processing systems reported in the literature. Some systems, such as [Hadjar
et al. 2004], restrict themselves entirely to geometric structures and do not extract any
logical information at all. Many document-generic systems working on scanned im-
ages, such as [Aiello et al. 2002], categorize the blocks and attempt to find the reading
order between these blocks. Other systems, such as [Rus and Summers 1997], do
not restrict themselves to flat structures and attempt to discover hierarchical structures
within the document.

Aiello et al. also distinguish between specific and generic document processing sys-
tems, the latter accepting a much broader class of documents as input, but returning
only generic structuring elements that are common to most documents. Common
classes of documents addressed by specialized systems include forms (e.g. [Cesarini
et al. 1998]) and tables. In this section, we concentrate on systems designed for a
broad class of documents. Section 4.2 describes systems which have been designed to
detect and understand the structure of tables.

Although document analysis and understanding have traditionally been viewed
as separate processes, it is often a grey area whether certain derived structures are
geometric or logical. For example, paragraphs, which are logical structuring elements,
often correspond to the distinct physical blocks returned by the segmentation algo-
rithm. In a document, physical and logical knowledge are inherently interlinked and
there is no clear boundary between document analysis and document understanding.
This applies even more to tables, where the grouping of individual cells into rows and
columns (which we refer to as table structure understanding) could be seen as a logical
step. But in fact, the row-and-column structure of a table is also very much a phys-
ical structure, and researchers working in the area of table interpretation go one step
further and aim to find out the abstract logical relations that a table presents. With
this information, the same table can even be presented differently. This is described
in more detail in Section 4.1.

In the literature, the terminology is not always consistent. Earlier publications
from the OCR community working on scanned images generally used the terms doc-
ument image analysis and document image understanding, before the term image was
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dropped when other input formats started being investigated. Sometimes, one of
these terms is used to refer to the entire process. For example, Schürmann et al. use
the term document analysis to refer to both the analysis and understanding steps of
document processing:

Document analysis aims at the transformation of any information pre-
sented on paper and addressed to human comprehension into an equiva-
lent symbolic representation accessible to any kind of computer informa-
tion processing. ([Schürmann et al. 1992], p. 1 [1101])

Finally, it is also important to raise the distinction between the logical structure and
the semantic structure of a document: the term logical structure relates to how the indi-
vidual elements functionally relate to each other—their purpose in the context of the
document’s structure. It is not concerned with the meanings of individual words or
the subject matter of the document itself.

The diagram in Figure 2.1 shows how a document can be represented in a number
of different levels of abstraction, from the top-level semantic view in the author’s mind,
before a single word is put to paper, to the finished product; a bitmap image on the
printed page. It is worth noting that PDFs are already at a higher level of abstrac-
tion than scanned images. The level in which common word processing and DTP
packages (such as Microsoft Word or Adobe InDesign) represent a document lies some-
where in between. Because of the ubiquity of the word processor today, we believe
that the design of everyday software such as Word has also somewhat influenced the
development of document understanding systems.

The process of document analysis and understanding can therefore be seen as the
reverse of the document authoring process; we are trying to rediscover the logical
structure from the document’s physical layout. Aiello et al. provide the following
definition of document analysis (note that, as with Schürmann et al., they also use
the term document analysis to refer to the entire process of document analysis and
document understanding):

Document analysis can be viewed as reversing the process of docu-
ment authoring. It is therefore important to consider the choices an au-
thor makes. In the creation process, the author starts with a rough idea
about the content. The author then structures his/her thoughts by consid-
ering the logical organization of the material, e.g., dividing the material
in chapters and deciding on the intended reading order. When the final
digital document is printed on paper, the underlying logical structure of
the document is obscured by the actual layout conventions. The author
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Document authoring
Document analysis
and understanding

Semantic knowledge

Document structure
knowledge

Low-level geometric
structure (e.g. T X)

Typical word processors
and DTP applications

E

Page description language
(e.g. PDF, PostScript, PCL)

Bitmap image
(or printed page)

Figure 2.1: Document representation hierarchy

has, however, the possibility to encode some of the logical information us-
ing layout typesetting conventions, e.g., by using a specific font size, style
and arrangement on the page. Therefore, the layout structure of a printed
document carries, besides the artistic message, some information about
the logical structure. ([Aiello et al. 2002], p. 1)

The remainder of this chapter gives an overview of related work in the literature on
document analysis and understanding.

2.2 Related work

In this section, we discuss existing approaches to document analysis and understand-
ing. As the format of the input data plays a vital role in the design of these approaches,
we group them by the input format they accept. We concentrate on methods that are
applicable to a broad class of documents and place particular emphasis on the doc-
ument analysis phase of the process as per our definition in Section 2.1. Please note
that the topic of table recognition is covered in detail in Section 4. In this section,
we only briefly mention some table recognition systems from the perspective of their
approaches to document analysis (in particular, page segmentation).
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2.2.1 Classical bottom-up pixel-based techniques

The term document (image) analysis has its origins in the OCR community, and there
is a huge amount of literature describing document analysis systems that work on
scanned images of pages. Examples of such systems are [Aiello et al. 2002; Altamura
et al. 2001; Schürmann et al. 1992; Nagy et al. 1992; Shari 1986]. The vast majority
of such systems use a bottom-up segmentation process: the image is first deskewed
and binarized (or thresholded), and segmentation then is performed using pixel-based
operations such as variants of the run-length smoothing algorithm (RLSA) [Wong et al.
1982] followed by connected component analysis.

Bottom-up techniques are very sensitive to local formatting changes in the docu-
ment. As stated in [Randen and Husøy 1994] (p.1), “the run length smoothing method
is sensitive to font-size, character spacing, line and column spacing and to some ex-
tent the orientation of the document.” The run-length smoothing algorithm effec-
tively segments the blocks using a given distance threshold. The ideal value of this
threshold can depend on scanning resolution, relative darkness of the original print,
as well as the type of document itself.

2.2.2 Top-down projection profile based methods

Earlier segmentation algorithms include top-down methods such as the recursive X-Y
cut approach [Nagy and Seth 1984; Ha et al. 1995]. In this method, the page is recur-
sively “cut” in half across a visually salient boundary, usually whitespace or a ruling
line. Haralick et al. use horizontal and vertical projection profile methods such as
the whitespace density graph (see Figure 2.2) to look for these salient divisions. Using
heuristics, the most prominent division (e.g. widest peak in the graph) is found. In
order to speed up computation, this method can be approximated by using bounding
boxes of connected components, which are assumed to be filled uniformly with black
pixels.

The main weakness of this approach is that it is not able to segment all page lay-
outs completely. Specifically, the page layout must be X-Y decomposable. To illustrate
this weakness, the results of our initial experiments with the X-Y cut algorithm and
a bottom-up approach are shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. The main advantage of the
X-Y cut algorithm is that it inherently generates a hierarchical structure, which via
a number of relatively simple merging operations can be made to correspond to the
logical structure of the document.

[Tsujimoto and Asada 1990; Ishitani 2003; Déjean and Meunier 2006] perform a hi-
erarchical decomposition of the document image. Whereas Tsujimoto and Asada use
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By Richard Bernstein

WADOWICE, Poland: From inside
the Basilica of the Mother of God of
Constant Help, the sound of the special
Mass being said for the pope on Sunday
morning spilled out onto what some
time ago was already named John Paul
II Square, filled with hundreds of
townspeople and visitors, their faces
glowing in the pale morning sun.

Special Masses were said all over Po-
land on Sunday, the morning after the
pope died, but the Mass in Wadowice,
where Karol Wojtyla began his extraor-
dinary life’s journey 84 years ago, was
naturally special — not least because of
the large numbers of television satellite
trucks parked around the square,
beaming the ceremony live to viewers
all over this country.

It seemed as if the entire population
of the town, which lines the wooded
hills south of Krakow, came out to say
goodbye to the historic figure whose
connection with their town clearly fills
them with pride.

They prayed, they remembered; they
told stories of the pope’s three visits to
Wadowice to their children and friends
and to inquiring reporters looking for
anecdotes. They signed the thick re-
membrance book placed on a flower-
strewn terrace outside the basilica,
where the fire department’s brass band,

A public end for an extraordinary papacy

By Ian Fisher

VATICAN CITY: His folded hands in-
tertwined with a rosary, the body of
Pope John Paul II was laid out inside
the papal palace on Sunday as the bal-
ance of power in the Roman Catholic
Church began its shift to the unnamed
man who will soon replace him.

Just 15 hours after he died on Satur-
day night, the great pageantry around
the death of a pope began Sunday
morning, with a huge public Mass in St.
Peter’s Square and then the first rites of
his funeral: The 84-year-old John Paul
was laid out in Clementine Hall,
dressed in white and red vestments, his
head covered with a white bishop’s
miter and propped up on three dark
gold pillows.

Tucked under his left arm was the
silver staff, called the crow’s ear, that
he had carried in public.

“He suffered a lot, and he suffered for
many years,” Francesco Rutelli, the
former mayor of Rome and a key oppo-
sition leader in Italy, said after seeing
the body of the pope, whom he had met
with often over the years.

In death, after 26 years as pope, “his
expression was serene,” Rutelli said.

The viewing ceremony — broadcast
live over Italian television — was a
private one for cardinals, bishops and
other church officials, as well as prom-
inent officials in this nation where the
Catholic church is a central and an-
cient pillar. The guests included Prime
Minister Silvio Berlusconi and Presi-
dent Carlo Azeglio Ciampi. Archbish-
op Stanislaw Dziwisz, the pope’s per-
sonal secretary for decades and by
proximity one of the most powerful
men in the church, sat in a rear pew re-
ceiving condolences and wiping away
tea rs.

The public part of the mourning for
Pope John Paul II, who died after a ur-
inary tract infection on Thursday set
off a fatal chain of ailments, begins on

Private viewing in Vatican;
Pilgrims converge for rites

Start of a life’s journey
A town remembers its most famous son

Huge crowds share in somber pageantry

Pool photo by Massimo Sambucetti

The body of Pope John Paul II was laid out in the Vatican on Sunday for a private viewing by church officials. A public viewing outside St. Peter’s Basilica will take place Monday.

Rome’s immigrants embraced pope
By Elisabeth Rosenthal

ROME: On Sunday, as Italy re-
membered Pope John Paul II formally
and officially for his role as head of the
Catholic Church, this city’s teeming
Catholic immigrant community bid a
far more emotional and intensely per-
sonal goodbye to a charismatic man
who many said had transformed their
l ives.

‘‘You can’t forget a person like this,’’
said Charles Boliko at Rome’s Con-
golese church, which opened its doors
10 years ago. ‘‘He came to Africa. He
said, ‘I know you suffer. I know you ex-
ist.’ We are very emotional and this is
so important to us.’’

Boliko recalled that when he was
young, Mass was in Latin. ‘‘It was so
strange, I couldn’t relate at all,’’ he said.
But this pope, he continued, ‘‘encour-
aged us to celebrate in an African way
— we sing, we dance, we clap, we use
our drums. We will always, always be
grateful to him.’’

There is an old saying here in Rome:
‘‘When the pope dies, make another
one.’’ In that spirit, the Italian media
has been filled with somewhat me-
chanical memorials, delivered by
black-clad politicians and celebrities.
Indeed, for most Italians, the church is
an institution of far greater importance
than the pope. But for the millions of
immigrants who fill this country’s low-
wage jobs, it seemed the other way
around on Sunday.

John Paul II was a man — a foreigner
himself — who left behind the formal
vestiges of the Vatican and related to
ordinary people wherever he went. He
came to their countries. He hugged
their children. He brought to life a
church that had previously seemed
dead and distant to them.

‘‘Our country has always been Cath-
olic, but this is the first pope to visit
our country with all its troubles — the
church seems so much closer and more
human now,’’ said Germania Betan-
court, an Ecuadorian who has worked
as a baby sitter in Rome for the past
eight years.

At Santo Stanislao dei Polacchi,
Rome’s largest Polish church, hun-
dreds of believers joined in religious
folk songs beneath a picture of the
young Pope John Paul II at 8 a.m. on
Sunday. Andrea and Lucia Cliycko —
he is a construction worker and she is a
housekeeper — drove 90 minutes into

Spanish cardinal fills empty seat
By Elaine Sciolino

ROME: The Regime of the Vacant See
has begun.

At the moment of Pope John Paul II’s
death on Saturday night, the power
structure that governed the Roman
Catholic hierarchy for the past 26 years
fell away, and an ultraconservative, 78-
year-old Spanish cardinal temporarily
became the leading decision-maker in
Cathol icism.

Cardinal Eduardo Martínez Somalo,
the ‘‘camerlengo’’ or ‘‘chamberlain’’ of
the Vatican, will be the administrative
— although not the spiritual — father
of the world’s more than one billion
Catholics until a new pope is elected
sometime within the next few weeks.

As the pope’s body lay at the Vati-
can’s Apostolic Palace on Sunday
morning, it was Martínez Somalo who
recited prayers in Latin and sprinkled
holy water over the pope’s body.

In his red robe and lace-trimmed
white cassock, the little-known cardin-
al suddenly was propelled into the
world’s spotlight, as Italian as well as
foreign television channels carried the
event live.

There is no ‘‘deputy’’ or ‘‘acting’’
pope in Catholicism, so the transition
period before a new pope is elected

comes with a traumatic bureaucratic
sha keup.

The heads of the agencies of the Vat-
ican, essentially the cabinet of the Vat-
ican, and John Paul’s inner circle of
aides automatically lose their power.

Until the pope’s death Saturday
night, for example, Archbishop Stan-
islaw Dziwisz, the pope’s personal sec-
retary and a trusted aide from their
days together in Poland, was one of the
most powerful men in Vatican City.

Archbishop Dziwisz slept near the
pope’s bedroom, controlled his sched-
ule, told him what papers to sign and
was with him during most of every day
and at the moment of his death.

Cardinal Angelo Sodano, an Italian,
lost his job as the Vatican’s Secretary of
State, but will play an important role in
preparing for the conclave, the gather-
ing of cardinals that will elect the next
pope.

Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, a Ger-
man, no longer is head of the powerful
Congregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith, the ‘‘ministry’’ in the Vatican that
helps shape and enforce Catholic doc-
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which went to Rome no fewer than six
times during John Paul II’s papacy,
played Polish Catholic melodies.

Behind the church a smaller crowd
was spilling out of a shop labeled
‘‘Opominki,’’ or souvenirs, waiting for
those inside to finish buying pictures
of the pope, bas-relief brass plaques
showing him in a prayerful pose and
desk ornaments saying ‘‘John Paul II
and Wadowice’’ on them.

It is a big thing for a small town like
Wadowice to have produced one of the
most famous people in the world, and
so, not surprisingly perhaps, the atmos-
phere on the morning after his death
had a curious mix of elements. There
were deep reverence and solemnity.
There were also the activities associated
with what one townsman, who gave his
name only as Jan, called ‘‘The cult of
John Paul II,’’ which has been emerging
for several years in Wadowice.

‘‘For several years now,’’ Jan said,
‘‘the tourists and pilgrims have made
business boom here.’’

Some people prayed and lit candles
and knelt on the cobblestones outside
the church. Others wandered around
the square, looking at the yellow house
where Wojtyla was born, the large
building, now the Town Hall, where he
went to school.

Monday. Then, the pope’s body will be
displayed at the top of the steps outside
the huge bronze doors of St. Peter’s Ba-
silica, designed in part by Michelan-
gelo. Already on Sunday, several hun-
dred chairs were set up in two sections
— broken up by an open surface of
stone where his body will lay for three
for four days starting on Monday — in
front of the basilica.

On Sunday, huge crowds continued
to flock to St. Peter’s Square, after two
nights of vigils for the pope, who died
during a crowded prayer service for his
health at 9:37 p.m. on Saturday. At a me-
morial Mass on Sunday morning, Arch-
bishop Leonardo Sandri, who served as
the public voice for the pope in the last
stages of his illness, announced to the
crowd of tens of thousands that he
would be reading a message prepared
by the pope himself for the day, a week
after Easter.

“It is love which converts hearts and
gives peace,” the pope said in the bless-
ing read by Sandri. “Lord, who with
your death and resurrection reveal the
love of the Father, we believe in you and
with faith we repeat to you today: ‘Je-
sus, I trust in you, have pity on us and
on the entire world.’ ”

But the mood had begun to change
slightly from what had been an anxious
death watch: On a beautiful sunny day,
there were banners and music and a
self-conscious awareness of being
close to history, with some Romans
and tourists posing in front of St.
Peter’s with copies of newspapers with
headlines announcing John Paul II’s
d e at h .

Still, there remained a strong sense
of loss and mourning for a pope who
had ruled for so long and inspired
many Catholics — whether or not they
agreed with his conservative stances
on social issues — with the idea that his
papacy had been different from others.

Rome after a sleepless night in order to
join in the mourning.

‘‘Last night on television, I heard the
Italian President and George Bush, too
— but this is different for us,’’ said An-
drea Cliycko.

‘‘With the death of the pope, the
world as we know it ends, and another
will have to start,’’ he said. ‘‘We’ll see
what it’s like.’’

In some ways, all popes belong to
Rome. ‘‘This pope was Polish, but be-
came Italian,’’ said Rita Ausanio, who
had driven hours to be in St. Peter’s
Square on Sunday.

But immigrants see things differ-
e n t ly.

Italy is home to millions of foreign-
ers — legal and illegal — the vast ma-
jority of them Catholics. One fifth of
applications for residency in Italy cite
religious commitment as a motivation.

trine. However, as Dean of the Cardin-
als, he will wield extraordinary influ-
ence in guiding the cardinals in the
stewardship of the church until a new
pope is in place.

‘‘The seat of Peter is now empty, the
throne is vacant,’’ said Giovanni Maria
Vian, a Vatican historian at La Sapienza
University in Rome. ‘‘The government
of the church now is regulated by
norms that go back to the medieval
ti mes.’’

‘‘The church of Rome is perhaps the
last absolute monarchy in the world,’’
he said, ‘‘and when the pope dies, all
the curial offices are decapitated. All
the heads fall, and only a few special
ones remain.’’

The cleric of the moment, however,
is Martínez Somalo. It was he who had
the responsibility to make sure that the
pope was dead. He also took charge of
organizing the lying in state of the
pope’s body in the Vatican basilica and
the pope’s funeral and, if tradition pre-
vails, of putting seals on the pope’s
bedroom and study.

Martínez Somalo’s primary respon-
sibility is to organize the still unsched-
uled papal conclave of all the cardin-
a ls.

TRANSITION, Continued on Page 4

POLAND, Continued on Page 4

ROME, Continued on Page 4
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By Sabrina Tavernise
and John F. Burns

MAHMUDIYA, Iraq: A small but
telling test of Iraq’s fledgling new army
came last week in this farm town south
of Baghdad, when a group of Iraqi sol-
diers, ending a house raid and rushing
to board pickup trucks they use as
troop carriers, abandoned the blind-
folded, handcuffed man they had come
to arrest.

‘‘They left the detainee,’’ an aston-
ished American soldier said, spotting
the man squatting in the dust along a
residential street. ‘‘They just left him
there. Sweet.’’

The Iraqi troops were on their sev-
enth house raid of the morning, part of
a cordon-and-search operation in an
area of towns and farmlands so danger-

ous that American soldiers call it the
Triangle of Death. Prompted by the sol-
dier, the Iraqis ran back for the prisoner
and managed much of the rest of their
mission effectively, rounding up 13 in-
surgent suspects in three hours with-
out having to call for direct involve-
ment of the watching American
t ro o p s .

Such limited successes stand against
a backdrop of American disappoint-
ment with many of the Iraqi units,
whose effectiveness is crucial to a fu-
ture American troop withdrawal. De-
spite the Bush administration’s insist-
ent optimism, Americans working with

the Iraqis in the field believe it could be
several years, at least, before the new
Iraqi forces will be ready to stand alone
against the insurgents.

A few days before the Mahmudiya
raids, Iraqi soldiers manning a local
checkpoint fell asleep. In the predawn
hours, the checkpoint was ambushed
by insurgents who tossed a grenade in-
to the building, then stormed in and
killed at least eight Iraqis who had sur-
vived the grenade, U.S. soldiers said.
Since the attack, American troops have
been conducting nighttime patrols to
make sure the Iraqis stay awake.

Can Iraq’s army take care of itself ?

By Thomas Crampton

PARIS: The French journalist
Florence Aubenas, looking thinner but
radiant after 157 days as a hostage in
Iraq, returned home to a joyful wel-
come Sunday and told of being held in a
cellar, tied and blindfolded, and strug-
gling with depression.

Her Iraqi interpreter, Hussein Ha-
nun, was also released and rejoined his
family in Iraq.

Thin and beaming with a broad
smile as she descended from a French
military aircraft at an airstrip in Villa-
coublay, west of Paris, Aubenas was
greeted with cheers from journalists
covering the event and a kiss on each
cheek from President Jacques Chirac.

‘‘I am here to thank all of those in
France who supported my liberation,’’
Aubenas said, adding that she would
detail the experience at a news confer-
ence this week. ‘‘We were in a base-
ment, and conditions were severe.’’

She gave no information about the
identity of her kidnappers and no de-
tails about her release. One anecdote
she did relate was about an evening
when her captors, concerned she was
too depressed, loosened ties around
her wrists and ankles and allowed her
to watch a broadcast of the French tele-
vision station TV5.

‘‘I saw this number on the screen and
it was a 140,’’ Aubenas said. ‘‘It took a
while to realize it referred to the num-
ber of days I was captive, and I can’t tell
you how great it felt.’’

Earlier in the day, French officials
drove Hanun to his home in central
Baghdad, where Agence France-Presse
reported that a crowd of neighbors
gathered to celebrate his liberation by
slaughtering a sheep. Hanun, described
as drawn and thin, stayed silent as he
hugged his crying wife and daughter.

Aubenas, a 44-year-old veteran re-
porter for the newspaper, had covered
many of the world’s hot spots for Libér-
ation. In Iraq to report on the election,
she and Hanun were abducted on Jan. 5.

The French government insisted Sun-
day that no ransom was paid to secure
the release of the French journalist.

‘‘There was absolutely no demand
for money. No ransom was paid,’’ a gov-
ernment spokesman, Jean-François
Copé said. ‘‘The one thing I can con-
firm to you is that there was no ransom
pa id.’’

The newsroom at Libération was
electric with excitement when the
news of Aubenas’s release was an-
nounced, said Christophe Boltanski,
deputy foreign editor and the last per-
son at Libération to speak with Auben-
as before her abduction.

By Celia W. Dugger

The deal reached over the weekend
among the richest countries to cancel
$40 billion of debt owed by 18 of the
poorest nations was a major break-
through on a dauntingly complex issue,
though it will result in only modest in-
creases in money available to combat
hunger, sickness and illiteracy in the
developing world.

Even so, it has a significance that
goes beyond the limited new funds,
analysts say. It will free rich and poor
countries alike from decades of time-
consuming and tiresome haggling over

the terms of debts no one expected to
be repaid, freeing them to focus on the
real work of development.

It gives the lucky 18 that come out of
this with a clean slate on
debts to the World Bank,
the African Development
Bank and the International

Monetary Fund the ability to count on
the extra money from debt relief in the
years ahead and use it to build strategies
for poverty reduction that are less sub-
ject to the whims of the wealthy donors.

And advocates hope that this victory
on an issue they have put at the heart of
years of hard-fought lobbying will

bring fresh momentum in their broader
global antipoverty campaign on the tri-
fecta of debt relief, increased aid and
reduced trade barriers.

Still, it is clear that debt cancellation
alone will not produce large new re-
sources for development. It will put an
average of $1.5 billion a year in the
hands of the 18 countries, among them
Burkina Faso, Ghana and Ethiopia.

Debt relief agreement the work
of a diverse coalition. Page 3

Regis Duvignau/Reuters

Florence Aubenas, right, being embraced by her mother, Jacqueline, as the freed French journalist arrived Sunday in Paris.

In Europe, division
among old and new
Problems run deeper than constitution

A soldier’s past catches up
Serb in video of killings tries to lead quiet life

A suspected terrorist bomb blast
derailed a train traveling from
Chechnya to Moscow on Sunday,
wounding at least 15 people and
marring the Day of Russia national
hol iday.

Four cars of the passenger train
from the Chechen capital, Grozny,
jumped the tracks after the train’s
engineer saw an explosion on the
railbed ahead of the engine, Diana
Shemyakina, a spokeswoman for
the Federal Security Service
said. Page 3

UniCredito seals
deal to buy HVB

UniCredito of Italy and the Ger-
man lender HVB agreed Sunday to
the largest-ever cross-border
banking deal in Europe, in a sign
that the political rifts that seem to
be dividing Europe in recent
weeks may be overshadowed by
stark fiscal factors that are forcing
members to cooperate.

UniCredito will buy the second-
largest German bank in an all-
stock offer valued at ¤15.4 billion,
or $18.7 billion. Page 11

2 hostages
freed from
their long
Iraq ordeal
French journalist
returns to Paris as
her aide joins family

By Nicholas Wood

VUKOVAR, Croatia: Fourteen years
after conflict raged through this once-
pretty Croatian region as Yugoslavia
began to fall apart, the destruction is
still visible.

New and restored houses stand
alongside overgrown ruins of once
grand 19th-century buildings. Gleam-
ing new roads lead through scrubland
marked with red tape and signs that
warn of minefields.

Serbs and Croats are living in their
old homes once again here, but they
have new neighbors, too — silent mem-
ories that few forget and fewer discuss.
The former combatants, brutal in war,
now try to lead very ordinary lives.

Take Slobodan Davidovic, a former
waiter and part-time construction
worker from a small village to the south
of Vukovar, a few kilometers from the
Serbian border.

Davidovic’s war caught up with him
this month in the most public of ways:
he appeared in a video shown across
television networks throughout the
Balkans. There he is, dressed in black,
wearing a black beret, ordering fellow
soldiers around at the killing of six
Muslim men and boys in Bosnia, some
of the 7,000 from the town of Srebren-
ica killed by Serbs in July 1995.

The image is hard to match with the
man living in the little village of Sidski
Banovci. Since the end of war, he has
lived on and off with his brother and el-
derly mother in small house off the vil-
lage’s main street. Neighbors uni-
formly describe him as a good man,
intelligent and hard working.

Officially he is described by the Ser-
bian police as in hiding, one of two sus-
pects still sought in connection with
the killings. Five others have already
been arrested.

Approached just outside a church on
Sunday, he simply admitted his mem-
bership of the Scorpions, the Serb po-
lice unit seen on the videotape.

Yes, he said had seen the tape. ‘‘How
could anybody not feel bad about what
was on that tape?’’ he said.

Davidovic was one of dozens of men
who joined the Scorpions in 1991 at the
height of fighting in the region. The unit
fought in Bosnia and was then incor-
porated into the Serbian police and sent
to Kosovo. It is described by Serbia’s
chief war crimes prosecutor as doing
the ‘‘dirty work’’ of the Serbian police.

Some members of the Scorpions still
live in the region, but the majority
moved to Sid, a Serb town across the
b o rd e r.

By Judy Dempsey

BERLIN: When 10 new countries
were admitted to the European Union
on May 1 last year, there was a real
sense that the divisions of Europe cre-
ated by the big powers after 1945 had fi-
nally been overcome.

During that sunny afternoon in Dub-
lin, few of the 25 leaders of the enlarged
EU could have imagined that, 12 months
later, the Union would plunge into one
of its deepest crises for many years.

This turning point has been reached
not just because of the rejection by
France and the Netherlands of the pro-
posed European constitution,
or the increasingly bitter
wrangling over the EU’s
budget that is unlikely to be
resolved at this week’s sum-
mit meeting in Brussels.

It is something much more
fundamental. The new coun-
tries, most of them from
formerly Communist Eastern Europe,
are aiming for further rounds of en-
largement in order to make all of
Europe stronger, more prosperous and
above all, secure. They are also in-
tensely aware of the challenges coming
from India and China.

In contrast, a large part of public
opinion in the old member states has
turned against Europe, equating it with
too much economic liberalism, a loss of
control over destiny and insecurity
bred both of dissatisfaction with Brus-
sels and the swift change of a world in
the throes of technological revolution.
Many West Europeans did not really
absorb enlargement last year.

Now, they are keenly aware of it, and
fear the EU may be aggravating the
threats of globalization by opening
borders to cheaper labor and cheaper
p ro d uc t s .

‘‘New member countries want more
integration and more enlargement,’’
said Jacek Rostowski, an economics
professor at the Central European Uni-
versity in Budapest.

‘‘This means more competition, flex-

ibility but also a stronger Europe to
deal with the new challenges.’’

The new member states have found
few allies among the old 15. If anything,
in a bizarre twist to the history of the
EU, the principles of enlargement and
integration are being jettisoned by
some of the founding members, partic-
ularly France and the Netherlands.

The big question is which direction
Germany, the biggest of the 25 EU
member states, will take. Much will de-
pend on the outcome of the German na-
tional elections, which are expected in
September. Chancellor Gerhard Schrö-
der has taken a much more positive

view for example of bringing
Turkey into the EU than his
possible successor, Angela
Merkel, leader of the conser-
vative Christian Democrats.

‘‘Germany is pivotal in in-
fluencing the future direc-
tion of Europe,’’ said François
Heisbourg, director of the

Foundation for Strategic Studies in Par-
is.

‘‘Germany has traditionally suppor-
ted enlargement and integration. But
there are changes taking place inside
Germany with people questioning not
just further enlargement but the EU it-
self. As yet, Berlin has not fully decided
which way to take the European Un-
i o n . ’’

Issues like unemployment, globaliza-
tion, the belief that new member states
are taking away jobs from the older
ones and deep skepticism toward the
economic changes necessary to create
more flexibility and competitiveness
have made public opinion across old
Europe unsure about the merits of any
future widening and deepening.

The smaller East European coun-
tries, in contrast, are battling to protect
the principles that gave them stability.

Chechnya train
derailed by blast

Debt deal: A complicated victory

Some U.S. legislators urge closing
of Guantánamo center. Page 4

EUROPE, Continued on Page 7

EU nations in f inal talks on a
2007-2013 budget deal. Page 3

Young mayor lifts
Japan’s 2nd city

Hiroshi Nakada, the mayor of
Yokohama, has become a star in the
staid world of Japanese politics. He
has surprised the political es-

tablish ment
and is cred-
ited with re-
i nvigorati ng
the second-
largest Ja-
panese city.

Page 2

Despite U.S. hopes,
efficiency is elusive

N ew s
Analysis

Agence France-Presse

Iranian women demand more rights
A woman shouting Sunday in Tehran during an unauthorized protest against the
second-class status of women under the Islamic regime. It came on the same day
four bombs struck the country as it prepares for a presidential election. Page 4
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Buttoned-up for protocol

Boeing and Airbus choose
separate paths at Paris show
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By Richard Bernstein

WADOWICE, Poland: From inside
the Basilica of the Mother of God of
Constant Help, the sound of the special
Mass being said for the pope on Sunday
morning spilled out onto what some
time ago was already named John Paul
II Square, filled with hundreds of
townspeople and visitors, their faces
glowing in the pale morning sun.

Special Masses were said all over Po-
land on Sunday, the morning after the
pope died, but the Mass in Wadowice,
where Karol Wojtyla began his extraor-
dinary life’s journey 84 years ago, was
naturally special — not least because of
the large numbers of television satellite
trucks parked around the square,
beaming the ceremony live to viewers
all over this country.

It seemed as if the entire population
of the town, which lines the wooded
hills south of Krakow, came out to say
goodbye to the historic figure whose
connection with their town clearly fills
them with pride.

They prayed, they remembered; they
told stories of the pope’s three visits to
Wadowice to their children and friends
and to inquiring reporters looking for
anecdotes. They signed the thick re-
membrance book placed on a flower-
strewn terrace outside the basilica,
where the fire department’s brass band,

A public end for an extraordinary papacy

By Ian Fisher

VATICAN CITY: His folded hands in-
tertwined with a rosary, the body of
Pope John Paul II was laid out inside
the papal palace on Sunday as the bal-
ance of power in the Roman Catholic
Church began its shift to the unnamed
man who will soon replace him.

Just 15 hours after he died on Satur-
day night, the great pageantry around
the death of a pope began Sunday
morning, with a huge public Mass in St.
Peter’s Square and then the first rites of
his funeral: The 84-year-old John Paul
was laid out in Clementine Hall,
dressed in white and red vestments, his
head covered with a white bishop’s
miter and propped up on three dark
gold pillows.

Tucked under his left arm was the
silver staff, called the crow’s ear, that
he had carried in public.

“He suffered a lot, and he suffered for
many years,” Francesco Rutelli, the
former mayor of Rome and a key oppo-
sition leader in Italy, said after seeing
the body of the pope, whom he had met
with often over the years.

In death, after 26 years as pope, “his
expression was serene,” Rutelli said.

The viewing ceremony — broadcast
live over Italian television — was a
private one for cardinals, bishops and
other church officials, as well as prom-
inent officials in this nation where the
Catholic church is a central and an-
cient pillar. The guests included Prime
Minister Silvio Berlusconi and Presi-
dent Carlo Azeglio Ciampi. Archbish-
op Stanislaw Dziwisz, the pope’s per-
sonal secretary for decades and by
proximity one of the most powerful
men in the church, sat in a rear pew re-
ceiving condolences and wiping away
tea rs.

The public part of the mourning for
Pope John Paul II, who died after a ur-
inary tract infection on Thursday set
off a fatal chain of ailments, begins on

Private viewing in Vatican;
Pilgrims converge for rites

Start of a life’s journey
A town remembers its most famous son

Huge crowds share in somber pageantry

Pool photo by Massimo Sambucetti

The body of Pope John Paul II was laid out in the Vatican on Sunday for a private viewing by church officials. A public viewing outside St. Peter’s Basilica will take place Monday.

Rome’s immigrants embraced pope
By Elisabeth Rosenthal

ROME: On Sunday, as Italy re-
membered Pope John Paul II formally
and officially for his role as head of the
Catholic Church, this city’s teeming
Catholic immigrant community bid a
far more emotional and intensely per-
sonal goodbye to a charismatic man
who many said had transformed their
l ives.

‘‘You can’t forget a person like this,’’
said Charles Boliko at Rome’s Con-
golese church, which opened its doors
10 years ago. ‘‘He came to Africa. He
said, ‘I know you suffer. I know you ex-
ist.’ We are very emotional and this is
so important to us.’’

Boliko recalled that when he was
young, Mass was in Latin. ‘‘It was so
strange, I couldn’t relate at all,’’ he said.
But this pope, he continued, ‘‘encour-
aged us to celebrate in an African way
— we sing, we dance, we clap, we use
our drums. We will always, always be
grateful to him.’’

There is an old saying here in Rome:
‘‘When the pope dies, make another
one.’’ In that spirit, the Italian media
has been filled with somewhat me-
chanical memorials, delivered by
black-clad politicians and celebrities.
Indeed, for most Italians, the church is
an institution of far greater importance
than the pope. But for the millions of
immigrants who fill this country’s low-
wage jobs, it seemed the other way
around on Sunday.

John Paul II was a man — a foreigner
himself — who left behind the formal
vestiges of the Vatican and related to
ordinary people wherever he went. He
came to their countries. He hugged
their children. He brought to life a
church that had previously seemed
dead and distant to them.

‘‘Our country has always been Cath-
olic, but this is the first pope to visit
our country with all its troubles — the
church seems so much closer and more
human now,’’ said Germania Betan-
court, an Ecuadorian who has worked
as a baby sitter in Rome for the past
eight years.

At Santo Stanislao dei Polacchi,
Rome’s largest Polish church, hun-
dreds of believers joined in religious
folk songs beneath a picture of the
young Pope John Paul II at 8 a.m. on
Sunday. Andrea and Lucia Cliycko —
he is a construction worker and she is a
housekeeper — drove 90 minutes into

Spanish cardinal fills empty seat
By Elaine Sciolino

ROME: The Regime of the Vacant See
has begun.

At the moment of Pope John Paul II’s
death on Saturday night, the power
structure that governed the Roman
Catholic hierarchy for the past 26 years
fell away, and an ultraconservative, 78-
year-old Spanish cardinal temporarily
became the leading decision-maker in
Cathol icism.

Cardinal Eduardo Martínez Somalo,
the ‘‘camerlengo’’ or ‘‘chamberlain’’ of
the Vatican, will be the administrative
— although not the spiritual — father
of the world’s more than one billion
Catholics until a new pope is elected
sometime within the next few weeks.

As the pope’s body lay at the Vati-
can’s Apostolic Palace on Sunday
morning, it was Martínez Somalo who
recited prayers in Latin and sprinkled
holy water over the pope’s body.

In his red robe and lace-trimmed
white cassock, the little-known cardin-
al suddenly was propelled into the
world’s spotlight, as Italian as well as
foreign television channels carried the
event live.

There is no ‘‘deputy’’ or ‘‘acting’’
pope in Catholicism, so the transition
period before a new pope is elected

comes with a traumatic bureaucratic
sha keup.

The heads of the agencies of the Vat-
ican, essentially the cabinet of the Vat-
ican, and John Paul’s inner circle of
aides automatically lose their power.

Until the pope’s death Saturday
night, for example, Archbishop Stan-
islaw Dziwisz, the pope’s personal sec-
retary and a trusted aide from their
days together in Poland, was one of the
most powerful men in Vatican City.

Archbishop Dziwisz slept near the
pope’s bedroom, controlled his sched-
ule, told him what papers to sign and
was with him during most of every day
and at the moment of his death.

Cardinal Angelo Sodano, an Italian,
lost his job as the Vatican’s Secretary of
State, but will play an important role in
preparing for the conclave, the gather-
ing of cardinals that will elect the next
pope.

Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, a Ger-
man, no longer is head of the powerful
Congregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith, the ‘‘ministry’’ in the Vatican that
helps shape and enforce Catholic doc-

U  P D A T E
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µ In former Soviet states, leaders

watch uneasily as the call for
democracy widens. Page 3

µ Rebellion at La Scala ends as
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µ A UN envoy says Syria has vowed
to pull out all military and
intelligence units from Lebanon by
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µ Iraqi lawmakers elect a Sunni Arab
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Karol Wojtyla, 1920-2005
µ The man who would call himself

John Paul II was not the
traditional papal f igure,
compassionate and loving but
ascetic and remote behind the
high walls and elaborate
ceremony of the Vatican. Here
was a different kind of pope:
complex, schooled in
confrontation, theologically
intransigent but deftly politic,
full of wit and daring.
An obituary. Pages 6 and 7

µ World leaders ref lect on the
passing of an enormously
inf luential pontiff. President
Bush was said to be making plans
to attend the funeral. Page 5

µ In his f inal hours, the pope was
described as serene in the
knowledge that soon he would
be in heaven. Page 4

Daring to create

museum, and
that is a priv-
ilege,’’ he says.
‘‘But if it wants
to be loyal to its
history, it needs
to innovate, to
dare — it needs
to move into
the 21st centu-
ry.’’ Page 2

Mayor Bertrand Delanoë has
worked hard to make his city a con-
temporary masterpiece. ‘‘Paris is a

78-year-old becomes
interim Vatican chief
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which went to Rome no fewer than six
times during John Paul II’s papacy,
played Polish Catholic melodies.

Behind the church a smaller crowd
was spilling out of a shop labeled
‘‘Opominki,’’ or souvenirs, waiting for
those inside to finish buying pictures
of the pope, bas-relief brass plaques
showing him in a prayerful pose and
desk ornaments saying ‘‘John Paul II
and Wadowice’’ on them.

It is a big thing for a small town like
Wadowice to have produced one of the
most famous people in the world, and
so, not surprisingly perhaps, the atmos-
phere on the morning after his death
had a curious mix of elements. There
were deep reverence and solemnity.
There were also the activities associated
with what one townsman, who gave his
name only as Jan, called ‘‘The cult of
John Paul II,’’ which has been emerging
for several years in Wadowice.

‘‘For several years now,’’ Jan said,
‘‘the tourists and pilgrims have made
business boom here.’’

Some people prayed and lit candles
and knelt on the cobblestones outside
the church. Others wandered around
the square, looking at the yellow house
where Wojtyla was born, the large
building, now the Town Hall, where he
went to school.

Monday. Then, the pope’s body will be
displayed at the top of the steps outside
the huge bronze doors of St. Peter’s Ba-
silica, designed in part by Michelan-
gelo. Already on Sunday, several hun-
dred chairs were set up in two sections
— broken up by an open surface of
stone where his body will lay for three
for four days starting on Monday — in
front of the basilica.

On Sunday, huge crowds continued
to flock to St. Peter’s Square, after two
nights of vigils for the pope, who died
during a crowded prayer service for his
health at 9:37 p.m. on Saturday. At a me-
morial Mass on Sunday morning, Arch-
bishop Leonardo Sandri, who served as
the public voice for the pope in the last
stages of his illness, announced to the
crowd of tens of thousands that he
would be reading a message prepared
by the pope himself for the day, a week
after Easter.

“It is love which converts hearts and
gives peace,” the pope said in the bless-
ing read by Sandri. “Lord, who with
your death and resurrection reveal the
love of the Father, we believe in you and
with faith we repeat to you today: ‘Je-
sus, I trust in you, have pity on us and
on the entire world.’ ”

But the mood had begun to change
slightly from what had been an anxious
death watch: On a beautiful sunny day,
there were banners and music and a
self-conscious awareness of being
close to history, with some Romans
and tourists posing in front of St.
Peter’s with copies of newspapers with
headlines announcing John Paul II’s
d e at h .

Still, there remained a strong sense
of loss and mourning for a pope who
had ruled for so long and inspired
many Catholics — whether or not they
agreed with his conservative stances
on social issues — with the idea that his
papacy had been different from others.

Rome after a sleepless night in order to
join in the mourning.

‘‘Last night on television, I heard the
Italian President and George Bush, too
— but this is different for us,’’ said An-
drea Cliycko.

‘‘With the death of the pope, the
world as we know it ends, and another
will have to start,’’ he said. ‘‘We’ll see
what it’s like.’’

In some ways, all popes belong to
Rome. ‘‘This pope was Polish, but be-
came Italian,’’ said Rita Ausanio, who
had driven hours to be in St. Peter’s
Square on Sunday.

But immigrants see things differ-
e n t ly.

Italy is home to millions of foreign-
ers — legal and illegal — the vast ma-
jority of them Catholics. One fifth of
applications for residency in Italy cite
religious commitment as a motivation.

trine. However, as Dean of the Cardin-
als, he will wield extraordinary influ-
ence in guiding the cardinals in the
stewardship of the church until a new
pope is in place.

‘‘The seat of Peter is now empty, the
throne is vacant,’’ said Giovanni Maria
Vian, a Vatican historian at La Sapienza
University in Rome. ‘‘The government
of the church now is regulated by
norms that go back to the medieval
ti mes.’’

‘‘The church of Rome is perhaps the
last absolute monarchy in the world,’’
he said, ‘‘and when the pope dies, all
the curial offices are decapitated. All
the heads fall, and only a few special
ones remain.’’

The cleric of the moment, however,
is Martínez Somalo. It was he who had
the responsibility to make sure that the
pope was dead. He also took charge of
organizing the lying in state of the
pope’s body in the Vatican basilica and
the pope’s funeral and, if tradition pre-
vails, of putting seals on the pope’s
bedroom and study.

Martínez Somalo’s primary respon-
sibility is to organize the still unsched-
uled papal conclave of all the cardin-
a ls.

TRANSITION, Continued on Page 4

POLAND, Continued on Page 4

ROME, Continued on Page 4

Figure 2.4: Front page of another issue of the International Herald Tribune (left), whose
layout is not X-Y decomposable. Top-down segmentation (centre) fails to completely
segment the page (the bottom-left quadrant is not segmented), whereas bottom-up
clustering (right) succeeds
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a more complex tree-based technique (which also copes with non-X-Y-decomposable
layouts), the approaches of Ishitani and of Déjean and Meunier use techniques based
on the X-Y cut algorithm. Ishitani introduces a technique, termed an exceptional X-Y
cut, to successfully decompose layouts which are not X-Y decomposable. Using the
X-Y decomposition, [Meunier 2005] also determines the reading order. Typically,
these techniques are useful in more complex layouts, such as newspapers, which
contain several articles on the page arranged in a hierarchical structure. The sys-
tem proposed in [Hadjar et al. 2004] also groups individual blocks into articles before
performing reading order detection, although the precise method is not described.

2.2.3 Manhattan layout

Bottom-up segmentation approaches are generally not restricted to any particular
types of layout. In fact, they are theoretically able to segment any arbitrary two-
dimensional shapes. However, as documents by convention are generally composed
of rectangular blocks, most document analysis systems restrict themselves to “Man-
hattan” or “near-Manhattan” layouts, as shown in Figure 2.5. We have also taken
this approach in developing our segmentation algorithm as described in Section 3.4.
Haralick provides the following definition of Manhattan layout:

A Manhattan page layout is one where the regions of the page layout
are all rectangular and the rectangles are in the same orientation. Hence
after an appropriate page rotation the sides of the rectangles will all be
either horizontal or vertical. Furthermore, each pair of rectangles either is
mutually exclusive or one contains the other. ([Haralick 1994], p. 1 [386])

Algorithms designed for Manhattan layouts generally fail when run on rotated,
or skewed documents. This problem is a common occurrence in scanned documents,
and there is an extensive body of literature that deals just with the problem of skew
detection (a good summary can be found in [Nagy 2000]). Fortunately, for the digitally
generated PDF documents that we encounter, this is not an issue.

2.2.4 Techniques for ASCII documents

A number of publications report on systems that process documents in ASCII for-
mat (and similar fixed-width text formats). As the ASCII format allows only a very
restricted range of layout conventions to be used, some of which are specific to this
format, such techniques cannot be applied directly to PDF documents. The work in
[Rus and Summers 1997] uses a bottom-up method to merge lines of text, as obtained
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Figure 2.5: The example on the left has a strict Manhattan layout. The layout on the
right is what we term near-Manhattan: because of the inset graphic, the conditions for
strict Manhattan layout have been breached, but bottom-up segmentation can still be
performed

from an OCR package, into a hierarchical structure based on repeating indentation
patterns. This technique assumes no prior knowledge about the formatting conven-
tions being used. Multi-column and more complex layouts are not addressed, and are
a rarity in this format. This paper also describes techniques for table detection and
graphics recognition.

Kieninger et al. report on systems which detect tables in ASCII documents
[Kieninger 1998; Klink et al. 2000; Kieninger and Dengel 1998b]. Their work is de-
scribed in more detail in Section 4.2. They describe a bottom-up segmentation algo-
rithm based on vertical neighbourhoods: due to what we term the brickwork effect (see
Section 3.4.2), entire blocks of text can be built up this way. Because of the robust-
ness of their method and its ability to also cope with layouts which are not strictly
Manhattan, we have used some of their techniques in the development of our own
segmentation algorithm (see Section 3.4).

2.2.5 Systems for analysing PDF documents

More recently, the PDF format has started to gain attention from researchers in docu-
ment analysis. The bottom-up segmentation techniques using pixel-based operations
as described at the beginning of this section could, of course, also be applied to a
bitmap rendition of PDF, as in [Hadjar et al. 2004]. Compared to a scanned image, the
rendition of a PDF is much “cleaner”; there is no noise and problems such as find-
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ing an appropriate threshold for binarization and deskewing do not exist. However,
in developing our system we have taken the view that analysing images of PDF files
where the object data is available is taking a step backwards: the rasterization process
can still introduce errors and creates unnecessary processing overhead. Furthermore,
additional information created during creation of the PDF is lost (see Section 3.7).

A notable early publication which deals with PDF files is [Lovegrove and Brails-
ford 1995]. Here, segmentation is performed bottom-up using grouping algorithms
on text extracted directly from the PDF data using the Acrobat SDK. [Anjewierden
2001] describes a method in which text and graphic objects are extracted from the
PDF using a method built on top of the xpdf library, which includes some segmenta-
tion heuristics. [Déjean and Meunier 2006] uses a similar method for extracting the
low-level objects from PDF. Unfortunately, neither paper describes in detail how the
low-level text and graphic instructions are processed to generate the resulting objects.
Our paper [Hassan 2009a] is intended to fill this gap in the literature. [Hadjar et al.
2004] also introduces a system for analysing PDF, but uses a bitmap image to perform
segmentation. The text is obtained using a library1 and matched at a later stage to the
results of the layout analysis.

[Chao and Fan 2004] describes a hybrid method in which a combination of object-
level and bitmap processing is used: text and image objects are obtained directly from
the PDF code, whereas lines and vector objects are obtained from a bitmap image. A
bottom-up segmentation algorithm, which works on rectangular text blocks obtained
from the PDF, is described in detail, but, as with the above two papers, this paper is
also rather short on details of how the initial objects are obtained from the PDF file.

[Futrelle et al. 2003] describes a system for graphics recognition from PDF. Here,
the Etymon PJ Tools library [Etymon Systems Inc. 2009 (Web)] is used to obtain the
graphics primitives in object form. Of course, for this application, the extracted infor-
mation is at a much finer granular level than what we require for document analysis.

Today, document analysis of PDF files is still an ongoing research topic, and two
research groups are particularly active in this field. The group led by Rolf Ingold in
Fribourg, Switzerland, continues to publish methods to convert PDF documents into
a structured XML format and represent them in such a way that virtually no infor-
mation from the original file is lost [Bloechle et al. 2009; Rigamonti et al. 2005]. The
group headed by David Brailsford in Nottingham is working on restructuring PDF
files using component object graphics (COGs) to improve repurposability [Bagley et al.
2003]. In a similar way to the methods described in Section 3.3, their COG Extractor

1The paper analyses the results of several PDF extraction libraries (but not PDFBox, the library which
we use here, as it was then at a very early stage of development), but does not state which library is used.
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[Bagley 2006] parses the PDF content stream directly and groups the instructions to
represent logical objects.

2.2.6 Document analysis as a computer vision task

All the methods described in this chapter up to now can be said to have taken a
relatively ad hoc approach to document analysis, segmenting the page predominantly
using fragments of knowledge, or rules. For example, the bottom-up approaches clus-
ter blocks together using only low-level knowledge, i.e. the smallest pixel distance
between the two blocks, to decide whether the blocks belong to the same segment.
Top-down approaches use higher-level knowledge, such as rivers or whitespace of
a minimum width, but ignore information at the lower levels. Because document
layout generally follows rigid rules, which are in many cases known a priori, such
approaches are able to produce satisfactory results on a wide range of documents.

However, if we consider the ultimate goal of document analysis research to be a
segmentation algorithm that works successfully on all documents, these approaches
are inherently limited, as they do not model the human vision process accurately
enough. When a human reader analyses a document, several processes operate con-
currently at multiple levels of granularity to allow him to understand the document
more accurately. This is particularly important for more complex layouts or cases
where layout conventions have been violated (such as poorly or non-professionally
typeset documents), which cause considerable problems for current document un-
derstanding systems but remain understandable to humans. Already in 1992, Schür-
mann et al. wrote on the necessity of analysing multiple granular levels:

It should be made clear from the beginning, however, that document
analysis is only in simple cases suited for pure straightforward sequen-
tial operation. The document analysis task must be structured into sev-
eral levels of interpretation and requires a combination of bottom-up and
top-down approaches. At the lower levels ambiguities are quite frequent
which can be resolved only at higher levels. ([Schürmann et al. 1992], p. 1
[1101])

In the computer vision domain, the problem of image segmentation is often defined as
finding a solution that is in some way optimal in respect to several models at different
levels of granularity, which conflict and complement each other. For example, Tu and
Zhu state that:

The objective of image segmentation is to parse an image into its con-
stituent components. The latter are various stochastic processes, such
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as attributed points, lines, curves, textures, lighting variations, and de-
formable objects. Thus, a segmentation algorithm must incorporate many
families of image models and its performance is upper bounded by the
accuracy of its image models . . .

. . . Real world images are fundamentally ambiguous and our percep-
tion of an image changes over time. Furthermore, an image often demon-
strates details at multiple scales. Thus, the more one looks at an image,
the more one sees. ([Tu and Zhu 2002], p. 1 [657])

Perhaps because of their relatively high implementational and computational com-
plexity, such approaches have been slow to find their way into document analysis
systems. [Ishitani 1999] describes one such approach, which uses a framework based
on emergent computation, which supports flexible low-level interactions between four
subsystems or agents, which cooperate with and compete against each other. Through
these interactions, higher-level knowledge emerges.

When a human views a document from a distance, he can usually understand its
overall structure using spatial and textural cues, even if the text is too small to read.
This notion is used in [Randen and Husøy 1994; Jain and Zhong 1996], which describe
texture-based approaches to segment page images.

The problem of combining knowledge on several granular levels was also ad-
dressed in the table structure recognition algorithm presented in Wang’s doctoral the-
sis [Wang 2002], which uses a probabilistic model at several levels of granularity to
obtain high detection rates.

2.2.7 Commercial software

A number of commercial off-the-shelf packages make use of some of the techniques
described here. Apart from OCR software, this includes conversion programs that
take a PDF as input and convert it into another, more structured format. Generally,
we found that the approaches taken in such programs only perform a very limited
understanding of the document, and typically use the layout features of the target
format to compensate for the limitations of the document understanding process. The
following products were investigated in detail:

• Archilogue PDF to HTML Converter [Archilogue 2006 (Web)]: This converter aims
to preserve the original layout of the PDF. The only document understanding
steps which are performed are line finding and reading order detection. These
lines are then placed with transformed absolute coordinates (using <div> tags)
on the resulting HTML page. To reduce the likelihood of overlapping text due to
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font changes, the relative font size is reduced. Graphical elements are rasterized
and displayed as a background image. Due to the line finding and reading order
detection, it is possible to select text in most converted documents. However,
the resulting HTML is not repurposable.

• ABBYY PDF Transformer 3.0 [ABBYY 2006 (Web)]: We tested the PDF-to-Word
conversion feature of this software. Generally, the resulting documents visually
represented the originals and it was possible to select text and make minor ed-
its. Tables were detected if ruling lines were present; otherwise, text aligned in
columns was represented using the columns feature of Word.

With both converters, their layout-preserving nature was used to overcome the limita-
tions of the document understanding process, and it was possible to make minor edits
in the resulting documents. In such a situation, the user can be said to “complete” the
document understanding process by using his own knowledge when making such
edits. However, the logical structure of the documents was not fully rediscovered so
that the documents could be repurposed or used for machine processing applications,
such as data extraction.

2.3 Summary of our conclusions and approach

Based on an analysis of the previous work covered in this chapter, we have imple-
mented PDF Analyser, a system for document analysis of PDF files, which is described
in more detail in Chapter 3. As PDF Analyser uses solely document generic knowl-
edge at several granular levels to process an arbitrary PDF document, we concentrate
mostly on the document’s physical structure, rather than the textual content. This
processing task can be split up into two phases: extraction and segmentation.

The extraction phase works directly on the PDF content stream to obtain the page
content as a set of objects using an extraction procedure based upon the PDFBox li-
brary. In addition to obtaining text from the PDF content stream as in [Chao and Fan
2004], we also obtain graphic objects directly from this stream, instead of using an in-
termediate bitmap representation. As graphic objects can be very complex in PDF, we
employ additional heuristics to discard illustrations and retain only lines and boxes
that are likely to be useful for document understanding. Section 3.3 describes these
methods in detail.

Our methods for page segmentation are described in Section 3.4. The ordered-
edge segmentation algorithm was developed to overcome the main limitation of bottom-
up approaches without increasing complexity or execution time significantly. The
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edges between neighbouring blocks are ordered in such a way that more ambiguous
edges are visited later on in the process, after most of the edges have already been
visited and significant higher-level information about the document’s structure is also
available for the decision making process.

Furthermore, our method of wrapping using graph matching was also inspired
by our interactions with the PDF converters that we analysed, where layout preser-
vation was used to compensate for the inaccuracies in document understanding. Our
interactive wrapping approach, which is described in Chapter 6, is also based on the
principle that the user, by interacting with a structure based on the visual appearance
of the page, indirectly provides information to complete the document understanding
process.
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Chapter 3

A system for document analysis of
PDF files

This chapter describes the development of a prototype system, PDF Analyser, to per-
form document analysis of PDF files. The system loads a given page of a PDF file, ex-
tracts the text and graphics objects, performs bottom-up segmentation on the text and
simplifies the graphical data so that only the most important graphical objects which
have a structural function (and are therefore necessary for document understanding)
are represented. The results are displayed in graphical form to the user. Much of the
content of this chapter can also be found in the author’s publication [Hassan 2009a].
The system uses solely document-generic knowledge and is designed to work on an
any PDF document which has been digitally generated from a computer application.

Section 3.1 describes the model that is used to internally represent the contents
of the PDF. This is a simplification of the original PDF structure. Section 3.2 presents
the user interface of the system. Section 3.3 describes how the low-level instructions
in the PDF are processed to populate the model with the data on the page. Section
3.4 presents the ordered-edge segmentation algorithm, a bottom-up algorithm to segment
the textual content into logical blocks. Finally, Section 3.5 presents an experimental
evaluation of the system.

3.1 Internal representation model

In order to perform analysis of PDF documents and facilitate further processing, a
model was devised to store all the physical items in the document. This model is
based on rectangular objects, or segments, which may be hierarchically nested. Sub-
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sequent chapters of this thesis also refer to the object types in this model. In Sec-
tion 2.2.3, we stated that we are dealing predominantly with Manhattan or near-
Manhattan layouts. Thus the limitation of rectangular boundaries for segments al-
lows our model to be relatively simple, yet offers enough granularity to represent the
document successfully for data extraction purposes.

This section describes this model and an algorithm to generate an adjacency graph
from a set of blocks, which enables efficient access to a node’s direct neighbours and
is used at several processing stages.

3.1.1 Coordinate system

All segments are represented by their rectangular bounding box coordinates on a 2-D
Cartesian plane. We use the same coordinate system as in PDF. The origin (0,0) is at
the bottom left of the “canvas” and one unit is equal to 1

72 inch1. Depending on how
the PDF has been created, objects may also have negative coordinates, particularly if
they occur outside of the printed area of the page. Section 3.3.1 describes page areas
in more detail. When the results of our analysis are viewed onscreen, the units are
translated into screen coordinates, which have their origin at the top-left of the screen.

3.1.2 Segment types

We define the following types of segment, which can occur on the page:

• Basic segments are defined simply by their bounding box coordinates
(x1, x2, y1, y2), of which there are three subtypes:

– line segments represent straight lines drawn on the page either horizon-
tally or vertically;

– rectangle segments represent rectangles drawn on the page; and

– image segments represent bitmap images.

• Text fragments contain in addition to their bounding box coordinates a text
string, font object and font size.

1This definition is also used in PostScript. PostScript and PDF units are often referred to as points,
which are common units in the printing industry. However, this unit has varied considerably in the past
and, as stated in the Adobe PDF Reference, there is no universal definition of a point.
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• Clusters are composite text segments, which are built up of a collection of text
fragments and/or clusters. The attributes text string, font and font size also ap-
ply; they relate to the combined text of all subelements and most commonly
occurring font and font size respectively. The term text segments is used to
refer to both clusters and text fragments.

A page is a collection of any of the above segments and also contains a bounding
box definition corresponding to the page size, which is obtained from the PDF (see
Section 3.3.1). A document is an ordered list of pages.

The use of hierarchically nested segments allows us to represent objects at various
levels of granularity, and manipulate objects in intermediate processing steps in a
consistent way. Some of these objects are shown in Figure 3.1. This terminology will
be used throughout the dissertation.

3.1.3 Adjacency graph representation

During processing, we need to put the segments into a suitable data structure which
allows fast access to each segment’s neighbours. To this end, we have devised the
adjacency graph representation, in which each segment is represented as a node and
each neighbourhood with one of four attributed edges corresponding to its direction:
northOf, southOf, eastOf or westOf. For each segment, we look for its first direct
neighbour regardless of distance.

The algorithm for generating the graph, which takes a list of segments as input, is
described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Adjacency graph generation from a list L of segments

1. create two lists, H and V, which contain all segments in L sorted in horizontal
and vertical order of midpoint coordinate respectively.

2. foreach segment s in L:

(a) locate index of s in H and V. Starting from these positions, examine both
lists in ascending and descending order. This corresponds to looking for
the next neighbouring block in each of the four directions of the compass.

(b) as soon as a segment t is reached whose midpoint y coordinate (if looking
horizontally) or midpoint x coordinate (if looking vertically) intersects that
of s and vice versa, store t as neighbour of s in that particular direction. Do
not look further in this direction.
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Because the relations westOf and northOf are opposites of the relations eastOf
and southOf, we could only store relationships in these two directions. However,
because we require fast access to neighbours in all directions, we do not do this. For
consistency, we ensure that every relation is also expressed by its opposite. For one-to-
one relationships, these are automatically found by the algorithm. For many-to-one
relationships, as shown in Figure 3.2, only one rightOf relation is found for the image,
although it has several neighbours to its right. However, as each line of text has the
image as its leftOf relation, the missing opposite relations are automatically added in
a postprocessing step.

Figure 3.2 shows an example of the adjacency graph at the initial text fragment
level after preprocessing, which is used as input to the ordered-edge segmentation al-
gorithm. Figure 3.3 shows the adjacency graph at the block level to join neighbouring
blocks after segmentation.

The adjacency graph is designed only to represent a two-dimensional page struc-
ture, i.e. a snapshot of a stage of processing at a given level of granularity, and is, in
most cases, planar. For nested objects, we choose a particular level of granularity for
the graph. In the worst case, for n segments, the graph generation algorithm requires
2n(n − 1) iterations, i.e. it is O(n2). However, the complexity is significantly reduced
in practice, as the search in a given direction stops as soon as a neighbour is found.

Whereas the algorithm performed adequately for most documents that we en-
countered, we found execution time to be too high when run on complex documents
such as newspapers at the initial text fragment level of granularity. Therefore, the
initial preprocessing stages, as described in Section 3.4.1, have been introduced to re-
duce the number of segments to an acceptable level. Performance figures are given in
Table 3.2.

This graph representation is also used as a basis for our graph-based approach to
wrapping. See Section 6 for more details.

3.2 Visualization

We have developed a GUI to visualize the results of our processing algorithms. After
selection of the desired filename, page number and segmentation mode or final process-
ing stage, the PDF file is opened and processed accordingly.

Using methods from the XMIllum Java framework [Rigamonti et al. 2003; Univ.
Fribourg 2002 (Web)], the rectangular objects are displayed in layers and overlaid on
top of a bitmap rendition of the page. We refer to this as the page view. The individual
layers correspond to the different segment classes as defined in this chapter and can
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Figure 3.1: Screenshot of the GUI (see Section 3.2) showing some of these objects on
the page. Line segments are marked in purple, image segments in blue. Clusters are
shown in a cyan outline and their constituent text fragments are shaded in yellow

Figure 3.2: Example of a many-to-one adjacency relationship between the image and
lines of text. Please note that the blue blocks represent the clusters at the initial stage of
the segmentation process, before they have been merged together into larger blocks
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Figure 3.3: A further example of PDF Analyser’s page view, based on methods in the
XMIllum library, showing the results of our segmentation algorithm overlaid on a
bitmap rendition of the page. Adjacency edges between clusters are also shown here
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be shown or hidden by the user at will. The view can be zoomed in and out, and
scrolled. The bitmap rendition is generated by Ghostscript, and is also represented as
a layer, which can be shown or hidden at will.

The GUI also provides further options to fine-tune the processing steps for debug-
ging purposes. For example, ruling object processing can be disabled and the system
can be set to stop after a predefined number of iterations to display the result partway
during processing.

PDF Analyser also interfaces with the TouchGraph library [TouchGraph LLC 2006
(Web)] to display the document’s adjacency graph in a flexible, navigable form and
allow the interactive generation of wrappers for the graph-based approach. Please
refer to Section 6.4.1 for a detailed description of the graph view of PDF Analyser.

It is also possible to show edges between adjacent segments in the page view,
although, due to clutter, they are not always clearly visible here. The examples in
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 have the edges shown. The graph view’s flexible arrangement of
nodes overcomes this problem, and enables the precise graph structure to be studied
in detail. Many further screenshots from the GUI are provided throughout this thesis.

3.3 Obtaining data from PDF

In this section, we describe how we open a PDF document, parse the contents of the
PDF file and populate our data structures defined in Section 3.1 with object data ob-
tained directly from the page’s content stream. At this stage, we also perform some
initial processing of the PDF data to reduce the initial number of objects for perfor-
mance reasons.

The PDF specification [Adobe Systems Inc. 2009 (Web)] is published by Adobe
and can be downloaded freely from their website. There have been a number of
incarnations of the PDF format since its conception in 1993, and the latest specification
represents a published ISO standard. The vast majority of documents encountered on
the Web are published in earlier versions of the format (1.4 or earlier), and we have
therefore concentrated on implementing features available in these versions.

3.3.1 Page objects

Each PDF file contains a page tree which contains the individual page objects which
contain the page’s data in a content stream, a sequential list of instructions in the form
of operator and operand pairs. These instructions are based on the operators in the
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PostScript printing language. It is these instructions that we process in order to obtain
the text and graphic objects that are drawn on the page.

The page object also includes other important data such as a thumbnail image
of the page and the page’s dimensions. The latter is of particular importance to us,
as it enables us to scale the objects correctly so that the entire page is displayed on
the screen and aligns correctly with its bitmap rendition (generated separately by
Ghostscript) when it is overlaid in the GUI.

The PDF specification actually allows up to 5 different page sizes or bounding
boxes for each physical page to be defined: MediaBox, CropBox, BleedBox, TrimBox
and ArtBox. These parameters enable crop marks and other markings to be drawn
outside of the final cropped area of the page. They also enable a different page size to
be specified for screen and printer. The MediaBox is the largest of these boxes and its
definition should always be present in the PDF file. All objects, whether visible or not
in the final printed output, should fall within the bounds of the MediaBox. The other
dimension of interest is the CropBox, which defines the final page area in viewing
applications such as Adobe Acrobat and Reader.

We did once come across a document which did not include a MediaBox defi-
nition, and therefore presumably did not conform to the PDF specification. As this
document did include an ArtBox, it displayed without error in viewing applications
such as Adobe Acrobat and Ghostscript. Our algorithm therefore looks for a suit-
able alternative bounding box (starting with the next largest), should the MediaBox
definition be missing.

Many PDF documents did not include a CropBox definition; in this case, the spec-
ification states that the MediaBox is to be used as the final page area. We found
Ghostscript to be somewhat inconsistent when choosing an appropriate bounding
box when rendering the page, particularly if other bounding boxes were defined.
The problem was solved by using the -dUseCropBox command line parameter, which
forces the correct bounding box to be used.

A page may also be rotated by 90 or 270 degrees clockwise or anticlockwise (clock-
wise rotations are negative amounts). Certain versions of the Ghostscript executable
rotate the page automatically by default, whereas other versions require this to be
specified by a command-line parameter.

The Java library PDFBox is used to process the data held in the PDF file and arrive
at the content stream of each page. This is described in more detail in the following
section.
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Operators
Implemented by us B, BI,c, CS, cs, Do, f, F, f*, h, K, k,

l, m, n, q, Q, re, RG, rg, s, S, Tj,

TJ, v, w, W, W*, y

Already implemented in PDFBox BT, cm, d, ET, gs, T*, Tc, Td, TD, Tf,

TL, Tm, Tr, Ts, Tw, Tz, \’, \"
Not implemented b, b*, B*, BDC, BMC, BX, d0, d1, DP,

El, EMC, EX, G, g, i, ID, j, J, M, MP,

ri, SC, sc, SCN, scn, sh

Table 3.1: A list of operators which are implemented in our system

3.3.2 Processing the page contents

By extending PDFBox’s OperatorProcessor class, it is possible to define which ac-
tions are taken when a particular PDF instruction is encountered. As our goal was to
obtain enough information to perform document understanding and text extraction,
we did not need to create methods for all possible operators in the PDF specifica-
tion. The operators that we implemented are shown in Table 3.1. In particular, we
extract all text and bitmap image blocks, but only certain vector items likely to help
us understand the page better, such as ruling lines and rectangles, and not logos or
illustrations.

3.3.2.1 Text and graphics state

PDF has two coordinate systems: global and local. The local coordinate system can
be changed by altering the transformation matrix with the cm (concatenate) operator.
This way, parts of PDF code can simply be reused at different sizes and positions
of the page without needing to be rewritten. In this way, external artwork such as
advertisements or diagrams can easily be placed in a PDF. Fortunately for us, the
existing PDFBox methods take care of all the translation operators.

3.3.2.2 Text elements

The PDF specification defines two operators for positioning text on the page: Tj (show
text), which takes a string as its operand, and TJ (show text glyph), which takes an ar-
ray of strings and numbers as its operand. Whereas the former simply places text on
the page, allocating to each character its normal width as defined in the font, the latter
operator allows the individual spacing between glyphs to be adjusted. As most desk-
top publishing packages use their own kerning algorithms, we found the TJ operator
to occur more frequently.
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By default, the methods in the PDFBox source code split each TJ instruction into
its subinstructions and place each individually positioned block separately on the
page. This results in initial text blocks of usually no more than 2–3 characters in
length. We first tried to merge all text blocks together that were created from the
same TJ instruction. In some documents, such the example in Figure 3.4, this gave
us complete lines of text, whereas in other documents it made little or no difference
to the result. Unfortunately, we also found that many tables were generated by using
a single TJ instruction for a complete row, and that operands designed for kerning
adjustments were used to jump from one column to the next (see Figure 3.5 for an
example). It is worth noting that this only occurred in certain tables and never with
columns of text.

As we did not wish to risk overmerging the blocks, we decided to keep our ini-
tial text fragments to the granularity of subinstructions of the TJ operator as well as
individual Tj instructions. These fragments are then used as input to our segmenta-
tion algorithm as described in Section 3.4. Note that, in some cases, we found that it
was not possible to completely avoid overmerging text fragments at this stage and we
therefore need to split them later, as shown in the example in Fig. 3.9. This problem
is described in Section 3.4.1.

Special cases The vast majority of documents did not represent spaces using space
characters, but used kerning instructions to provide the appropriate gap between
words. If space characters were included between words, this did not make any
difference to the final result. However, in some documents containing monospaced
(ASCII) text, we found that space characters were also included before and after the
horizontal start and end positions of blocks of text. In fact, the entire width of the
page’s print area was represented as one Tj instruction, and spaces were used to po-
sition text horizontally, as on a typewriter. This was clearly a sign that the PDF was
created by a legacy terminal application upgraded to output PDF files.

Unfortunately, such an input results in text segments with inaccurate x coordi-
nates and tabular data being merged across the entire width of the page, as shown in
Figure 3.6. In order to overcome this problem, we have developed a monospace mode:
each text fragment is first split into its individual characters. Then, the individual
characters are merged using the initial merging procedure with a higher threshold
than normal. The result is shown in Figure 3.7.

Finally, it is worth noting that characters (or complete strings) are sometimes over-
printed with a slight offset to simulate boldface type. As long as these instructions
follow another, they are automatically detected and represented by a single text frag-
ment with the boldface flag set to true.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.4: Figure (a) shows how the text fragments are represented in each individual
subinstruction in the PDF. Figure (b) shows how merging across entire TJ instructions
can result in complete lines of text being formed (except where font changes occur).
However, as shown in Fig. 3.5, this method can also lead to overmerging. Figure
(c) shows the result when the subinstruction blocks in (a) are merged using the first
initial merging procedure to join blocks serially written to the PDF file as described
in Section 3.4.1. Figure (d) shows the result of the second initial merging procedure,
which joins closely neighbouring segments together, as applied to the blocks in (c).
This is the the result that is used as input to the ordered-edge clustering algorithm
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Figure 3.5: The example on the left shows how merging across TJ instructions can
result in overmerging of segments, as kerning operators are used to jump across the
individual table columns. Using subinstructions (right), this problem is avoided

Figure 3.6: Entire lines of monospaced text written to the PDF in a single instruction

Figure 3.7: The monospace mode, which splits these lines at areas of significant
whitespace
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3.3.2.3 Graphic elements

Bitmap images Bitmap images are relatively straightforward to extract. An image
is placed on the page either using the Do (invoke) instruction or as an inline image
using the BI (begin inline image), ID (image data) and EI (end inline image) instructions,
together with its rectangular coordinates before scaling and transformation. The only
main pitfall is that of clipping paths: we found it very common that the actual images
would occupy a larger area than what was visible on the page, and that these extra
parts of the image were clipped to their final size using a rectangular clipping path
(see Section 3.3.2.3). We imagine that this is the result of the cropping functionality
in common desktop publishing systems, which simply send the data to the printer in
the most straightforward manner.

Vector elements Vector elements are a greater challenge for us, as we need to dif-
ferentiate between objects which are parts of vector images (such as illustrations and
diagrams) and objects which play a dominant role in conveying the logical structure
of the page to the reader, such as ruling lines and boxes. It is worth noting that, in the
latter, curved segments are rarely used.

In PDF, vector graphics are drawn by defining a path which comprises one or more
connected subpaths. A new subpath is begun by the m (moveto) operator. Straight line
segments are drawn by the l (lineto) operator; curves by the c (curve to), v (curve to
replicate initial point) and y (curve to replicate final point) operators; and rectangles by
the re (append rectangle to path) operator. The operator h (close) closes the subpath with
a straight line back to the starting coordinate. A rectangle is equivalent to drawing
three line segments and closing the subpath.

As our simplified model only includes line and rectangle objects, we approximate
Bézier curves with straight lines through their coordinate parameters. (In fact, we
discard all paths which include curves; we only need to store them at this stage in case
they are later used to define a clipping boundary). Subpaths which include curves are
flagged as such. We store all generated subpaths until they are either stroked by the
S (stroke path) or s (close and stroke path) operator, filled by the f (fill non-zero rule) or
f* (fill even-odd rule) operators or the path is ended. The n (end path) operator clears
the path without stroking or filling; it is generally only used to clear the path after a
clipping path has been defined (see “Clipping paths” below).

When we come across a stroking or filling operator, we first check that the current
colour’s grey value lies below a certain threshold. If so, we represent each subpath
which contains only vertical and horizontal lines and/or rectangles with its respective
objects in our simplified model. If a clipping area is active, we first clip the objects.
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If the width or height is above a minimum threshold (defined as 3 × modal font size
of all text blocks on the page) and if, according to our heuristic, no other smaller or
curved graphic objects are nearby, these objects are then stored in our representation.

We find that the above treatment of PDF vector graphic instructions enables us to
obtain a simplified representation of the most important lines and boxes which are of
material importance for layout analysis, i.e. they are likely to be noticed immediately
by a human reader just scanning through the page and are at the level of granularity
we require for performing document analysis.

Rectangles and lines In many cases, we found that ruling lines on pages were actu-
ally drawn as filled rectangles. Conversely, in some rare cases, rectangular-looking
objects were actually drawn as very thickly stroked lines. After object extraction, we
examine the dimensions of each rectangle and line and, if the shorter dimension is
below or above a given threshold based on modal font size (usually about 5 pt), the
object is reclassified if necessary.

Clipping paths The PDF specification allows the use of any arbitrary path as a clip-
ping path, which can be set using the W (modify clipping path non-zero) and W* (modify
clipping path even-odd) operators. Thus it is possible to create interesting graphic ef-
fects or clip images in a non-rectangular fashion. As we are not aiming to precisely
recreate the appearance of the PDF, these operators are not of particular interest to us.
Even the current version of PDFBox does not yet provide support for this operator in
its page rasterization methods. However, as mentioned above, we have found that
clipping paths are often also used to rectangularly crop images and, in some cases,
also ruling lines. We therefore approximate the result by storing the bounding box of
the clipping path and clipping all objects to this rectangular area when they occur. We
find that this gives satisfactory results for our purposes, as shown in Figure 3.8.

3.4 Page segmentation

In most document processing tasks, the first step is to decompose the page into its
constituent segments, which somehow represent logical units of the document. As
a page can be represented on several granular levels, these segments can later be
merged together or further decomposed, depending upon the algorithm used.

Section 2.2 summarized existing approaches to document analysis and under-
standing, with particular emphasis on page segmentation. This section presents the
ordered-edge segmentation algorithm, an efficient, robust, bottom-up page segmentation
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Figure 3.8: Page display without clipping (left) and with clipping (right) of an image

algorithm which overcomes the “knowledge gap” of bottom-up techniques by order-
ing the edges in such a way that more ambiguous edges are visited later on in the
process, when significant higher-level information about the document’s structure is
also available for the decision making process. Experimental results show that the
algorithm produces good results, even on complex layouts such as newsprint. Unlike
most page segmentation methods in the literature, which work on a bitmap rendition
of the page, our algorithm works directly on the objects that are obtained using the
methods in Section 3.3. This algorithm has been published in [Hassan 2009a].

3.4.1 Preprocessing: Initial merging of horizontally adjacent blocks

We take as input a list of text fragments, which correspond to individual
(sub)instructions for displaying text, may contain anything from one to several char-
acters each, and are clearly oversegmented at this stage (see Figure 3.4 (a)). As a
complex page could contain thousands of these segments, we first aim to reduce this
to a more manageable number to keep processing time of adjacency graph generation
and the later stages of our analysis within reasonable bounds.
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Although the text fragments could be written to the PDF in any arbitrary order,
we have found that the order usually somewhat corresponds to the reading order of
the text, at least at the line level. Because text fragments corresponding to a single
TJ instruction are always returned together, it makes sense to first process this list
linearly (with relatively little processing cost) and join neighbouring segments if they
are on the same line. In this situation, we use a word threshold of 0.25 f and a line
threshold of 1.0 f , where f refers to the mean font size of both text fragments. For pairs
of blocks above the word threshold but within the line threshold, we merge the blocks
but assume the characters belong to separate words and add a space between them.
The results of this merging procedure are shown in Figure 3.4 (c).

After this initial step, a merging procedure merges horizontally neighbouring
blocks which are not written sequentially to the PDF. We sort the blocks in y-then-x or-
der; this means that blocks with similar baselines (defined as being within a threshold
of 0.15 f ) are returned together in left-to-right order, and that these individual lines of
text are then sorted from top to bottom. We then join any neighbouring blocks if they
are on the same line and so close together that they could not conceivably belong to
different columns. Therefore we use a very tight threshold of 0.2 f .

The reason we allow for a greater threshold in the former case is because we are
only comparing neighbouring items at this stage. As most text is written to the PDF in
its reading order, the chances of overmerging are very low. Furthermore, the thresh-
old of 1.0 f is still low enough not to merge across neighbouring columns of text.
Should overmerging occur, for example in tight tabular layouts as shown in the ex-
ample in Fig. 3.9, a check at every iteration of the segmentation algorithm (see Sec-
tion 3.4.3) will take care of up to two overmerged lines in a text block. In the latter
merging process, we are comparing each block with every other, and the likelihood
of overmerging is therefore greater.

The result of both initial merging procedures is an approximately five-fold reduc-
tion in the number of objects on the page (Figure. 3.4 (d)). With this list of objects
as input, the adjacency graph generation procedure (as described in Section 3.1.3)
is executed. This results in a significant performance improvement, as shown by the
timings of the system on four test documents of varying complexity with and without
the preprocessing stage in Table 3.2.

3.4.2 The “brickwork” effect

One important feature of text layouts is that the words in a paragraph are almost
always laid out in a “brickwork” fashion. For a given pair of adjacent lines, spaces
between words very rarely occur at exactly the same horizontal positions. This is
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Document IHTfrontpage CanonLenses StatAustria ChemList
Complexity high high medium low

Tabular? no yes yes yes
Without pre- No. nodes 5564 4545 509 232
processing AG generation (ms) 158133 83159 551 123

(sub- Segmentation (ms) 50883 86217 1320 528
instructions) Total proc. time (ms) 209706 170244 1936 705

With pre- No. nodes 1034 2218 509 79
processing AG generation (ms) 4958 20655 538 39

(text Segmentation (ms) 3396 24576 1267 397
fragments) Total proc. time (ms) 8479 46259 1917 462

Table 3.2: Comparison of performance timings for one page with and without pre-
processing (averages from three runs)

more likely to occur in monospaced documents, which have a limited number of
horizontal positions along a line. Kieninger et al. state that:

In some cases a regular block might show some white space at the
same x-position throughout the complete block. These so called rivers of
whitespace are said to be bad layout and are tried to be avoided by modern
typesetting programs and wordprocessors. They are more likely to occur
in small blocks of only a few lines, using fixed width fonts (e.g. ASCII
texts). ([Kieninger and Dengel 1998a], p. 7 [261])

If this were allowed to happen, these rivers of whitespace in the text would start to
build up and the paragraph would no longer appear as a self-contained element to
the human reader, but rather as individual columns of tabulated data instead. In a
similar way to the T-Recs algorithm described in [Kieninger and Dengel 1998a], the
ordered edge segmentation algorithm also relies heavily on this effect being present
when merging adjacent rows of text. An example is shown in Figure 3.10.

3.4.3 The ordered-edge segmentation algorithm

After adjacency graph generation (see Section 3.1.3), each of the neighbourhood rela-
tions is represented as an attributed edge with attributes such as fontSize, the average
font size of the two nodes, and length, the closest distance in points between the edges
of both segments (for vertical edges, the distance between the baselines) relative to font
size, as well as v f and vt, the edge’s nodeFrom and nodeTo respectively, i.e. the two
text blocks which the edge connects. Based on these attributes, the edges are sorted
in such a way that the “easiest” edges are considered first.
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Figure 3.9: Example of tightly arranged column headings, which need to be accounted
for at a later stage of the segmentation process

Figure 3.10: An example of a paragraph as represented by the text fragments after ini-
tial merging and joined by edges representing adjacency. Here we can see the “brick-
work effect”: note that the entire paragraph could be built by joining just the vertical
edges. The initial merging of successive pairs of blocks has resulted in the line with
tight spacing being merged completely
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Algorithm 2 Edge-sorting function for the ordered-edge segmentation algorithm

1. all vertical edges e = (v f , vt) are considered before horizontal edges; for vertical
edges:

• edges where the font size of both segments v f and vt is approximately the
same are considered first; then

– edges where the average font size of both segments is smaller are con-
sidered first; then
∗ edges with a smaller edge length (line spacing) are considered first;

if it’s approximately the same, then
· edges where the width of both segments is approximately the

same are considered first

2. for horizontal edges:

• edges are sorted by edge length in ascending order

The algorithm first clusters together segments joined by edges where it is obvi-
ous, from just the information in the two segments alone, that they belong to the same
logical block. After most of these blocks have already been formed, the more prob-
lematic edges are then examined, where it is not always possible to determine a priori
whether they should be clustered together or left apart. At this stage, a better decision
can be made, as the higher-level block structure is already partly present. Thus, the
algorithm overcomes the most significant limitation of other bottom-up approaches.

The first stage is to sort the edges into an appropriate order such that the most
likely edges will be visited first. The ordering sequence is given in Algorithm 2.

Note that all edge lengths are always relative to font size, i.e.:

edge length =
shortest length between the blocks (or baselines for vertical edges)

average font size
.

As we are working only with text blocks, we ignore any edges which join text blocks
to other objects or other objects to each other.

It is worth noting that vertical edges are deemed the most important in bottom-
up page segmentation. In fact, it is usually sufficient to join only the vertical edges
to obtain all blocks of text. Because of the “brickwork” effect, as described in Sec-
tion 3.4.2, we can build most paragraphs completely just from the vertical edges alone
(see Fig. 3.10). In fact, in the rare case that words in a paragraph do line up vertically,
this already begins to appear as tabulated data to a human reader, and this is why
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we need to exercise great care when joining horizontal edges. Therefore, horizontal
edges are visited only after all vertical edges have been processed. Only at the very
end of processing, any remaining unconnected horizontal neighbours (usually single
lines) are joined together if necessary.

The algorithm is given in Algorithm 3 and refers to an external function cluster-
Together. In practice, the implementation is somewhat more complicated, as hash
maps are used to improve performance.

Algorithm 3 The ordered-edge segmentation algorithm
pre: G = (V, E) is the adjacency graph of the blocks to be segmented

1. let L be a copy of E, sorted according to Algorithm 2

2. while (L is not empty)

(a) get next edge e = (v f , vt)

(b) if v f and vt not yet in output

i. if clusterTogether(v f , vt, e)
• create two new clusters with v f and vt as single subitems respec-

tively and add to output

(c) else if v f not yet in output

i. clust←find cluster containing vt

ii. if clusterTogether(v f , clust, e)
• add v f to clust.items

(d) else if vt not yet in output

i. clust←find cluster containing vt

ii. if clusterTogether(vt, clust, e)
• add vt to clust.items

(e) else (both nodes already in output)

i. clust1←find cluster containing v f

ii. clust2←find cluster containing vt

iii. if clust1 �= clust2 ∧ clusterTogether(clust1, clust2, e)
• merge clust1 with clust2

The function clusterTogether uses a number of heuristics to decide whether two
given clusters belong to each other. For vertical edges, this method returns true if:
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• the new item(s) to be added are consistent with the line spacing of the existing
cluster; and

• the font sizes are approximately the same2.

For horizontal edges, the nearest vertical neighbour of both nodeFrom and nodeTo
is found. If nodeFrom and nodeTo have different nearest vertical neighbours, the
closest (in terms of y-axis distance) is chosen. Based on this distance and the number
of lines of text that each text block contains, a heuristic is used to compute a maximum
width threshold.

This threshold is normally 0.75 f , but can be increased in the following cases:

• As blocks containing fewer lines of text are most likely to have been not fully
clustered by the algorithm, the heuristic allows for an increased edge width
threshold in such cases.

• Similarly, we have noticed that headings and other freestanding items of text
often exhibit a wider character and word spacing. As long as they are not im-
mediately surrounded by other text, it is clear to the reader that they still form
a complete line of text. Therefore, the edge width threshold is also increased
where the nearest vertical neighbour distance is large.

clusterTogether then returns true if:

• the new item(s) to be added are consistent with the font size of the existing
cluster; and

• the edge width (i.e. the horizontal distance with respect to font size) does not
exceed the above computed threshold.

Additionally, for each creation or modification of a cluster, a further check is carried
out on the new cluster; if this check fails, merging of the edges is aborted. We have
found that, in certain very tight tabular layouts, the column headings may be written
so closely together that they appear a priori to be a single, contiguous line of text. In
fact, the spacing between headings of adjacent columns can, in special cases, even be
less than the normal word spacing, as shown in the example in Fig. 3.9. This can even
occur if no ruling lines are present.

2This has the effect of leaving out superscript, subscript, and other small items of text which may
occasionally occur in a paragraph. These are then added to their respective paragraphs at the end of
processing.
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The reader still recognizes the delineation between each individual column head-
ing because of the clear column-based structure below, and because the headings are
still consistently aligned with the data in these columns. We therefore check for such
structures at every iteration of the segmentation process. After the columns have been
clustered together, our heuristic detects that the text block has developed one or more
rivers of whitespace and splits the headings (maximum 2 lines) appropriately.

3.4.4 Postprocessing

After execution of the ordered-edge segmentation algorithm, any resulting segments
that are crossed by a ruling line are split across their constituent fragments. This way,
any table cells that were erroneously merged together are split apart. Also, super-
script, subscript and other small items of text located next to the boundaries of larger
text blocks are merged together with these text blocks.

3.5 Experimental results

The algorithms for object extraction and segmentation were tested on a dataset con-
taining the front pages of 50 different issues of The Sydney Morning Herald3. The ob-
jects that were obtained as a result of the processing step were visually compared
against what a human reader would deem to be the correct result or “ground truth”.
The results are shown in Table 3.3.

The experimental evaluation raised two important issues: Firstly, in our case, the
ground truth was very open to interpretation, as exemplified in the following ques-
tions:

• Which lines on the page are materially important in gaining an understanding
of the document’s structure and which are not?

• Should indented paragraphs, which are not separated by extra whitespace, be-
long to individual blocks?

There are, of course, several levels of granularity in which a document could be
represented and the results of our algorithms can only be seen as a first step in the
document understanding process. For example, indented paragraphs within blocks
should then be detected by appropriate methods at a later stage. It was therefore
very difficult to generate quantitatively measured results, as the evaluation process is

3The Sydney Morning Herald, http://www.smh.com.au
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Figure 3.11: An example of segmentation errors in text inside a diagram

Figure 3.12: Example of the ordered-edge segmentation algorithm failing to correctly
segment a table
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Item type Clusters Ruling lines Bitmap images Rectangles
Total 3157 414 527 568

Detected 2978 (94.3%) 333 (80.4%) 510 (96.8%) 536 (94.4%)
False positives 13 (0.4%) 22 (5.3%) 0 (0.0%) 45 (7.9%)

Precision 99.57% 93.80% 100.00% 92.25%
Recall 94.33% 80.43% 96.77% 94.37%

F-measure 96.88% 86.61% 98.36% 93.30%

Table 3.3: Results of the document analysis system

subject to a degree of subjectivity. For this reason, we adopted a somewhat tolerant
approach when judging whether a given object was represented correctly or not. In
the case of paragraphs beginning with indentations, we allowed them to be merged,
as we had not designed the segmentation algorithm to specifically cope with such
layout conventions.

3.6 Discussion

In general, the ordered-edge segmentation algorithm was found to produce very
good results, as objects were rarely split or overmerged. Because the dataset in-
cluded a large number of diagrams with text labels, the ratio of correctly detected
clusters was not as high as expected. As these diagrams do not have a Manhattan
layout structure, the labels were frequently overmerged, as shown in the example in
Fig. 3.11.

An alternative interpretation would be to class these labels as parts of images and
therefore as false positives, which would lead to a significantly higher recall value.
In practice, we are not interested in text in diagrams, which are ignored anyway later
on in the processing pipeline. Unfortunately, we found that our evaluation strategy
did not discriminate between unimportant errors in diagrams and catastrophic seg-
mentation errors, for example when two columns of an article were merged together.
Fortunately, the latter type of error was a seldom occurrence.

Our algorithms did also return some false positives, in particular for ruling lines,
which were found, upon inspection, to be part of illustrations or diagrams. When
designing the algorithms, we decided to err on the side of caution and output false
positives rather than miss important line objects. For our purposes, this is not a big
problem at all, as in our later processing steps, vector objects not in the vicinity of text
are ignored anyway. Although the result is more than adequate for our purposes, fur-
ther development on our vector diagram/image recognition heuristic should result
in this number being significantly lower.
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Even with digitally generated PDFs, certain graphic elements on the page (in
particular advertisements) would have their text included in bitmap or vector form,
rather than as text instructions. These text items were not found by the system. The
same applies to logos. We found these to be generally text items of little interest.

Finally, a number of errors occurred where major ruling lines were either not de-
tected on the page at all or in the wrong position. We found this to be due to a missing
or incorrect implementation of the PDFBox code which handles the transformation
matrix, rather than a problem with our approach.

3.7 Conclusion and further work

This chapter has presented in detail an approach for extracting textual and graphical
data from PDF documents at a level of granularity suitable for document analysis
purposes. A bottom-up segmentation algorithm was also presented, which reliably
groups these segments into blocks representing individual logical items on the page
and copes well even with complex layouts. As the resulting data is designed to be
used for further processing, the numeric results cannot be directly compared to the
precision and recall values of other document analysis systems. However, we are able
to use the results of these processing steps in the further stages of the two wrapping
approaches.

The ordered-edge segmentation algorithm was found to produce very good re-
sults by visiting the more ambiguous edges later on in the process, when significant
higher-level knowledge was also available. However, some errors did still occur, par-
ticularly in tabular layouts, as shown in the example in Figure 3.12. Here, one can
see that the middle column of the table was merged with the line of text below and
the space between the words Full and currency was seen by the system as a column
gap. This is due to the system’s model being rather limited: at this stage of segmenta-
tion, no distinction is made between text blocks which are paragraphs and text blocks
which are table columns. Instead, a generic set of conditions is used for each text
block at this stage of the process (uniform line spacing and font size, etc.) The clas-
sification of text blocks into paragraphs and table cells/columns occurs during table
recognition (see Chapter 4), where knowledge at an even higher level is available.

A further improvement could be achieved by modelling document knowledge at
multiple granular levels more accurately and by improving the integration between
the various processing steps. The ordered-edge segmentation algorithm can be seen
as the first step in this direction. Section 7.2 describes this issue in more detail and
proposes future work.
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3.7.1 Exploiting hidden information in PDF documents

In developing the extraction algorithms from PDF, we noticed that the structure of the
PDF and the ordering of the operators usually represent how the document would
have been stored in the computer system’s memory at the generation stage. There is,
in fact, a wealth of extra information available in the source code of a PDF which is
lost when the PDF is printed, rasterized or converted. For example:

• the order in which text blocks are written to the PDF usually resembles the read-
ing order of the page;

• text in subinstructions within a single Tj instruction almost always belongs to
the same logical text block (except in some tabular columns);

• the use of transformation matrices could provide hints for identifying complex
objects and how the various parts of the page are grouped.

It is possible to code a PDF in a variety of different ways and still end up with the
same visual result. However, most document authoring programs (such as DTPs and
word processors) simply generate the PDF (or printout) in the most straightforward
manner. Because the code structure cannot in all cases be relied upon to reflect the
logical structure of the document, most PDF analysis approaches have ignored it com-
pletely. We believe that this information could, if correctly processed, be combined
with traditional document understanding techniques and used in a probabilistic fash-
ion to improve the robustness of such a system. In a similar way, tagging information,
which explicitly denotes logical structure within a PDF document, could also be used
in cases where it is available.
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Table recognition

Because of their ability to present information in a compact and easy-to-understand
form, tables have long attracted attention from researchers in the information retrieval
field. Tables occur in all shapes and sizes, and a multitude of different formatting con-
ventions can be used to convey logical relations between data elements. As we are
working on document generic data extraction techniques, we cannot make any pre-
sumptions about the formatting conventions that will be used and therefore require
an approach that works on as wide a variety of tables as possible.

This chapter describes our work on table detection and table structure recognition
from PDF files. Section 4.1 introduces tables in the context of information retrieval,
and clarifies the distinction between the three stages of information extraction from
tables: table detection, structure recognition and table interpretation. Section 4.2 presents
related work and Section 4.3 presents our algorithm for table recognition and struc-
ture detection, which was also published in [Hassan and Baumgartner 2007]. In Sec-
tion 4.4, we present comprehensive experimental results of our system and compare
them to a more recently published system [Ruffolo and Oro 2009], which also per-
forms table detection and structure recognition from PDF files.

4.1 Tables in the information retrieval field

[Hu et al. 2002] splits the task of table recognition into two stages: table detection, the
detection of regions in the document which contain tabular data, and table structure
recognition, the recognition of sub-structures, such as rows and columns, within the
table. To begin to address the first stage, we may ask ourselves: “What is a table?”
And what may seem a simple question at first becomes far more difficult when we
try to precisely define a table. Quoting Lopresti and Nagy:
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A precise definition of “tabularity” remains elusive because some bu-
reaucratic forms, multicolumn text layouts, and schematic drawings share
many characteristics of tables. There are significant differences between
typeset tables, electronic files designed for display of tables, and tables
in symbolic form intended for information retrieval. ([Lopresti and Nagy
2000], p. 1 [93])

There have been several definitions of tables in the literature on information extrac-
tion, some of which attempt to be broad enough to encompass all tables. With refer-
ence to the information contained in tables, Green provides the following definition:

Tables are rectangular arrays of image space within which information
in row and column regions are related in some way. It is convenient to
think of two types of tables, physical tables and logical tables. Physical ta-
bles are the printed manifestation of relational information. Logical tables
are “relations”, in a relational database sense (in fact, relations are called
tables in SQL). It is a common practice to combine more than one rela-
tion via merges and joins, in the preparation of generating the data prior
to printing it; thus a printed table may represent more than one relation.
Also, the same relation or set of relations will have many possible physical
table layouts. ([Green 1996])

Clearly, a very important characteristic of tables is their integral row-and-column
structure, which allows the relationships between data items to be instantly recog-
nized and understood. We need to ask ourselves which visual features tables exhibit,
which make their structure—and existence—clear to the human reader. A variety
of such cues, such as ruling lines, alignment, shading and whitespace, are commonly
used in tables published in PDF format. From our experience with several data sets of
tables, we can conclude that clearly demarcated rows are not always present in tables.
But a clear column structure is almost always present. In fact, this column structure is
what differentiates a table from other elements on the page. See Figure 4.1 for an ex-
ample. Therefore, our algorithm begins by looking for such column-like structures,
or candidate columns, on the page (see Section 4.3.1). This approach is reflected by
Hu et al., who state that:

Columns are the most visually dominant structural components of a
table. ([Hu et al. 2001a], p. 1)

To address the second stage, table structure recognition, we refer back to Green’s def-
inition of physical and logical tables. Whereas physical structure refers to the rows and
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Figure 4.1: Even when all the information is removed and just the block outlines
remain, the existence of a tabular structure is immediately obvious to the human ob-
server

columns of the table, the logical structure refers to the logical relationships between
the table’s individual cells. [Wang 1996] defined the concept of an abstract table and
has shown that the same logical information can be presented in tables with com-
pletely different layout structures. As a simple example, consider transposing any
table so that the rows become columns and vice versa.

[Hurst 2000] (p. 156) notes that, whereas document analysis systems have tradi-
tionally strived to reconstruct the logical structure of other document elements, such
as headings, paragraph text, images and captions, they have not attempted to infer
abstract logical relations from the tabular content itself. This could have its roots in the
design of modern word-processors, which provide markup for other logical elements
of a document, such as styles, but only for the physical row-and-column structure of a
table. Clearly, there is some ambiguity in the meaning of the term “logical structure”
as used by the document understanding and information extraction communities. A
purely physical, or geometric description of a table would not even include row or
column sub-structures but simply define their cells by their co-ordinates or neigh-
bourhoods. Therefore, the grouping of cells into rows and columns could already
be seen as the first logical step, as it already relates the cells to each other. To avoid
ambiguity, we use the following terms to define the three major sub-tasks in the table
understanding process:

• table detection, the detection of regions in the document which correspond to
tables;

• table structure recognition, the detection of the table’s physical sub-structures,
i.e. rows, columns and cells; and

• table interpretation, inferring abstract logical relations between the table’s data
cells from their physical structure.
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In our application, we need to detect tables and convert them into the row-and-
column model of HTML. Therefore, we only need to concern ourselves with the first
two stages of table understanding. We may ask ourselves: “Why is this? Where does
table interpretation take place?” The answer is, in the process of defining a wrapper, the
user implicitly uses his understanding of the abstract information of the table to select
which cells to extract. The only requirement is that all other wrapping instances are
laid out in the same way: the logical-to-physical mapping must remain the same. There-
fore, for our application it is sufficient just to detect the rows and columns in tables.
The next section gives an overview of the literature in table structure recognition.

4.2 Related work in table structure recognition

A number of research groups have previously addressed the problem of table struc-
ture recognition in documents. Earlier publications have concentrated primarily on
ASCII tables from legacy terminal applications which are set in a fixed-width font
and contain no graphic objects. As the fixed-width ASCII output format began to lose
popularity and the combination of technologies such as the Internet, increasing band-
width and the PDF format enabled the circulation of graphical documents, the focus
started to move towards tables in document images.

[Green and Krishnamoorthy 1995] describes an early system which analyses ta-
bles in scanned images using manually specified models. Using connected compo-
nent analysis, the physical structure of the document (e.g. segments, whitespace and
ruling lines) is obtained. A table is modelled using these components, some of which
may repeat for each new record in the table. Once the model has been specified, it
can then be used on other similarly structured tables. Because the model, which es-
sentially represents the physical structure of the table, is specified by the user, this
system could actually be seen as an early wrapping system for tables, which in fact
bears a resemblance to our graph-based approach to wrapping (see Chapter 6).

[Rus and Summers 1997] describes an algorithm to locate and understand the
structure of tables in ASCII documents. A whitespace density graph (see Section
2.2.2) is used to locate column boundaries. Lexical analysis on the columns is then
used to determine whether a candidate table is indeed a real table. Because the input
documents are all in fixed-width text format, only a limited number of layout con-
ventions are supported. For example, the system does not appear to work on more
complex or multi-column layouts (which very rarely occur in ASCII format, due to its
relative simplicity). It is therefore only necessary to detect the vertical start and end
positions of tables. Furthermore, the system does not appear to support spanning
columns, which are anyway rare in such documents.
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Kieninger et al. have also worked on recognizing similar tables mostly set in fixed-
width fonts. In contrast to [Rus and Summers 1997], they use a bottom-up approach
[Kieninger 1998] (as described in Section 2.2.1), which enables their algorithms to
work on more complex layouts, as they are not significantly affected by other, non-
tabular areas of the page. Their original T-Recs system [Kieninger and Dengel 1998b]
clusters text bottom-up into columns. A number of rules are then used to split incor-
rectly merged columns and deal with other errors that may occur as a result of the
bottom-up clustering process. Neighbouring columns are then merged into tables by
overlaying a grid structure. Although the method claims to be applicable to any type
of document, examples are only given on ASCII documents and it appears too simple
to be suitable for documents with more complex layouts. As with many other systems
in the literature, ruling lines are ignored. The improved version, T-Recs++ [Kieninger
and Dengel 2001], works in two phases: first, candidate columns are detected, which
are clustered to form tables. A plausibility check is then carried out to ensure that the
final object actually represents a real table, which counters one of the weaknesses of
the previous system. Experimental results of the system applied to the business letter
domain are given. We have borrowed some of these techniques in designing our table
recognition algorithm (see Section 4.3).

[Wang 2002] has taken a different approach, using a probabilistic model for the
structure of a table and formulating the table recognition problem as a statistical op-
timization problem on multiple granular levels. The method takes a set of segmented
blocks as input (the system claims to work on both ASCII and fully graphical doc-
uments) and finds candidate columns by searching for vertical rivers of whitespace.
The probabilities are modelled using several properties of the text, such as justifica-
tion, baseline difference and leading. Using an iterative updating optimization algo-
rithm (statistical refinement), the preliminary detection results are adjusted and even
segmentation and labelling errors can be corrected.

Hu et al. have developed techniques primarily for ASCII documents, but which
also work on scanned document images. The table detection method described in
[Hu et al. 2000] calculates scores for each line in the document to find the most likely
table regions. Although the authors also perform experiments with scanned images
of documents, the algorithm does not appear to support more complex layouts such
as multi-column documents. Furthermore, it ignores non-textual elements such as
ruling lines. Their table structure recognition algorithm [Hu et al. 2001a] uses hierar-
chical clustering combined with heuristics to determine where the region should be
“cut” into columns. Table headings are detected, and spanning columns are sup-
ported in heading cells. Finally, row segmentation is performed using heuristics
which merge rows according to missing data in columns.
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An interesting table detection algorithm is presented in [Krüpl and Herzog 2006],
which aims to detect “real” tables on Web pages. Although tables are usually explic-
itly represented as such on web pages, the misuse of the <TABLE> tag for general lay-
out structures makes it increasingly difficult to detect real tables in HTML documents.
Krüpl and Herzog’s algorithm works on the visual level, much like the approaches to
table detection for printed documents, to distinguish real tables from other data laid
out using <TABLE> tags. Their system is built upon the Mozilla rendering engine and
uses heuristics specific to the way that Mozilla renders tables, making it difficult to
adapt for printed documents.

The problem of recognizing table structure has also been addressed in the com-
mercial software domain, but publications are scarce. [Zuyev 1997] presents a
method, which is highly dependent on ruling lines being present, to detect tables
in scanned images of pages. This method has been integrated into the FineReader
OCR product. The latest versions of Adobe Reader and Acrobat also allow tables to be
exported from PDF files in a format that preserves their row and column structure.
However, the user has to perform the “detection phase” and mark the table first.

Recently, a small number of publications have addressed the problem of detecting
and extracting tables from PDF documents. [Yildiz et al. 2005] presents an algorithm
that examines the page line-by-line. Heuristics are used to detect the presence of
columns if a line contains more than one text element. These columns are then merged
into tables. Because the PDFTOHTML tool [Kruk 2006 (Web)] is used to obtain infor-
mation about the location of text blocks on the page, graphical and typographical
information is not made available to this algorithm.

The PDF-TREX system [Ruffolo and Oro 2009] is designed to detect and recog-
nize structure from PDF documents using text block objects. Text fragments are seg-
mented into lines based on thresholds, each of which is labelled text line, table line
or unknown using heuristics. Ruling lines appear to be ignored by the system. Tables
are then built in a bottom-up fashion from lines labelled as table line or unknown.
Finally, heuristics merge row lines which contain only one table line and several un-
known lines. The algorithm is able to detect tables with spanning columns and empty
cells. This algorithm was actually published two years after our method (as described
in Section 4.3) was published. A further contribution of their work is the publication
of a freely available dataset of PDF documents containing tables, with which we have
evaluated both methods in Section 4.4.
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4.3 The table recognition algorithm

This section describes our table recognition algorithm, which takes as input a page
containing the clusters as found by the ordered-edge segmentation algorithm in Sec-
tion 3.4.3 as well as the ruling lines that have been detected on the page. The algo-
rithm is designed to detect both ruled and non-ruled tables; if ruling lines are present,
they will be used to aid the recognition process.

The table recognition algorithm is divided into the following stages, which are
described in detail in the following subsections:

• first, candidate columns are found from vertically neighbouring text on the
page (see Section 4.3.1);

• the table search algorithm then attempts to find complete tables by grouping
together horizontally neighbouring candidate columns. This algorithm searches
for the maximal table that passes our validation check (see Section 4.3.2);

• the table validation procedure is used to verify whether a candidate table is
indeed a single, valid table. In order to do this, the table’s individual rows and
columns are determined (see Section 4.3.3).

We model a table as a rectangular m × n matrix, where m, n ≥ 2. Each cell can con-
tain textual data or be empty. Additionally, each cell can span more than one column.
Because it is not possible to reliably detect spanning rows from the physical structure
of the table alone (see Section 4.3.3.2), our detection algorithm does not support row-
spans. For the same reason, we also do not distinguish between data (<td>) and access
or heading cells (<th>) as in HTML. In the remainder of this chapter, the term data cell
is used to refer to a cell containing textual data, as opposed to an empty or blank cell.

Several illustrations throughout this dissertation show the result of our table
structure recognition algorithm graphically, as displayed by the PDF Analyser user in-
terface (see Section 3.2). Here, the bounding boxes of the detected rows and columns
are superimposed on the page view. Columns are shaded in a green colour, and rows
(and entire table areas) are shown in pink.

4.3.1 Candidate column finding

To begin with, we look for column-like structures, or candidate columns, on the page.
To do this, the segmentation algorithm in Section 3.4.3 is reused to look for groups of
vertically adjacent clusters and “cluster” them into TableColumn objects. This time,
the following modifications are made to the procedure:
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• the list of clusters, instead of (text) lines, is given as input and a list of TableCol-
umn objects is returned as output;

• the vertical threshold is increased to 3.5 f ( f = average font size);

• the edges are sorted in a different order, which prioritizes edges that are aligned
and narrow. In particular, vertical edges whose segments are left-, centre- or
right-aligned are considered before other edges. Among these edges, edges for
which the longest segment is the narrowest are considered first;

• a modified clusterTogether function is used, to ensure that spanning columns
do not merge neighbouring columns together:

– for every vertical edge that could potentially join two pairs of clusters, the
rectangular containment expansion procedure (see Section 4.3.2.2) is exe-
cuted. If extra clusters not belonging to either of the two original clusters
are added to the result, clusterTogether returns false.

Fig. 4.2 shows the results of this procedure on a sample document containing non-
ruled tables. Each text element, even paragraph text, is allocated to a candidate col-
umn which will initially be used in the search for tables. These paragraphs are later
discounted in the validation procedure, either due to their attributes (e.g. width) or
because they cannot be meaningfully merged into an existing table.

Note that, because of significant vertical gaps in the columns, many columns are
not found as a whole, but rather in parts. This does not cause a problem for us, and
is preferable to over-merging. Because of rectangular containment expansion (see
Section 4.3.2.2), in most cases only one candidate column needs to be found for each
vertical position in the table.

4.3.2 Table search

The table search procedure is shown in Algorithm 4. After the candidate columns
have been found on the page, we begin our search procedure, which looks for can-
didate tables as groups of candidate columns within a rectangular bounding box. We
first sort the candidate columns in ascending order of their width ratio, i.e. the width
of the column divided by its height. In this way, the columns “most likely” to belong
to a table are considered first. The purpose of this is twofold: Firstly, unnecessary
iterations can be avoided, leading to improved performance of the algorithm. More
importantly, as the search procedure does not reconsider candidate columns that have
already been considered for another table, the ordering of candidate columns enables
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Figure 4.2: Example of the candidate column finding procedure

Figure 4.3: The table in Figure 4.2, with the final rows and columns
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us to avoid the search procedure getting stuck in local minima and therefore missing
important tables.

We put the sorted candidate columns into an unused column list and remove the
first column from this list. We check if this column intersects any objects, such as
horizontal ruling lines1. By rectangular containment expansion (see Section 4.3.2.2),
we then proceed to find the other items in the table. If no other objects are intersected
at this stage, the rectangular containment expansion procedure will fail to add any
new objects to the table. We then perform a validation check (see Section 4.3.3.3) to
ensure that our candidate table meets the requirements for a (partial) table.

If the validation check is passed, we then attempt to expand the table by adding
neighbouring candidate columns to the left and right. We begin by adding columns to
the left. After each addition, we perform rectangular containment expansion and then
proceed to validate the table. If validation fails, we return the table to the previous
state and try expanding to the right. If there are no more items to the left, we also try
expanding to the right. When, for one of the same reasons, we cannot expand to the
right any more, we revert back to expanding left, as the possibly enlarged bounding
box due to rectangular containment expansion may give us additional neighbouring
blocks to the left.

When we cannot expand the table any further, we add it to the output result. If the
table fails our validation procedure for a full table at this stage, all the columns (apart
from the first) remain in our unused list. Otherwise, the candidate table is converted
to a Table object and all the candidate columns are removed from the unused list.

4.3.2.1 Table classification based on ruling lines

We have found that, when horizontal lines are used to delineate rows in a table, they
are practically always the entire width of the table. This allows us to terminate the
search procedure early once a horizontal ruling line is encountered. First, we apply
some preprocessing to all line objects in the document, to merge any dotted or touch-
ing lines that have been written in parts to the document. Secondly, we need to ensure
that these lines represent ruling lines, and not the underline of headings, or separators
for headers or footers on the page. We do this by checking that the line is significantly
wider than the widest candidate column it intersects, and does not appear above or
below the last or first two lines of paragraph text on the page respectively.

1We have found that, for tables which contain horizontal ruling lines, these ruling lines usually span
the entire width of the table. Thus, the process of rectangular containment expansion allows us to find
such tables using only one iteration.
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Algorithm 4 The table search algorithm
pre: C, the list of unused columns, is sorted according to the columns’ width ratio

1. while (C is not empty)

(a) initialize T as new candidate table
(b) remove first candidate column c1 from C and add it to T’s items
(c) enter loop to start expanding T:

i. first try expanding T by adding neighbours on the left:
• add the neighbour directly on the left of T to T
• perform rectangular containment expansion (Alg. 5), on the com-

posite segment T
• perform the validation procedure (Alg. 7) on T. If this procedure

fails, set the contents of T to the last known correctly validated
state

• repeat steps A–C until validation fails or there are no more neigh-
bours to the left of T

ii. expand T by adding neighbours on the right (the steps are the same as
in i.)

iii. repeat steps i. and ii. until no new candidate columns are added to T

(d) if T passes the validation check, add T to the output list. Ensure that all
items within T have been removed from C

(e) if T fails the validation check, return all but the first item in T to C

4.3.2.2 Rectangular containment expansion

Up to now, we have always grouped lower-level document objects into higher-level
objects based on their neighbourhood. As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, this has allowed
us to cope with layouts that are not strictly Manhattan in nature. For tables, we make
the very realistic assumption that a table boundary will always be rectangular. This
assumption allows us to efficiently build tables from their constituent columns by just
considering their joint bounding box, using a procedure which we term rectangular
containment expansion.

As an example, let us imagine that we have a candidate table that contains two
columns. We find the smallest bounding rectangle, or bounding box, of this object
group, and therefore of the candidate table. We then find that this bounding box
intersects other objects on the page, so we proceed to add them to our candidate
table, and find its new, enlarged bounding box again. We repeat this procedure until
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Algorithm 5 Rectangular containment expansion
pre: S represents the composite segment to be expanded; P represent the page as a
set of all its items {p1, p2, ..., pn} at the current level of granularity.

1. foreach p in P:

(a) if p intersects the bounding box of S and is a text segment or horizontal
line:

i. add p to S
ii. recalculate the boundary of S, i.e.:

• if the bounding box of p extends outside of S’s boundary, enlarge
the bounding box of S such that it completely encloses p

2. if the bounding box of S has been altered in step 1, repeat this step

the bounding box is not grown any more, and therefore no more items are added.
This procedure is shown in Algorithm 5.

Referring back to the example in Fig. 4.2, the lower table can be found using rect-
angular containment expansion, once at least one candidate column segment belong-
ing to each of the three columns has been added. As this method does not consider
non-rectangular tables, it enables us to explore the search space very efficiently.

4.3.3 Table validation and structure understanding

Once a candidate table is found, we perform the following procedure, which attempts
to rediscover the table structure by determining its columns and rows (see Sections
4.3.3.1 and 4.3.3.2 respectively). Once the rows and columns have been determined,
the validation procedure is called (see Section 4.3.3.3) to determine whether the table
is indeed a real table. The following sections describe the algorithm in more detail.
Figure 4.4 summarizes the table understanding and validation process.

Figure 4.4: Process of understanding and validating a table
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As well as the result of the validation check (true or false), this procedure returns
the detected rows and columns of the table, according to our table model as defined
in Section 4.1.

4.3.3.1 Column finding

The column-finding procedure takes the list of candidate columns as input and at-
tempts to merge them to form complete columns. First, an adjacency graph (see Sec-
tion 3.1.3) is generated on the candidate column list. Then, the vertical edges of the
graph are examined in turn. If two candidate columns are joined by a single vertical
edge and no further edges exist from either column to another candidate column in
the same direction, then these columns are merged together. Otherwise, one of the
columns is determined to span more than one horizontal cell and its colspan attribute
is set accordingly, as shown in the example in Figure 4.5. This procedure is given in
Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6 The column-finding procedure

1. create adjacency graph G on candidate columns C

2. let E be the list of southward pointing edges in G

3. while E is not empty

(a) remove e = e1, the first edge from E
(b) determine whether e lies along a colspan interface. if it does:

i. adjust the values of colspan for the respective columns accordingly
ii. if either column does not already exist in the output list, add it to the

output list

(c) else

i. merge both nodes of e to form a single, larger column and, if it is not
already there, add it to the output list

4.3.3.2 Row finding

It is not always straightforward to determine where rows begin and end in a table.
Many tables use spacing, some use ruling lines, and some use a combination of both.
At this stage of the process, we still do not know whether the clusters represent single
cells or groups of one-line cells. The row-finding procedure takes as input a list of
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table cells; therefore, if the current list of clusters (items of the individual columns)
contain more than one line per cluster, they need to be split into their individual cells.

As the ordered-edge segmentation algorithm (see Section 3.4.3) forms clusters
based on distance between the segments, the clusters should already represent sin-
gle rows if white space is used as the row delimiter. If the rows are delimited by
horizontal ruling lines, the splitting will have already occurred during the ruling ob-
ject postprocessing stage (see Section 3.4.4). The remaining class of tables is more
difficult: many tables, particularly from the financial sector, consist solely of one-line
rows, without any explicit delimiters. Because of the content of the rows (typically
numerical data and sometimes alignment), it is obvious to a human reader that each
line of text belongs to a separate row, even though no separator is present.

Because such tables can also include horizontal ruling lines to further group the
rows, we cannot rely on the complete absence of horizontal ruling lines to signify that
each line represents an individual row. (The alternative in this case would be a 1-row
table, which does not fit our definition of a table.) We therefore examine the textual
content in each of the columns to determine whether all multi-line rows need to be
split. As long as at least one column is found with content that appears to require
splitting into individual rows, the entire table is split in this way. We believe this to
be similar to the way a human reader analyses such tables; in many examples such
as Figure 4.6, it only becomes apparent from the numeric data columns that each line
represents a separate row. It would be difficult to come to this conclusion by looking
at the leftmost row alone (even if the reader understands Italian).

The heuristic function splitRows iterates through the columns of the table and
analyses their content. If the average line length (in characters) of the column is be-
low a certain threshold (which, to prevent false positives, depends on the height of
the column), the entire table is deemed to require splitting of the rows into individ-
ual lines. Nonalphabetic characters, such as numbers, do not count towards the line
length measurement, which also allows longer strings of numbers to occur.

It is worth noting that the methods presented in this section do not always cor-
rectly find the rows in a table. This is because it is not always possible to detect rows
from the layout alone; an analysis of the content and, ideally, domain-specific knowl-
edge is required. Although the function splitRows is a step in this direction, these
techniques are outside the scope of the work presented in this dissertation. For this
same reason, we do not aim to detect spanning rows or distinguish between access or
heading cells and data cells.

After the start and end of each row has been determined, the table cells are merged
horizontally into rows using the adjacency graph. Further checks on baseline align-
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Figure 4.5: Example of spanning columns in a table, which are not merged to their
vertical neighbours by the column finding procedure

Figure 4.6: Example of a table from the financial domain, in which each line of text
represents an individual row
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Figure 4.7: The table in Figure 4.2, after its conversion into HTML

ment are carried out to help avoid falsely merging rows (e.g. where spacing is tight
or where heading cells spanning several rows are aligned differently).

4.3.3.3 Table validation

Once the rows and columns of the table have been found, the table validation func-
tion performs a number of checks to determine whether the row-and-column struc-
ture resembles an actual table. Tables in documents can occur in a multitude of con-
figurations, sometimes with very complex layouts, and therefore we have designed
this function to be very permissive and return a positive result even in cases where a
small percentage of rows overlap. This also helps us in situations where the row-and-
column structure has not been 100% correctly recognized: the majority of the table
will still be correctly extracted in this case.

As candidate tables are validated at each iteration of the search process, the table
validation function is also designed to return true for partial tables which have not
yet completely been found. The conditions for a valid table are shown in Algorithm 7.
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Algorithm 7 The table validation function
Return true if the following conditions hold, otherwise return false:

• the table must have dimensions of at least 2 × 2, otherwise it is considered in-
valid. If the number of columns or rows is less than or equal to 3, the table is
deemed less likely to be valid and the reduced tolerance flag is set to true;

• no table cell may contain more than 6 lines of text (4 with reduced tolerance);

• at least 60% of rows (80% for reduced tolerance) must intersect at least 30% of
the columns in the table;

• at least 55% of rows (80% for reduced tolerance) must not intersect another row
in the table;

• at least 55% of columns (70% for reduced tolerance) must intersect at least 55%
of the rows in the table;

• at least 55% of the columns (70% for reduced tolerance) must not intersect an-
other column in the table.

This way, we ensure that all tables contain a sufficient grid-like structure, whilst
avoiding false positives (which, in most cases, occur in paragraph text which has been
split up into lines).

4.4 Experimental evaluation

In the OCR domain, an active research field in the previous 30 years, a number of
ground-truthed datasets have been made available to researchers for the sole purpose
of creating experimental results to enable different systems and approaches from var-
ious research groups to be compared with each other. In contrast, in the field of table
structure recognition, which is still developing, no such dataset exists, particularly
with respect to PDF documents. Although the well-known University of Washington
datasets do include ground-truthed table areas within the document, they do not in-
clude any information on substructures such as rows and columns. Furthermore, the
data is in scanned bitmap format and not in PDF.

In this section, we compare the results of our system to a later academic approach,
the PDF-TREX system [Ruffolo and Oro 2009]. We are very grateful to the authors of
PDF-TREX for providing us with a dataset of 75 documents and the output of their
system on this dataset, which we have used to compare both systems. This dataset has
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Chapter 4. Table recognition

since been extended to 100 documents2, and has recently been made freely available
on the Internet [Ruffolo and Oro 2009 (Web)].

The biggest hurdle that we encountered was how to consistently evaluate the var-
ious types of structure recognition error (split cell, merged cell, etc.) that occurred. In
Section 4.4.1 we describe previous approaches to evaluating such errors and the prob-
lems that we encountered. In Section 4.4.2 we propose a classification methodology
for each type of error that we encountered, and how it could be consistently evalu-
ated in the future. We hope that this represents a step towards creating common, re-
peatable experimental results that can be compared between different systems from
different research groups.

We also encountered further difficulties in ground truthing of the dataset (Sec-
tion 4.4.3) and in aggregation of the results for each cell and each table to create a
set of figures for the complete dataset (Section 4.4.4). The numerical results of both
systems are presented in Section 4.4.5 and a discussion of these results is provided in
Section 4.4.6.

4.4.1 Structure recognition issues

A common way to generate numerical values for the performance of table structure
recognition algorithms is to borrow the notions of recall and precision from the infor-
mation retrieval field [Ruffolo and Oro 2009; Yildiz et al. 2005; Kieninger and Dengel
2001, 2005]. The PDF-TREX system was evaluated in this way, and separate figures
for table areas and table cells were generated. The usual definitions of these measures
are as follows:

Recall =
number of correctly retrieved data items

total number of data items in dataset

Precision =
number of correctly retrieved data items

total no. of retrieved data items

Essentially, recall measures the proportion of data that has been found correctly
without regard to false positives, whereas precision is a measure of how good the
algorithm is at avoiding false positives, without regard to recall. Many algorithms
can be fine tuned to maximize recall at the expense of precision, and vice versa; and
our algorithm is of no exception. The F-measure, which is defined as the harmonic

2The 75 documents used for our comparison correspond to the following documents in the publicly
available dataset: 1–12, 14–16, 18–23, 25–34, 37, 38, 40–42, 45–58, 60, 61, 63, 66–69, 71, 72, 75, 79–81,
83, 84, 86, 87, 89, 90, 92–98
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mean of precision and recall, is often used as a single-figure measure of the ability of
the system.

The biggest problem that arises with this approach is the not unambiguous inter-
pretation of the term correctly retrieved in this context. For example, let us consider the
simple case where a cell is erroneously split into two cells by the system. Note that
precision is usually defined as the proportion of data items that have been correctly
retrieved. Has the data in the split cell been “correctly retrieved” and do we there-
fore count these two cells as one true positive and one false positive, or as one false
negative and one false positive?

We found that the evaluation strategies used by Ruffolo and Oro [Ruffolo and Oro
2009] and by Kieninger and Dengel [Kieninger and Dengel 2001, 2005] would class at
least one cell resulting from the split as having been correctly retrieved, even if the data
was only partly retrieved (in the latter system, the best match according to the sub-
objects is found and evaluated as being correct). The remaining cells of the split are
classified as false positives, which results in this error affecting overall precision, but
not recall.

This simple example highlights the problems with using such a simple model
to represent errors in the recognition of more complex structures. In our system,
table cells may span multiple columns or consist of several lines of text. We therefore
need not only to deal with split and merged cells, but also with incorrectly detected
colspans, for example. How should such an error be evaluated in terms of false and
true positives?

Unfortunately, most previous publications in table structure recognition do not
describe their evaluation strategy in sufficient detail to enable it to be reproduced
precisely by a different team of researchers, in order to obtain a fair comparison of
both systems.

In Section 4.4.2, we provide a wider range of table area and cell categories to ex-
plicitly represent the majority of detection errors that occur. In Appendix A, we pro-
vide a classification of all structure recognition errors that we encountered in compar-
ing our system against the PDF-TREX dataset and how they were evaluated according
to these categories. We hope that this provides a step towards a common method for
evaluating table structure recognition results so that they can be directly compared
between systems from different research groups.

4.4.2 A classification scheme for structure recognition errors

As described in the previous section, the relatively simple model of true positives,
false positives and missed cells (true negatives) is not expressive enough to fully ex-
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press the various types of errors that can occur. We have therefore defined a larger
number of table area and cell categories, as shown in Table 4.1, to explicitly represent
the majority of errors that can occur. This table also shows whether the category was
evaluated as a true positive, false positive, true positive or false negative in our final
numerical results. A classification of all types of errors that occurred in comparing
both systems against the dataset and how they were evaluated according to these
categories is given in Appendix A. After having calculated our initial results, we de-
cided to create a second set of figures that better represented their usefulness for our
application (data extraction), by reclassifying certain true positive categories as false
positives.

In our results, the first occurrence of a split object was given the classification split
and the extra occurrences arising from the split were classed as extra. By defining the
classification split as a true positive, we obtain a similar evaluation metric to that used
in [Kieninger and Dengel 2001; Ruffolo and Oro 2009].

An important criterion in evaluating table structure recognition errors is the grav-
ity of the error itself, and not just the number of cells that are affected. This may de-
pend on the particular application. Let us consider a further example where a single
cell is split horizontally, causing an otherwise blank column to be added in between
the data columns in a table. A data extraction algorithm that locates the cells based
on their headings will still continue to function correctly for the other cells, as the
data cells remain correctly aligned. We therefore introduced two sub-classifications
for non-empty split cells: split full and split data. In the former, the textual data within
the cell is not split; only extra (false positive) blank cells result; in the latter, the textual
data itself is split across several cells. When calculating our results, we first classified
both types of split cells as true positives. We then calculated a second set of totals
by reclassifying split data cells as false positives, which we believe better reflects the
usability of the result for our application.

A further question is whether blank cells should be counted at all. Whereas Ruf-
folo and Oro’s evaluation strategy included blank cells, the strategy employed by
Kieninger and Dengel appeared not to. As most data extraction applications only use
the data cells, results which do not include blank cells in their totals could be seen as
being more meaningful. Furthermore, for non-ruled tables, it is not always clear how
many “blank” cells they contain, particularly in the case of cells along the edge of the
table. In our case, we assumed each table to be rectangular in shape (according to our
model), and represented any empty spaces along the table boundary as blank cells.
For each set of results, we generated two sets of totals: one including both blank and
data cells, and one excluding the blank cells.
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Table areas Data cells Blank cells
Found correctly TP Found correctly TP Found correctly TP
Data cells found TP
Partially found TP/FP
Split table TP/FP Split full TP Split blank TP

Split data TP/FP
Extra table FP Extra data FP Extra blank FP
Incorrect table FP Incorrect data FP Incorrect blank FP
Merged into surroundings TP Merged TP/FP
Merged TP/FP
Not recognized TN Not recognized TN Not recognized TN

Table 4.1: Classifications for table areas, data cells and blank cells

Regarding table areas, it was noted that, in the PDF-TREX result set, even partly
detected table areas counted towards the recall score. Therefore, we first chose to
classify partially found tables as true positives. Therefore, such an error is only penal-
ized by affecting the cell recall figure. The numbers of fully and partially found table
areas were counted separately. A common error that occurred with many table areas
was that all the data cells were found, but the heading cells, which were located some
distance from the table body, were not. For data extraction purposes, such a result
would be adequate, as it would still be possible to extract all the data from the table.
We therefore introduced a further classification, data cells found. A similar situation
occurred with the classification merged into surroundings, where tables were typi-
cally merged with neighbouring lines or text above or below, but it was still possible
to extract all the data from the table.

The complete list of classifications that we used is shown in Table 4.1. As well as
split data cells, we also chose to reclassify certain other classifications for our second
set of totals as false positives to correspond to a more strict interpretation of the data
items having been correctly retrieved and better reflect the usability of the result.

4.4.3 Ground truthing issues

The problems inherent in ground truthing tabular datasets are well known and have
been described in detail in [Hu et al. 2001b]. In this section, we describe the difficulties
encountered in ground truthing the PDF-TREX dataset by the following examples:

• table headings not properly aligned with the columns containing the data
(Fig. 4.8): in this figure, several figures are misaligned with their headings. For
example, it is not immediately clear whether the figure 118.011 belongs to the
Valore iniziale column, or belongs to its own column. On closer examination, it
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Imposta di bollo assolta in modo virtuale tramite AL. AUT. n. 11140 del 02.02.2001 

XXXXXXXXXX S.R.L.                                          Bilancio al 31.12.2004

9

CONSISTENZA  DELL’ESERCIZIO

VOCE DI BILANCIO Valore iniziale Riclassific.
Acquisizioni e 

alienazioni Amm.to
Storno f.do 

amm.to
Consistenza

finale

Spese di ricerca e sviluppo 0 0

Brevetti 1.833 -367 1.466

Costi pluriennali da ammortizzare 734 -734 0

TOTALE 2.567 0 0 -1101 0 1.466

IMMOBILIZZAZIONI MATERIALI

Rispetto al precedente esercizio le immobilizzazioni materiali si incrementano di ! 197 (valore di 
riscatto del leasing per la pesa a ponte). La composizione delle immobilizzazioni materiali e l'analisi 
dei movimenti intervenuti nella consistenza dei cespiti e nei connessi fondi di ammortamento, è 
fornita nella seguente tabella: 

CONSISTENZA ESERCIZIO PRECEDENTE

VOCE DI BILANCIO Costo storico Rivalutazioni Fondo amm.to Totale 

Fabbricati civili 62.911 62.911

Terreni e fabbricati industriali 618.277 618.277

Impianti e macchine 208.384 -90.373 118.011

Macchine d’ufficio elettroniche 4.288 -1.753 2.535

Carrelli elevatori 9.296 -9.296 0

Mobili e macchine ordinarie d’ufficio 2.638 -1.491 1.147

Immobilizzazioni in corso ed acconti 27.367 27.367

Attrezzatura varia e minuta 1.807 -113 1.694

TOTALE  934.968 -103.026 831.942

VARIAZIONI DELL’ESERCIZIO

VOCE DI BILANCIO Valore iniziale Acquisizioni Alien.e stralci Rivalut. Amm.econ. 
Storno f.do 

amm. Totale 

Fabbricati civili 62.911  62.911

Terreni e fabbricati industriali 618.277  618.277

Impianti e macchine 118.011 197  118.208

Macch. d’ufficio elettroniche 2.535  2.535

Figure 4.8: Example of a table with unclearly aligned columns

XXXXXX XXXXXXXX S.r.l. - !ota Integrativa al bilancio chiuso al 31.12.2004

pag. 9

La voce comprende solo crediti esigibili entro l'esercizio successivo ed è relativa:

- clienti 356.570 352.279

- erario c/I.V.A. 8.468 -

- INAIL 2.026 426

- depositi cauzionali 842 2.928

- erario c/ ritenute d'acconto 404 527

- crediti diversi 7.547 32.890

Totale 375.857 389.050

La voce “crediti verso clienti” è esposta al netto del fondo svalutazione crediti pari ad euro

4.857.

Si riportano di seguito le movimentazioni avvenute nel fondo svalutazione crediti:
Fondo tassato Fondo art. 106 Totale

Valore iniziale 1.224 1.776 3.000

Utilizzi 1.224 1.776 3.000

Incrementi 3.000 1.858 4.858

Valore finale 3.000 1.858 4.858

2004 2003 variazioni

Disponibilità liquide 88.828 16.877 + 71.951

Sono relative a:

- cassa contante 14.951 274

- depositi bancari 73.877 16.603

Totale 88.828 16.877

2004 2003 variazioni

Ratei e risconti attivi 22.794 22.781 + 13

Sono relativi a utenze telefoniche, premi assicurativi, noleggio autovetture ed altri costi di
Figure 4.9: Example of a table split by intermediate headings

Bollettino Economico n. 48, Aprile 2007 39BANCA D’ITALIA

Tavola 1.27

Aspettative sull’infl azione al consumo nell’area dell’euro

Gennaio 2007 Febbraio 2007 Marzo 2007

Relative alla media del:

2007

Italia 1,9 1,9 1,8

Francia 1,5 1,5 1,4

Germania 2,2 1,9 1,8

Spagna 2,7 2,5 2,4

Area euro 2,1 2,0 1,8

2008

Italia 1,9 2,0 1,9

Francia 1,6 1,7 1,6

Germania 1,5 1,5 1,5

Spagna 2,6 2,6 2,6

Area euro 1,9 1,9 1,9

Fonte: Consensus Forecasts.

Previsioni di infl azione nell’area dell’euro dei principali 
organismi internazionali (1)

2007 2008

FMI 
(set. 2006)

OCSE
(dic. 2006)

CE
(feb.  2007)

FMI 
(set. 2006)

OCSE
(dic. 2006)

CE
(nov.  2006)

Italia 2,1 1,9 1,9 .. 2,0 1,9

Francia 1,9 1,4 1,5 .. 1,6 1,9

Germania 2,6 1,9 1,7 .. 1,0 1,2

Spagna 3,4 2,7 2,5 .. 3,2 2,7

Area euro 2,4 1,9 1,8 .. 1,8 1,9

Fonte: FMI, Ocse e CE.
(1) Previsioni effettuate nel mese indicato fra parentesi.

Figure 4.10: Example of a table with spanning column headings
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appears that this figure was mistakenly right aligned. Similarly, the erroneous
left alignment of the column heading Totale causes confusion;

• tables being split by intermediate headings (Fig. 4.9): are these separate ta-
bles, or do these subtables all belong to one single table? If the table was not
interrupted by paragraph text, it was interpreted as a single table, which also
corresponds to the interpretation used by Ruffolo and Oro. However, in this
case, the following problem arises:

• spanning column headings in non-ruled tables (Fig. 4.10): here, one often can-
not tell from the layout alone how many columns are spanned by the text. Al-
though the text may only be two columns wide, it could be seen to logically span
all data cells or even the entire width of the table. Even with domain-specific
knowledge, this can present an ambiguous situation;

• spanning row headings in non-ruled tables (Fig. 4.11): here, the layout of the
table might suggest that the heading of a group of rows only belongs to the top
row of the group. But logically, the heading applies to the row(s) underneath
too. In the example, the year and months apply equally to the rows following
them;

• other tabulated data with leading dots (Fig. 4.12): in this example, the page
contains two ruled tables and additional tabulated data inbetween these tables,
which is presented using leading dots. This special type of formatting is usually
reserved for special use-cases such as tables of contents and indices in books.
Because the data presented is of a tabular nature, we did consider this to be a
table in our ground truth, in contrast to Ruffolo and Oro. However, because
this was one formatting convention we did not consider when designing our
algorithm, this table was not detected at all by our system;

• one line wrapped from previous table (Fig. 4.13): here, is appears that a single
row (the “total” row) of a table on the previous page was wrapped over to the
current page. Because we define tables as having a minimum dimension of
2×2, we did not class this “orphan row” as a table. This also corresponds to the
decision made by Ruffolo and Oro.

We found that many of the above problems, such as misaligned columns and orphan
rows, occurred due to poor, unprofessional typesetting of the documents in question.
Some of these documents even proved troublesome for a human reader to under-
stand, who could at least use his domain-specific knowledge to help the understand-
ing process when the underlying logical structure cannot be determined from the
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227

Tav. aG 1

MERCATO TELEMATICO ALL’INGROSSO DEI TITOLI DI STATO (MTS)
Composizione per strumento
(dati in miliardi di lire; fra parentesi, milioni di euro)

Volumi medi giornalieri negoziati

Periodi
BOT BTP CCT CTZ Altro Totale

1998 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 474 16.997 5.423 1.940 199 25.032

1999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300
(155)

14.061
(7.262)

2.469
(1.275)

1.088
(562)

517
(267)

18.431
(9.519)

2000 – gen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 393
(203)

13.153
(6.793)

2.506
(1.294)

707
(365)

139
(72)

16.898
(8.727)

feb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 341
(176)

12.286
(6.345)

2.957
(1.527)

753
(389)

124
(64)

16.460
(8.501)

mar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 331
(171)

11.294
(5.833)

2.689
(1.389)

889
(459)

196
(101)

15.399
(7.953)

apr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 447
(231)

10.353
(5.347)

2.169
(1.120)

815
(421)

167
(86)

13.947
(7.203)

mag. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 416
(215)

11.447
(5.912)

2.446
(1.263)

1.125
(581)

147
(76)

15.620
(8.067)

giu. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 440
(227)

10.165
(5.250)

2.490
(1.286)

1.044
(539)

209
(108)

14.346
(7.409)

lug. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350
(181)

8.167
(4.218)

2.101
(1.085)

962
(497)

418
(216)

11.999
(6.197)

ago. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 308
(159)

8.471
(4.375)

2.051
(1.059)

1.032
(533)

196
(101)

12.059
(6.228)

set. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 501
(259)

11.625
(6.004)

2.403
(1.241)

1.177
(608)

321
(166)

16.030
(8.279)

ott. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 567
(293)

12.226
(6.314)

2.263
(1.169)

1.222
(631)

376
(194)

16.656
(8.602)

nov. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 515
(266)

12.038
(6.217)

2.750
(1.420)

1.191
(615)

492
(254)

16.983
(8.771)

dic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 352
(182)

11.612
(5.997)

3.388
(1.750)

1.171
(605)

823
(425)

17.347
(8.959)

2001 – gen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 587
(303)

14.820
(7.654)

3.665
(1.893)

1.671
(863)

1.009
(521)

21.752
(11.234)

feb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 465
(240)

14.923
(7.707)

3.663
(1.892)

1.750
(904)

765
(395)

21.568
(11.139)

mar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 434
(224)

15.136
(7.817)

4.103
(2.119)

1.551
(801)

554
(286)

21.777
(11.247)

Figure 4.11: Example of spanning rows in an unruled table

XXXX S.R.L.
** BILA!CIO IV DIRETTIVA CEE **

fascicolo di bilancio anno 2004 - Pagina 14 di 14

Debiti Tributari

In merito alle imposte sul reddito dovute dalla società si precisa quanto segue:

Imposta Ires

Imposta IRES dovuta................................................................8.014,00

Erario c/r.a. subite............................................................................9,18

Erario c/ r.a. provv....................................................................1.503,72

Acconti Ires versati anno 2004 ...............................................11.193,93

Credito Ires anno 2004 ............................................................4.693,00

Imposta Irap

Imposta Irap dovuta ..................................................................5.735,00

Acconti Irap versati anno 2004.................................................5.999,40

Credito Irap anno 2004 .............................................................. 264,00

Debiti vs Istituti di previdenza

DESCRIZIO!E 31/12/2003 Incrementi Decrementi 31/12/2004

Inps dipendenti 2.759,00 355,00 0 3.114,00

Inail 131,05 268,81 0 399,86

Inps amministratori 2.400,00 0 1.399,98 1.000,02

Firr. C/versamenti 844,00 172,32 0 1.016,32

Enasarco c/versamenti 0 503,38 0 503,38

Ebiterbo c/versamento 33,46 0 13,51 19,95

Totale 6.167,51 1.299,51 1.413,49 6.053,53

DESCRIZIO!E 31/12/2003 Incrementi Decrementi 31/12/2004

Erario c/imp. Sost.su TFR 7,89 2,43 0 10,32

Debiti per saldo IRES 11.307,00 0 11.307,00 0

Debiti per saldo IRAP 6.060,00 0 6.060,00 0

Erario c/rit. Lav. Autonomo 99,33 125,02 0 224,35

Erario rit. Su provvigioni 1.150,00 0 575,00 575,00

Erario c/ rit. Lav. Dipendenti 1.243,56 1.330,67 0 2.574,23

Addizionale regionale Irpef 127,60 0 127,60 0

Erario c/rit. Amm.ri 1.215,03 0 1.215,03 0

Totale 21.210,41 1.458,12 19.284,63 3.383,90

Figure 4.12: Example of tabular data laid out using leading dots

TOTALE 118.088,00 5.448,00 24.370,00 99.166,00
B.2 IMMOBILIZZAZIONI MATERIALI

L'ammortamento delle immobilizzazioni materiali, la cui utilizzazione è limitata nel tempo, è stato operato in
conformità al presente piano prestabilito:

VOCI IMMOBILIZZAZIONI MATERIALI Aliq.
%

Elaboratori 20
Automezzi 20
Autovetture 25
Autocarri 20
Attrezzature diverse 15
Macchine ufficio elettr. 20
Mobili e arredi 15
Sistemi telefonici 20
Impianto elettrico 20
Impianto di elevazione 20
Telefoni cellulari 100

Per le immobilizzazioni acquistate nel corso dell'esercizio le aliquote d'ammortamento applicate sono state ridotte
alla metà. 

La voce risulta come di seguito dettagliata:

Descrizione
conto

Al 31/12/02 F.di amm.to al
31/12/02

Variazioni amm.to 2003 F.do amm.to
al 31/12/03

Al 31/12/03

Mobili e arredi 20.568,00 10.636,00 // 2.188,00 12.824,00 20.568,00
Macchine ufficio el 11.330,00 11.154,00 // 176,00 11.330,00 11.330,00
Elaboratori 22.332,00 5.967,00 // 3.954,00 9.922,00 22.332,00
Attrezzature diverse 55.723,00 40.262,00 1.949,00 8.583,00 48.845,00 57.672,00
Telefoni cellulari 3.901,00 3.901,00 // // 3.901,00 3.901,00
Sistemi telefonici 1.474,00           147,00 // 295,00 442,00 1.474,00
Automezzi 16.196,00 15.200,00 // 1.136,00 16.336,00 16.196,00
Autovetture 4.132,00 4.132,00 // // 4.132,00 4.132,00
Autocarro // // 19.145,00 1.915,00 1.915,00 19.145,00
Impianto el. uff 1.940,00 194,00 3.949,00 783,00 977,00 5.889,00
Impianto  el cen 12.086,00 906,00 // 1.813,00 2.719,00 12.086,00
Arredi per il cen 10.118,00 759,00 2.810,00 1.518,00 2.277,00 12.928,00
Attr. amb. cent 32.913,00 2.468,00 // 4.937,00 7.405,00 32.913,00
Attr. telesocc. 4.754,00 357,00 // 713,00 1.070,00 4.754,00
Attr. varie cent 12.941,00 971,00 2.254,00 1.941,00 2.912,00 15.195,00
Attr. el. e pom 47.663,00 3.575,00 // 7.149,00 10.724,00 47.663,00
TOTALE 258.071,00 100.629,00 30.107,00 37.101,00  137.731,00 288.178,00

B.3 IMMOBILIZZAZIONI FINANZIARIE

La voce immobilizzazioni finanziarie, iscritta in bilancio per ! 63.954,00 è costituita dalle partecipazioni in altre
imprese valutate al loro valore nominale; dai depositi cauzionali ENEL, TELECOM e ARTIGIANFIDI e da titoli di
Stato.

DESCRIZIONE IMPORTO AL 31/12/2003
Depositi cauzionali 2.625,00
Partecipazioni 34.143,00
Titoli di stato 27.186,00

COOPERATIVA SOCIALE XXXX XXXX A R.L.

Bilancio al 31/12/2003 pagina 9

Figure 4.13: Top of a page containing a one-line table, an “orphan row” wrapped from
the previous page
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layout alone (or, worse still, when the visual cues suggest a different logical structure
to the correct one).

When we originally designed our system, we made two assumptions: Firstly, the
input documents are correctly typeset and adhere to common layout conventions.
Secondly, the logical structure of the data can be fully inferred from its layout. We
found the PDF-TREX system to operate in a similar way, as it also encountered prob-
lems with the same documents.

We therefore pose the following questions for consideration regarding the dataset:

• Should documents containing obvious errors in their typesetting or layout (such
as misaligned columns) be eliminated from the dataset?

• How do we deal with documents that have more than one correct interpretation
of the ground truth?

• Perhaps a subset of documents could be defined, which are not reliant on
domain-specific reasoning to be understood, and could be used to test systems
which rely purely on the document’s geometric structure. This could ensure
less “noise” in the test results.

4.4.4 Aggregation of results

In common with a previous publication [Yildiz et al. 2005], the results of the PDF-
TREX system were given using separate precision and recall values for tables and
cells. Here, the authors used a document-based approach: they first calculated the
average table area and cell recall and precision for each document, and averaged
these figures throughout the complete dataset. It is, however, not possible to calculate
precision values for documents where no tables or cells were detected at all. We
therefore decided to skip the step of calculating the averages for each document and
create our totals by averaging the total numbers of detected cells directly over the
complete dataset. With this method, documents containing more information (more
table areas/cells) are also given more weighting in the final result.

A number of other approaches have also been proposed in the literature for ag-
gregating the results of table structure recognition algorithms on different levels of
granularity. [Kieninger and Dengel 2001, 2005] propose a hierarchical model for rep-
resenting the recognition result and the ground truth and redefine table recall and table
precision based on their constituent objects. Thus, single values for recall and precision
are returned. Because a strict hierarchy is used, only columns or rows can represented;
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the authors choose to represent columns as this better represents how their algorithm
works.

A potential issue arises in the bottom level of the hierarchy, which is stated to be
the word level. As the precise granularity or bottom-level segmentation may differ
across different systems, difficulties could arise when comparing different systems to
each other.

[Hu et al. 2002, 2001a] use a directed acyclic graph structure to represent the recog-
nition result and ground truth. This structure can be used to represent both rows and
columns simultaneously. Because of the complexity of the graph isomorphism prob-
lem, the two graphs are compared by a sequence of random graph probing operations,
which need to be carefully defined according to the measuring criteria. Although
such an approach is well suited for automatic tuning of algorithm parameters for a
particular application, it is less suitable for comparing different systems to each other,
not least because of the random element of this approach.

A further noteworthy approach is that of [Cesarini et al. 2002], who provide a for-
mula for the Table Location Index, which combines correctly located, split and merged
tables into a single score, and is used for automatic optimization of their algorithm.
However, this approach does not deal with table cells, but only with table areas.

4.4.5 Numerical results of both systems

The precision and recall measures of both systems are shown in Table 4.2.

4.4.6 Discussion

Broadly speaking, the results show that whereas the PDF-TREX system achieves bet-
ter cell recall, our system achieves better table area recognition results and better pre-
cision (i.e. fewer false positives) overall. The largest differences can be observed in the
precision of table areas and the recall of table cells. After redefining certain cell classi-
fications as false positives, a significant decrease was noticed in the numerical results
of the PDF-TREX system. This is because the new definitions give a higher penalty to
errors which would likely hinder data extraction. Excluding blank cells led to higher
numerical results for precision and recall, and gave the PDF-TREX system a slight
advantage.

During testing, it became clear that many documents which caused problems for
our system also caused problems for PDF-TREX and vice versa, which suggests that
both systems work in a similar way. It is believed that a small amount of fine-tuning
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Table areas before reclassification:
Recall Precision F-meas.

Our system 93.0% 78.8% 85.3%
PDF-TREX 87.5% 61.5% 72.3%

Table cells before reclassification:
Including blank cells Excluding blank cells

Recall Precision F-meas. Recall Precision F-meas.
Our system 87.3% 86.7% 87.0% 88.3% 96.1% 92.0%
PDF-TREX 96.5% 80.7% 87.9% 97.2% 94.2% 95.7%

Table areas after reclassification:
Recall Precision F-meas.

Our system 76.9% 66.7% 71.4%
PDF-TREX 67.7% 47.6% 55.9%

Table cells after reclassification:
Including blank cells Excluding blank cells

Recall Precision F-meas. Recall Precision F-meas.
Our system 87.3% 86.7% 87.0% 86.2% 96.0% 90.8%
PDF-TREX 93.5% 78.1% 85.1% 94.1% 91.0% 92.5%

Table 4.2: Precision and recall results of both systems for table areas and table cells

of both algorithms, for example by adjusting thresholds or by trading off precision
for recall, could lead to significantly better numerical results. The higher table cell
recall of PDF-TREX could partly be attributed to the fact that several large tables were
not detected at all by our system; these same tables were detected by PDF-TREX but
split into several individual tables, which explains its significantly worse table area
precision.

The significant drop in table area precision of PDF-TREX after reclassifying
merged tables as false positives could be explained by one particular document in
the dataset, which contained 12 tables on one page. Whereas these tables were de-
tected correctly by our system, they were erroneously merged together into a single
table by PDF-TREX. The fact that our results were not generated by averaging the re-
sults for each document, but were averaged directly over the complete dataset, means
that this error was given a much larger weighting in the final result.

Both systems showed a significant weakness in the detection of tables in sparse
layouts. In our case, this was because the table searching procedure finds tables only
by merging adjacent candidate columns to the left and right of the table. In a sparse
layout, these candidate columns are sometimes not found in full, but broken up. This
problem could be solved in one of two ways: either by a threshold-adjustment heuris-
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tic based on a measure of the sparseness of the page, or by an additional vertical
merging procedure.

Furthermore, a proportion of these documents also contained significant typeset-
ting errors, which made logical structure detection difficult even for a human reader,
who at least has the ability to use domain-specific knowledge. This class of docu-
ments was not considered in the initial design of our approach.

Finally, although every effort was made to ensure a fair test with the data, ulti-
mately the PDF-TREX system had an inherent advantage, as its developers had pro-
vided the test dataset and therefore had more opportunity to develop and test their
system on it. In an ideal scenario, these tests would be performed on an indepen-
dently generated dataset, which none of the developers have seen beforehand, in a
similar way to the ICDAR Page Segmentation Competition [Antonacopoulos et al. 2009].

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented an algorithm for table detection and table structure
recognition from PDF files, which achieves good results on a wide variety of docu-
ments, and can be used as an input filter for the Lixto Visual Wrapper (see Chapter 5)
to wrap data from tabular documents. It was compared to another, newer system in
the literature and was found to achieve comparable results, but with increased preci-
sion. Further improvements to the algorithm could improve the detection of tables in
sparse layouts.

We have also addressed the significant issue of evaluating systems for table de-
tection and structure recognition. The use of precision and recall measures from the
information retrieval field to model errors in table structure recognition, as in [Yildiz
et al. 2005; Ruffolo and Oro 2009], can lead to many ambiguities. It is hoped that
the extensive discussion in Section 4.4 will lead to a more consistent interpretation of
these measures in the future, enabling the results of competing systems to be com-
pared directly.

As already mentioned in Section 3.7, the detection of structures on a page relies
on using knowledge at multiple granular levels of the page simultaneously. Although
the search procedure operates only at the table column level, the use of the validation
procedure in our algorithm (see Section 4.3.3.3) checks the table’s objects at several
granular levels to deem whether a valid table has been found. We believe that a more
precise hierarchical model of the composition of a table, coupled with the ability to
perform specific operations to correct common detection errors, such as in [Wang
2002], could lead to further performance benefits.
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A further limitation of this approach is that it does not have the ability to correct
errors made in the previous processing stage, page segmentation, nor can any un-
certainties in the table detection process be conveyed to the following stages, such
as wrapping directly on the tabular structure. This problem is discussed in detail in
Section 7.2, where suggestions for future work are given.
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Wrapping using the Lixto Visual
Developer

The Lixto Visual Developer, or VD, enables wrappers for HTML pages to be generated
in a visual and interactive manner. The user interface uses the Mozilla engine to
display a preview of the page, with which the user can interact. Wrappers are defined
by hierarchically structured patterns to select data on the page, which can either be
made available to the next hierarchical level or written directly to the output XML
file.

Generally, wrapping tables in HTML documents is a relatively simple approach.
After selecting the table(s) in a root pattern, first the rows (<tr>) are wrapped in a
subpattern and then the individual cells (<td>) in the pattern below. Depending on
the desired result, the user can choose to select either all or only particular columns
from the table. Our conversion process does not distinguish between table heading
and table data elements and all cells are represented using <td> elements. A screen-
shot of the Lixto VD in action is shown in Figure 5.1. In the pattern being shown, the
rows of a table are being selected.

Our conversion approach is implemented by a plugin, which generates an
XHTML file that is used as input to the Lixto VD. The default behaviour is to de-
tect tables on the page, and include all text blocks as well as tables that have been
found. Text blocks are represented as <h1> or <p> elements, depending upon their
size, and tables are represented as HTML <table> elements.

In order to improve the presentation of the document, a number of heuristics have
been employed to detect headings on the page and attempt to find the correct reading
order of the blocks. As the focus of the system is on extracting data from tables,
these heuristics are based on simple spatial relations, and may fail on more complex
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layouts. Using parameters, the user can choose to hide all non-<table> objects and
also has the option to force treatment of entire pages as tables. This option is useful
in cases where the table detection algorithm produces split tables or fails to detect the
table at all.

5.1 Case study example: Statistik Austria

The conversion approach to wrapping produces successful results for tables with a
clear and consistent visual structure, which are suited to automatic detection and
structure detection algorithms. As an example, the Statistik Austria website1 contains
large amounts of statistical data in PDF, some (but not all) of which is available in
other formats, such as HTML. To demonstrate the conversion-based wrapping ap-
proach, a representative 18-page document [Statistik Austria 2009 (Web)] containing
669 data records in a table spanning over all these pages was chosen. Figure 5.2 shows
a sample of the data in this document.

Our table detection algorithm was not found to work perfectly on this document.
Only the data cells, and no heading cells were detected. Due to text in the final two
columns being very narrowly spaced, these two columns were merged into one single
column. However, it was possible to cope with both errors in the Lixto VD, as these
errors occurred uniformly throughout the entire document.

As we were only interested in extracting the data cells of the document, it was
actually beneficial that the heading cells were not detected. Otherwise, additional
conditions would have been necessary to exclude the heading cells. As the data in
the merged final two columns was separated by a space, a regular expression was
used to extract the data belonging to each respective cell. Even if this error had not
consistently occurred throughout the document (but only from time to time), it would
still have been possible to define the wrapper to deal with both situations and produce
correct output.

A number of issues also arose in ground truthing the original document. The
first column actually contained two items of data, a code and a description
(Klassennummer and Kurzbezeichnung), which were also extracted separately using
regular expressions. Furthermore, after analysing the column headings it was found
that they also did not have a flat structure: the headings Beschäftigte im Jahresdurch-
schnitt and Waren- und Dienstleistungskäufe actually apply not only to their partic-
ular column but also to the following column. The wrapper design was modified to
reflect this hierarchical structure.

1Statistik Austria, http://www.statistik.at
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5.2. Step-by-step wrapper creation

Figure 5.1: Interactive wrapper creation using the Lixto Visual Developer

In this way, it is possible to wrap tables from PDF documents which have a clear
structure and consistent formatting using the conversion-based approach. If not all
cells are required, of course only the required data could be selected. The next sub-
section details the steps that were necessary in creating this wrapper.

5.2 Step-by-step wrapper creation

The following interaction steps were necessary to create the wrapper described in
Section 5.1:

1. Create a new URL action to open (and import) the desired PDF file into the Lixto
VW. Autotable mode must be selected to enable table detection

2. Create a new data extractor

3. First, create a new pattern to extract all the relevant tables:
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Figure 5.2: An example of the tabular data in the Statistik Austria test document

Figure 5.3: The resulting XML output from the Lixto Visual Developer
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(a) Select the pattern’s filter

(b) Click anywhere on the table to select. A table cell should be selected

(c) Click the up arrow, which removes the last element of the XPath expres-
sion. Repeat until the entire table is selected

(d) Under occurrence type, select multiple

(e) Name this pattern table

4. Follow step 3 to create a pattern to select each record (row) in the table, as a
child pattern of the table pattern. Name this pattern item

5. For each desired column of the table, create a pattern as a child of the item
pattern. This time, set the occurrence type to single

6. If any hierarchical groupings are required, create a “dummy” pattern for these
groupings and leave the filter blank

7. To split a column that has been merged, create two sub-patterns. For each of
these sub-patterns:

(a) Select the pattern’s filter

(b) Change the type to text and select regexp

(c) Enter the desired regular expression

8. For each of the leaf patterns, as well as any desired groupings, check the box
headed Write to output

9. The wrapper is now ready to be executed

5.3 Discussion

In this chapter we have shown how the methods developed in Chapters 3–4 can
be used to wrap tabular data with the Lixto Visual Developer. Apart from the fi-
nal record, which was split up into two records due to a layout error in the original
document, the wrapper was able to extract the remaining 668 records correctly and
completely.

An obvious drawback of the Lixto import function is that the resulting HTML
document does not visually resemble the PDF original. As the visual coordinates of
each detected text block are known, it would be possible to develop a “page view” in
the Lixto VD, which would allow the user to interact directly on a bitmap rendition
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of the original document. The detected tables and other structures could then be
shown directly on this rendition. This could result in an improvement to the usability
of the system. However, care must be taken that it does not confuse the user, as the
underlying HTML structure, which does not necessarily represent the structure of the
document image, would then be somewhat hidden. Using this wrapping approach, it
would not be possible to completely do without the HTML view, particularly in cases
where detection errors such as merged columns result.

Ultimately, there are a number of drawbacks of wrapping data from PDF files
using HTML as an intermediate format. Not only is it unintuitive for the user to
work with, it also does not allow us to express all the relationships we might need to
locate wrapping instances. The user is limited to using elements of the rediscovered
logical structure, such as headings and tables; explicit geometric relations between
objects are unavailable. Furthermore, it is crucial that the document understanding
process detects these structures and converts them into HTML correctly. Although
the example with the Statistik Austria document has shown that certain minor errors
can be coped with, document understanding is inherently an inaccurate process. If a
table is only partly detected or not detected at all, as can happen with more complex
layouts, its data cannot be extracted.

The next chapter presents the graph-based approach to wrapping, which enables
wrappers to be defined more directly on the visual structure of a PDF document. This
approach is designed to address these limitations of the conversion approach to wrap-
ping.
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Chapter 6

The graph-based approach to
wrapping

This chapter describes a novel approach to user-guided data extraction, which is
based on the adjacency graph representation described in Section 3.1.3. The idea of
using graph-based techniques for wrapping was first proposed in our poster paper
[Hassan and Baumgartner 2006] and a prototype system was published in [Hassan
2009c,b]. This chapter includes content from all of these publications, as well as sev-
eral yet unpublished improvements to the algorithm.

6.1 Background

Up to now, the work described in this thesis was carried out with one specific goal
in mind: to recognize structures such as tables in such a way as to enable a good
conversion from PDF into HTML, in order to enable data to be extracted using a
tool such as the Lixto Visual Wrapper. Although a large proportion of documents can
be wrapped this way, this approach has some obvious drawbacks, as explained in
Chapter 5:

• it is unintuitive for the user to work with HTML as an intermediate format as
its appearance does not closely resemble that of the original document;

• HTML does not allow us to express all the relationships we might need to locate
wrapping instances;

• it is crucial that the document understanding process detects the desired struc-
tures and converts them to HTML correctly. As document understanding is
inherently an inaccurate process, this approach lacks robustness.
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We therefore decided to experiment with a more direct way to wrap data from the
document. Inspired by the graph-based representation in Section 3.1.3, we decided
to use this structure as a basis for the investigation of graph-matching techniques to
locate wrapping instances. This approach addresses the concerns above, specifically:

• our graph-based representation very closely resembles the physical structure of
the page and is much more intuitive for the user to work with (see Section 6.4.1);

• our adjacency graph representation can be extended by the addition of logical
and semantic relationships, enabling our wrapper generation language to be as
expressive as necessary;

• most wrapping applications can be performed solely by using adjacency or
part adjacency/part logical relationships and are not reliant on complete struc-
tures, such as tables, being correctly detected. The graph-based approach has
a much higher chance of success in cases where the document understanding
algorithms do not perform correctly. Furthermore, it enables a wider range of
documents, such as the example in Figure 6.1 with irregular structures, to be
wrapped.

A closer investigation of the wrapper generation process has enabled us to identify
the three main data structures within a PDF document that could be used to locate
instances of data to be wrapped:

• geometric structure (explicit in the coordinates of each object)

• logical structure (inferred from the layout)

• content and content attributes (the text itself, as well as font, style, size, etc.)

Whilst our HTML conversion allows us to use the content and logical structure to
identify wrapping instances, it does not give us direct access to the document’s geo-
metric structure. The graph-based approach described in this chapter allows a combi-
nation of all three of these structures to be used, essentially shifting some of the bur-
den of the document understanding process to the user, which compensates for the
inherent inaccuracies and limitations of document understanding. The examples in
this chapter only use the geometric structure and content attributes for wrapper defi-
nition; the relatively straightforward extension to logical relationships is proposed as
further work.
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6.2 Technical implementation

This section describes how our prototype system for wrapper generation using graph
matching was implemented. Section 6.2.1 describes how the graph structure is gen-
erated from a page of a document. Section 6.2.2 introduces the problem of graph
matching and gives a brief overview of relevant literature in the field. The remainder
of the section presents our algorithm for locating wrapping instances, which is based
on the Ullmann algorithm [Ullmann 1976].

6.2.1 Creation of graph structures

In Section 3.1.3 we developed the adjacency graph representation of a document, which
represents all segments at a given granularity as nodes in a graph. Two nodes are
joined with an edge if their respective segments are direct neighbours of each other.
These edges are annotated with their respective directions: north, south, east or west.
The precise definition of direct neighbourhood and the algorithm which determines
the direction label are given in Section 3.1.3. As two of the directions are direct op-
posites of the other two, we choose to only explicitly represent the south and east
directions.

When the user interactively selects the desired example instance on the graphical
user interface (see Section 6.4.1), the underlying sub-graph of the document graph is
found. The process is as follows:

• all the nodes whose centre co-ordinate (Xcen, Ycen) intersects the marquee box
are found and form the nodes of the example graph;

• all the edges in the document graph which join any two nodes, both of which
are in the example graph, are added to the example graph.

The example graph is then furnished with the respective attributes of its nodes and
edges and is known as an attributed relational graph (ARG). For horizontal edges, the
edge length is equal to the shortest horizontal physical distance between the nodes that
it joins. For vertical edges, the distance between the respective baselines is used.

This graph is then shown to the user in the right-hand panel of the user interface.
The user can now make changes, such as adding or removing nodes or conditions.
For the remainder of this chapter, we will use the terms document graph for the ARG
of the document and example graph for the ARG of the example instance, which is a
subgraph of the document graph in which extra wrapping conditions may be defined.
See Figure 6.8 for a screenshot of the user interface. Essentially, the example graph
defines the wrapper.
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Figure 6.1: Example of a document containing wrappable information with an irreg-
ular layout. The brackets represent the individual records
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6.2.2 Introduction to graph matching

In recent years, the use of graph matching techniques in pattern recognition appli-
cations has become more widespread. In particular, graph matching has found sev-
eral uses in computer vision applications, e.g. [Li and Lee 2000; Belongie and Malik
2000]. In document processing, graph matching has also been used for optical charac-
ter recognition [Lee and Liu 1999; Suganthan and Yan 1998] and symbol recognition
[Lladós et al. 2001; Changhua et al. 2000]. A related technique, graph partitioning, has
also been applied to clustering documents for information retrieval [Dhillon 2001; Za-
mir and Etzioni 1998]. We believe that the method presented in this chapter is the first
application of graph matching techniques to data extraction from documents on the
physical level. The term graph matching is indeed very broad and imprecise, encom-
passing a number of techniques for the structural comparison of (sub)graphs. Conte
et al. describe graph matching as:

. . . the process of finding a correspondence between the nodes and the
edges of two graphs that satisfies some (more or less stringent) constraints
ensuring that similar substructures in one graph are mapped to similar
substructures in the other. ([Conte et al. 2004], p. 2 [266])

The most stringent form of graph matching is graph isomorphism. This form of match-
ing searches for a correspondence between each node in both graphs. These corre-
spondences must be one-to-one. Furthermore, the mapping must be edge preserving,
i.e. if two nodes in the first graph are linked by an edge, the corresponding nodes in
the second graph must be linked by an edge as well.

It is clear that such a matching procedure is not very useful for our application
as our example graph, for all practical purposes, must be smaller than the document
graph against which it will be matched. Thus, we require an algorithm for subgraph
isomorphism which finds not one, but all possible matching subgraphs in our docu-
ment. Only this way can we find repeating data sets such as table rows, etc.

Furthermore, since we are working with attributed relational graphs, the edges
in our graphs also convey significant meaning. Therefore, it is not enough that the
matching be edge preserving; the relationship represented by the edge in the corre-
sponding document graph must also somehow match the relationship expressed by
the edge in the example graph. We refer to this type of matching as attributed match-
ing. It is also worth noting that this necessitates an algorithm suitable for matching
directed graphs.

Finally, since we are matching datasets where the structure can differ slightly, our
procedure needs to allow for the fact that the underlying graph structure will not
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Figure 6.2: Example of error tolerance: in the two records shown above, the row
headed Fehlerdatum is missing from the first record.

Figure 1: A sample page of data to be wrapped.
Brackets indicate the individual wrapping instances.

3. IMPLEMENTATION

3.1 Obtaining PDF data
We use the PDFBox3 library to parse the raw PDF file

and return the visual PDF data as a set of text and graphic
objects. PDFBox returns these text blocks in the same way
as they have been written to the PDF file, i.e. as a set of
individual blocks, usually with no more than 2–3 charac-
ters per block. The first step is to merge these blocks into
complete lines of text, and a set of heuristics achieves this.

3.2 Page segmentation
Our next step is to merge the line objects into blocks that

can be said to correspond to one logical entity in the doc-
ument’s structure. These blocks correspond to paragraphs,
headings, single table cells and other miscellaneous items of
text (such as captions). We believe this provides us with suf-
ficient granularity for logical selection of wrapping instances.

3.3 Graph representation
We represent these blocks as nodes in an attributed rela-

tional graph. Initially, the graph is built with just the adja-
cency relation being present, which links all blocks to their
neighbours. Our document understanding process then pro-
duces other geometric relations, such as alignment; and log-
ical relations, such as reading order and superiority (which,
for example, relates a title to its body text). An example of
this graph on a single wrapping instance is shown in Fig. 2.

As each of the nodes has a set of co-ordinates, this rep-
resentation maps easily onto the visual domain, where the
user can interactively select an example wrapping instance,
and its corresponding sub-graph is found automatically.

3PDFBox, http://www.pdfbox.org

TC716M

6872134/04

FEHLER

FEHLERDATUM

:

:

TE-MIN:

FEDERBEIN-STOSSDAEMPFER

30

1X Passt nicht

AVS-ID: 1903817112

Falscher Barcodeaufkleber 619137134 vorhanden

TE: 30

19.11.2005

ENTSCHEIDUNG : Rücklieferung oder Gefahrgut

KOST:4135

1 *

Figure 2: Sub-graph for one record (wrapping in-
stance) from Fig. 1. Note that edges with arrows
represent superior-to-inferior relationships.

3.4 Similarity measures
Once the user has selected the example instance, it must

be matched to other similar occurrences on the page, and
possibly from other pages in the document. There are many
algorithms in the literature for graph matching. However,
in our case, it is obvious that an algorithm that finds exact
matches is of little use to us. Instead, we require a signifi-
cant and specific error tolerance to match objects that are
somehow logically or visually similar.

The familiar notion of edit cost can be used to define the
similarity of two sub-graphs. Allowed operations would in-
clude not just additions and deletions of single nodes or
edges, but additions and deletions of complete rows of ele-
ments. For example, a certain paragraph may be one line
longer or a certain table might have an extra row added.
Yet, the logical structure with relation to shape would re-
main the same. Thus we are finding wrapping instances
using both logical and visual similarity.

Furthermore, this method could be further extended to
discriminate between headings and data. The logical rela-
tions present in the graph enable us to determine, with some
degree of certainty, which blocks contain headings and which
blocks contain just “data” (plain body text). Any “edits”
that affect heading elements would therefore correspond to
a change in logical structure, and this would carry a higher
edit cost than the equivalent operation to only body text.

3.5 The matching process
We require an error-tolerant algorithm for relational sub-

graph matching. The most popular algorithms, such as [3],
are tree-based. We are currently developing such an algo-
rithm that uses a branch-and-bound strategy. The benefit of
this approach is its adaptability to our definition of graph
similarity. Although the complexity is exponential in the
worst case, the use of application-specific heuristics to prune
the search can make the problem tractable. If this turns out
not to be the case, there are many other approaches, such
as [2], that proclaim to reduce the complexity even further.

4. REFERENCES
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119–128, 2001.
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error-tolerant subgraph matching between region adjacency

graphs. IEEE Tran. on Pattern Anal. and Mach. Intel.,
23(10):1137–1143, Oct. 2001.

Figure 6.3: Graph structure of the bottom record in Figure 6.2

always be exactly the same. For example, in the layout of a given record, a field
present in the original wrapper definition may be missing or may wrap to two lines
instead of one. Or, because of the shorter length of an entry, certain edges between
nodes may be missing. One such example is shown in Figure 6.2. Our graph matching
procedure must allow for such situations.

There is a special class of matching algorithms known as error tolerant algorithms,
which aim to find inexact matches where some correspondences between both graphs
are missing. However, by using the techniques detailed in Section 6.3, which allow
the wrapper designer to specify the structural changes that can occur, we have found it
unnecessary to resort to an error tolerant algorithm with its additional computational
complexity.

Many of these graph matching problems, including subgraph isomorphism, are
known to be NP complete. We have chosen to build our wrapping method around
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the Ullmann algorithm because of its flexibility; this is described in more detail in the
next section. [Messmer 1996] (p. 134) states the worst-case runtime of the algorithm
as O(mnn2) for a model graph with m and an input graph with n vertices. Due to the
limited size of the graphs in our application, the algorithm’s performance was found
to be more than adequate in practice. Many other algorithms have been proposed in
the literature, which offer reduced complexity but often present further restrictions to
the graphs being matched, making them difficult to adapt to our application. To name
just a few examples, [Hopcroft and Wong 1974; Aho et al. 1974] propose polynomial
time algorithms for planar graphs and trees respectively. [Messmer and Bunke 1999;
McKay 1980] propose efficient algorithms for comparing a large library of graphs
against a single model graph. [Cordella et al. 2004] presents an efficient algorithm for
(sub)graph isomorphism suitable for matching large graphs. As this method also sup-
ports attributed matching, it presents a viable alternative to the Ullmann algorithm if
computational complexity becomes a problem. A detailed summary on graph match-
ing algorithms and their applications in pattern recognition and related fields can be
found in [Conte et al. 2004].

6.2.3 The Ullmann algorithm

The Ullmann algorithm [Ullmann 1976] was chosen as a basis for our wrapping
method because of its flexibility and suitability as a basis for our application. It offers
the following advantages:

• the algorithm can be modified to match directed graphs (this modification is given
in the paper);

• the algorithm finds all possible subgraph isomorphisms in the input (document)
graph;

• the algorithm can be relatively easily modified to support attributed matching,
i.e. the use of attributed nodes and edges with matching conditions;

• at the start of the algorithm and at each step, it is possible to determine exactly
which nodes and edges have been matched or are still being considered for
matching. Thus, it is possible to prune unlikely matches immediately from the
search tree to keep time and space complexity at a minimum.

This last point is very important: the basic algorithm is simply a brute-force enumer-
ation of all possible combinations of nodes and edges. Even on a modern computer,
it becomes inpractical to execute this algorithm on all but very small graphs. The
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refinement procedure, which prunes impossible search paths, results in a dramatic re-
duction in search space and processing time. Should this procedure not suffice, fur-
ther application-specific heuristics can be introduced to reduce the search space even
further, although these might not guarantee that all subgraph isomorphisms will be
found.

The basic algorithm is simply a tree search of the entire search space. In this chap-
ter, will use the same terminology as in [Ullmann 1976]. The algorithm is designed to
find all the isomorphisms between a given graph Gα = (Vα, Eα) and subgraphs of a
further given graph Gβ = (Vβ, Eβ) where V and E refer to the points and lines of the
respective graph. The numbers of points of Gα and Gβ are pα and pβ respectively. The
adjacency matrices of Gα and Gβ are A =

�
aij
�

and B =
�
bij
�

respectively.

The current state of a node in the search tree is stored in a pα × pβ element matrix
M =

�
mij

�
. At the root of the search tree, the start matrix M0 is constructed where:

m0
ij =






0 if we know a priori that the jth point of Gβ could not correspond to
the ith point of Gα in any subgraph isomorphism,

1 otherwise

Thus, the start matrix M0 represents a one-to-many correspondence between the
points in Vα and the points in Vβ. The matrices at the terminal nodes of the tree, M�,
all represent distinct subgraph isomorphism candidates and contain exactly one number
1 in each row of the matrix. Thus, they represent distinct one-to-one correspondences
between the points in Vα and the points in Vβ.

The tree search procedure is illustrated in Figure 6.4. At each level, a given row
of M is changed to only contain one 1. In other words, at each successive branch of
the tree, the correspondence between one point in Vα and another point in Vβ is fixed
until, at the final level, all the correspondences have been fixed. Therefore, the search
tree has a depth d equal to pα. A given subisomorphism whose matrix corresponds to
M� is said to be a subisomorphism under M if its terminal node is a successor of M, i.e.:

(∀m�
ij) m�

ij = 1 −→ mij = 1
1≤i≤pα,
1≤j≤pβ

Finally, although the subgraph isomorphism candidates at the terminal nodes M� rep-
resent distinct combinations of correspondences between the points of Vα and Vβ, a
final check needs to be carried out to reject correspondences which are not compatible
with the structure of Gα and therefore do not represent valid subgraph isomorphisms.
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Figure 6.4: The tree-search procedure of the Ullmann algorithm for subgraph isomor-
phism
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6.2.3.1 The refinement procedure

The refinement procedure as defined in [Ullmann 1976] presents a significant im-
provement to the basic tree-based enumeration, which discounts unfruitful search
paths at an early stage of the process. It corresponds to a check that is carried out
directly on the matrix M at each node in the search tree.

Let vαi be the ith point of Vα and vβj be the jth point of Vβ. Recall that, at a given
node M in the search tree, for all values of i and j, mij = 1 means that the corre-
spondence between vαi and vβj is being considered for all subisomorphisms under
M.

From the definition of subgraph isomorphism, for every adjacent point vαx of vαi
in Vα, there must also be a point vβy in Vβ that is adjacent to vβj. If this does not hold,
we can preclude the correspondence between vαi and vβj for all subisomorphisms
under M. In this case, mij is set to 0.

At the terminal nodes M�, the above condition holds for all values of mij. This
is a necessary and sufficient condition for subgraph isomorphism. Therefore, it is no
longer necessary to perform an additional check that the terminal node represents a
valid subgraph isomorphism.

6.2.3.2 Initial experiments

In our initial experiments, a few changes were made to the procedure to make it suit-
able for attributed relational graphs. As described at the beginning of this section, the
start matrix M0 allows us to preclude correspondences between points in Vα and Vβ

where we have an a priori reason that they could not correspond to each other in any
subgraph isomorphism between Vα and Vβ. This provides us with an ideal oppor-
tunity to preclude correspondences between nodes which do not fulfil the matching
conditions that have been set in the wrapper definition.

Whereas the starting matrix allows us to consider attributed nodes this way, it still
assumes that all edges are equal. In order to preclude the matching of attributed
edges that do not fulfil the matching rules, each attributed edge is also represented
as a point in the graph. These “points from edges” are then joined by (unattributed
directed) lines at the node-edge and edge-node interface, as shown in Figure 6.5.

Thus, for an example graph with m nodes and n attributed edges, we generate a
graph Gα with pα = m + n points and qα = 2n (directed unattributed) lines. Similarly,
for a document graph with p nodes and r attributed edges, we generate a graph Gβ

with pβ = p + r points and qβ = 2r lines.
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Figure 6.5: Example of edges being represented as nodes in the graph

To avoid confusion, we will use the terms vertex and line to refer to the points
and lines of Gα and Gβ; the terms node and edge will be reserved for the original
graphs as shown to and manipulated by the user.

The starting matrix M0 is therefore generated as follows:

m0
ij =






1 if vαi and vβj represent the same type of item (node or edge);
in the case of vαi and vβj being edges, they represent the same
relationship; and if all additional matching conditions laid out
in the wrapper specification are met

0 otherwise

The algorithm for directed subgraph isomorphism in [Ullmann 1976] was imple-
mented and initial tests were carried out on both the basic tree search algorithm and
the algorithm with the refinement procedure. Whereas the basic algorithm became in-
tractable when run on graphs with more than about four or five nodes, the refinement
procedure was found to provide a dramatic reduction in time complexity, resulting in
more than adequate performance for our application, even with much larger graphs.
The performance results in Table 6.1, run on a document graph containing 20 nodes
and 31 edges with example subgraphs of varying size, show the difference according
to our experiments.

without refinement step with refinement step
No. nodes/edges 2/1 3/2 4/3 2/1 3/2 4/3

No. iterations 6080 9 449 181 ??? 1743 2789 3061
Execution time (ms) 1102 324 925 ??? 90 120 170

Table 6.1: Effect of the refinement procedure on the performance of the Ullmann al-
gorithm. With four nodes and three edges, the algorithm would have taken too long
to complete without the refinement step

The only exception is when the example graph is not fully (weakly) connected.
This can occur if the wrapper has not been specified properly. A node which is not
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connected to any other node in the graph hinders the refinement procedure’s ability
to prune the search tree effectively. As the result is also meaningless, we define weak
connectivity as a requirement for the wrapper definition.

6.3 Inexact matching

After implementing the algorithm in Section 6.2.2 and experimenting with real-life
data sets, we realized that the required “error tolerance” could be achieved without
resorting to an inexact matching algorithm. The two main features of our approach,
incomplete matching and multiple match edges, are described in the following subsec-
tions.

6.3.1 Incomplete matching

In most situations where records have a variable structure, we found that it was pos-
sible to simply remove certain nodes from the example graph to match all the records
in the document. Thus, we were essentially defining what must be present in the
document for the wrapper to detect it as a record. Any additional nodes or edges that
may have been present had no effect on the result.

We found the notion that a wrapper can be precisely defined preferable to us-
ing an inexact matching algorithm, which with its added complexity could generate
unpredictable results with a significantly higher computational cost.

Using the process of rectangular containment expansion, as described in Section
4.3.2.2, we then add all unmatched nodes that fall within the bounding box of all the
matched nodes to the result.

6.3.2 Multiple match edges

In situations where the simple removal of required nodes did not suffice, this was
because additional lines of text or records were present either in the example instance
or in the document. Thus, it was decided to increase the flexibility of our wrapper
specification system to allow for multiple match edges. Whereas normal edges must
have a one-to-one relationship between example and document in a wrapping result,
multiple-match edges can match continuous runs of edges in the document in a par-
ticular direction, allowing tabular structures and listings with arbitrary numbers of
rows to be wrapped with ease.
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6.3.2.1 Multi-step matching algorithm

In the original prototype system as published in [Hassan 2009c], the wrapper graph is
split into sub-graphs (sub-examples) along its multiple-match edges, which are then
matched separately. These sub-results of the matching are then combined using a
further matching step into the final, complete result.

When the wrapper graph is split along a given multiple-match edge into its sub-
examples, this edge remains as part of both sub-examples, as shown in the example in
Figure 6.6 (b).

This method for matching requires that each multiple match edge splits the wrap-
per graph completely into two sub-graphs. Thus, no edges apart from that particular
multiple match edge may be present between the two sub-graphs. Geometrically, this
restriction is easy to visualize and was not found to hinder the practical creation of
wrappers.

Behind the scenes, the individual sub-results are found using the Ullmann algo-
rithm with the refinement procedure for each sub-example. These sub-results are
then combined in a further graph matching step. Two graphs are created, Gγ and Gδ,
with Vγ and Vδ representing all sub-examples and all sub-results respectively. As the
edges this time are not attributed (but they are still directed), they can be represented
directly as lines in the adjacency matrix. Thus for adjacency matrices C and D of Gγ

and Gδ respectively:

cij =

�
1 if sub-examples vγi and vγj are connected by a multiple-match edge,
0 otherwise

dij =






1 if vδi and vδj represent sub-results of differing sub-examples and there
exists a maximal path from vδi to vδj,

0 otherwise

We refer to edges in a sub-result, which have been matched to a multiple-match
edge in the respective sub-example, as matched multiple match edges. A path exists
between two sub-results vδi and vδj if, from a matched multiple match edge of vδi, it
is possible to continue along edges in the same direction (as long as they meet the
conditions specified in the wrapper definition) to reach a matched multiple match
edge of vδj, or vice versa. This path is maximal if it is not possible to continue further
to reach another matched multiple match edge.

The requirement of a maximal path allows unwanted overlapping results to be
avoided. Consider the example in Figure 6.7, where the number of lines in a record
may differ, but the record is always separated by whitespace. By setting a maximum
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for the edge length, we can use multiple match edges to wrap such structures. Be-
cause the algorithm only looks for maximal paths, only the path between the top and
bottom lines of the record will be found, extracting only the complete record. Because
of the maximum edge length condition, the algorithm does not continue to the next
record. In other words, the algorithm looks for the longest path that fulfils the con-
ditions in the wrapper definition. Because the paths between intermediate lines are
not maximal, these overlapping part-records, which we do not wish to extract, are
avoided.

After execution of the matching procedure, the resulting matrices M� now repre-
sent compatible combinations of each of the sub-results, each of which can be joined
together to produce an integrated result, as shown in Figure 6.6.

6.3.2.2 Performance issues of the multi-step algorithm

Initial experiments were carried out on the three wrappers described in Section 6.5.
The largest weakness of the multi-step matching algorithm was not found to be the
requirement that each multiple-match edge split the wrapper graph into two, but per-
formance with certain wrappers using multi-match edges, particularly on complex
documents.

Whereas the travel wrapper performed very quickly indeed, the other two wrap-
pers were significantly slower. We attributed this to the fact that these documents
contained a larger number of records per page on average. What surprised us, how-
ever, was that certain pages of the travel dataset, which contained no data to be ex-
tracted, took very long to process (typically over 20 s). On closer examination, these
pages contained densely-packed classified information, much like in the classifieds
dataset.

We found out that the reason for the slow processing time of these pages was
the multi-step approach to graph matching. Although no results were returned at the
end of the matching procedure, the wrapper was defined in such a way that each sub-
graph that was matched against the page returned almost every object on the page as
an intermediate result. All of these intermediate results were then compared against
each other to find the final result, of which there was not a single matching pair.

This limitation led to the development of a new, one-step algorithm to detect wrap-
ping instances using multiple match edges. By reworking the refinement procedure
to also take multiple match edges into account, we not only prune unfruitful search
paths even earlier in the matching process but, more importantly, we avoid the neces-
sity of several graph matching operations with potentially hundreds of intermediate
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Figure 6.6: Integration of sub-results using graph matching in the multi-step algo-
rithm
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results, leading to significant performance increases. This algorithm is described in
the following subsection.

Algorithm 8 The one-step refinement procedure onestepRefinement

1. forall mij in M, 1 ≤ i ≤ pα, 1 ≤ j ≤ pβ:

• if mij = 1

(a) let vα be the ith vertex of Vα and vβ be the jth vertex of Vβ

(b) evaluate the following condition:
forall (vγ, eγ) where vγ is a neighbour of vα connected by edge eγ:

i. if eγ is of type singleMatch:
– there exists a vertex vδ where:
∗ vδ is a neighbour of vβ connected by edge eδ and
∗ eδ meets the matching criteria specified in eγ and
∗ a correspondence between vγ and vδ has not been precluded

at this point in the search, i.e.:
mkl = 1 where k and l are the indices of vγ in Vα and vδ in Vβ

respectively
ii. else if eγ is of type multipleMatchLast or multipleMatchFirst:

– the function existsMultipleMatchPath(vα, vγ, vβ, vδ, eγ)
evaluates to true

(c) if the condition in step (b) evaluates to false, set mij = 0

2. repeat step 1 if any value of mij has been changed

6.3.2.3 One-step matching algorithm

With the one-step matching algorithm, all checks against matching conditions involv-
ing single and multiple match edges are incorporated into the refinement procedure
itself. With this method, is it no longer necessary to represent attributed edges as spe-
cial types of points in the graph, and the requirement that each multiple-match edge
splits the wrapper graph into two also no longer applies.

The starting matrix M0 is formed according to the matching criteria as with the
multi-step algorithm in Section 6.2.3.2. The only difference is that only the nodes are
included in the matrix, as edges are no longer represented as points. The refinement
procedure is given in Algorithm 8 and uses the function existsMultipleMatchPath as
defined in Algorithm 9. As before, the one-step refinement procedure is a necessary
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Algorithm 9 The function existsMultipleMatchPath
pre: vα and vδ are joined together in the wrapper graph Gα by edge eγ; vβ and vδ are
the corresponding nodes of vα and vδ in the document graph Gβ respectively

1. return true if a path exists between vβ and vδ that satisfies the following condi-
tions:

(a) all edges in the path are in the same direction as and fulfil the matching
conditions defined in eγ;

(b) if eγ is of type multipleMatchLast:

i. the path from vβ to vδ consists of one or more nodes fulfilling the match-
ing criteria in vβ, followed by one or more nodes fulfilling the matching
criteria in vδ

ii. the path is maximal, i.e. cannot be extended backward or forwards, i.e.:
• there exists no edge pair (vx, ex), where ex points from vx to vβ, vx

fulfils the matching criteria in vβ and ex fulfils the matching criteria
in eγ; and

• there exists no edge pair (vy, ey), where ey points from vδ to vy, vy
fulfils the matching criteria in vδ and ey fulfils the matching criteria
in eγ

(c) else if eγ is of type multipleMatchFirst:

i. the path is minimal, i.e. there is no intermediate node between vβ and
vδ that satisfies the matching conditions of vβ and/or vδ.

and sufficient condition for subgraph isomorphism, and checks all nodes, edges and
multiple match edges against their respective matching conditions. Therefore, the
resulting matrices M� correspond to distinct wrapping results, and no further checks
are required.

6.3.2.4 Two types of multiple match edge

To extend the number of possibilities for wrapper generation, it was decided to add
a further type of multiple mach edge, multipleMatchFirst. When this type of edge
is used between two given nodes vα and vγ, both nodes should have matching con-
ditions set. When these nodes are matched to vβ and vδ respectively, the matching
algorithm will look for and match the last node before vβ and the first node after vδ

that match the respective conditions.
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This allows, for example, the first and last lines of a record to be matched using
conditions for both nodes. As long as these conditions do not match any intermediate
lines in the record, this type of edge will match the first line, the last line and all rows
in between.

The function existsMultipleMatchPath, as given in Algorithm 9, precisely defines
both types of multiple-match edge.

6.4 Wrapper creation

In our prototype system GraphWrap, wrappers can be created or edited in two ways.
The easiest most common way is to use the user interface, as described in Section 6.4.1.
As wrappers are stored in XML format, it may sometimes be quicker to edit the files
directly. Also, some advanced features are only available by editing the files directly.

6.4.1 Interactive wrapping using the user interface

The GUI of PDF Analyser, as described in Section 3.2, has been extended to support
a graph view of the document. Whereas the graph structure can also be overlaid on
the page view, the flexible layout of the graph view enables the user to zoom in and
out and manipulate the wrapper interactively. The current wrapper can be executed
at any time, and the visual result will be shown immediately in the page view.

The graph view has been built on top of the TouchGraph library [TouchGraph
LLC 2006 (Web)]. As the screenshot in Figure 6.8 shows, green edges represent ad-
jacency edges pointing eastwards, and blue edges point southwards, irrespective of
their physical direction. Nodes which belong to the document but are not part of the
current wrapper graph are shown in a faded colour. These can then be added to the
wrapper definition, if desired. The bottom part of the window allows the matching
conditions of the current node or edge to be viewed and modified.

The following steps summarize the interactive creation process of a wrapper:

1. The appropriate granularity is selected, i.e. lines or blocks, and the desired doc-
ument is opened

2. On the page view, the user selects one example record by drawing a marquee
box around it. Its corresponding subgraph is found automatically and dis-
played in the graph view. This subgraph already fits the definition of a valid
wrapper
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6.4. Wrapper creation

Figure 6.7: Example of the significance of the maximal path between multiple match
edges. The example on the left shows the record which is being wrapped. The wrap-
per is specified using a multiple-match edge between the NAME and E-MAIL nodes. If
all paths between the multiple match edges are considered, this leads to several over-
lapping incomplete records (centre). Considering only the maximal path delivers the
result that we are looking for (right)

Figure 6.8: Example of the GUI in action. The left pane shows the page view; the
right pane shows the graph view, allowing the wrapper to be edited and additional
wrapping constraints to be added. When the wrapper is executed, the found records
are shaded on the page view
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RECORDS: 45s FROM 60s,
70s, 80s, 90s. 33 1/3 - Elvis,
Michael Jackson, Motown
and more. Best offer:
(302)539.0224

DOLLS - INCLUDING (10)
Barbie dolls; doll clothing.
Can email pictures. PIck up
West Fenwick or Ocean City.
(302)436.5679

(2) LIMITED EDITION
Porcelain Cabbage Patch
dolls signed by Xavier
Roberts in original boxes.
Retail: $350; asking: $250
each. (302)829.8390

OYSTER CANS - ADAMS
Hoggs, Peconic and green/
yellow sailboat. Will trade for
ones I need. All good condi-
tion, gallon size. Millville area
(610)937.8369

ANTIQUE-LIKE ROCKING
horse by Habersham
Plantation. Full carousel-type
body. Beautifully antiqued in
green tones. 12” x 48” x 30”.
$145  (302)226.8004

ANTIQUE TIGER OAK 42”
pedestal table with (2) leaves
and (4) ladderback chairs.
Circa 1900. $650  Bethany
Beach  (410)375.9583

LUCY GOES TO Hollywood
porcelain cookie jar. Retail:
$250; asking $100
(302)344.3414

THOMAS COLLECTOR’S edi-
tion reproduction radio.
Cherry wood, great condi-
tion. $25  (302)344.3414

ANTIQUE VICTORIAN LOVE
Seat. $250  (302)541.4992

2-MAN CROSSCUT SAW
with original wooden han-
dles. Excellent condition. $75
(302)841.9274

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS:
33 1/3. 100’s. $35
(302)539.2315

S-ROLL OAK DESK: 42” wide
Old office desk, circa 1800’s.
$1,800  (302)541.9201 or
(330)321.3498

GAS RANGE, ONLY 1 YEAR
old, white: $300; white under
cabinet microwave: $200
(302)897.7015

AIR CONDITIONER, window
unit. 5,000 BTU  115V by
Goldstar Ice. Cold air. $40
(302)436.2197

DRYER, GOOD condition:
$75. (302)381.2217

AIR CONDITIONER: 5,000
BTU. Frigidaire window unit.
Works well. $40  Ocean View
(302)829.8399

SEARS KENMORE ELITE
microwave. 1,200 watts, 2.0cf
capacity, black. Like new.
Originally $150, sell for $50.
(302)539.8870

21.7 CF WHIRLPOOL refrig-
erator. Black, less than one
year old. $500
(302)537.1511

‘97 BOSTON WHALER  20’
Outrage. 175hp Johnson, SS
prop, dual batteries, radio,
Loran, depth-finder, fishing
package, fish bay and pump
out. Fresh water wash-down.
Load-rite trailer with brakes,
mounted spare tire. Excellent
condition, many extras.
$16,500, negotiable.
( 3 0 2 ) 2 3 9 . 4 9 8 9 or
(302)545.7177

(2) JET SKIS WITH TRAILER
1995 Yamaha Wave Raider,
1998 Sea-Do XP. Excellent
condition, all maintenance
records available. Asking
$5,300. Fenwick
(484)459.9119

2000 16’ STAR JON BOAT
with 15hp Johnson motor,
oars, battery, bilge pump,
anchor, trailer. $1,600
( 3 0 2 ) 7 3 2 . 1 3 8 1
R E D U C E D !

12’ ALUMINUM ROW BOAT
Good condition. Bethany
Beach (717)439.5810

AQUA PADDLE BOAT Three
seats plus ice chest area.
Mechanism not working.
Make offer. (302)539.4969

LONG BLACK LEATHER coat
with genuine blue fox collar.
Size 2-4. Beautiful condition.
Asking $75  (302)344.3414

YOUNG MEN’S BACK TO
school. 17 pairs name brand
shorts. 29” & 30” waist. $8
each. ( 3 0 2 ) 5 3 7 . 0 1 4 2
before 8 p.m.

FOOTJOY SIERRA TREKS
ladies’ golf shoes, 7.5 medium
width. New. White, black sad-
dle shoe. $13 OBO
(302)436.5679

GATEWAY COMPUTER com-
plete with keyboard, monitor,
speakers. Works great. $45
(302)436.4384

SONY TRINITRON 32” TV
with remote. Silver color,
matching stand with glass
doors and shelf. Like new.
$350 OBO  (302)245.4850

HP DESKJET 840C MULTI
task printer. $30  Ocean View
(302)829.8399

CANON SCANNER  COLOR
image. Scan, copy, email.
good condition. $20  Ocean
View  (302)829.8399

COMPLETE V-SMILE 17
games plus handheld and
exercise game and mat. $85
Dagsboro  (302)858.8436

NEW DESKTOP COMPUTER
Dual-core CPU 2.7GHz, 4GB
memory, sound and video
cards, DVD burner with
Lightscribe, 250GB HD. $475
(302)933.8499

NEW DESKTOP COMPUTER
Dual-core CPU 2.7GHz, 4GB
memory, sound and video
cards, DVD burner with
Lightscribe, 250GB HD. $475
(302)933.8499

AT&T LG CELL PHONE: $100
(302)732.6270

OLYMPUS IMAGELINK print-
er kit. $25  (302)539.3487

SHARP CRT TV. 26” COLOR
with remote. Perfect for your
place at the beach. $39
(302)539.5496

SONY TRINITRON 27” color
TV with remote. Excellent
condition. $150
(302)841.9274

COLOR TV 12” MGA WITH
remote, wood grain cabinet.
Works great, very nice condi-
tion. $20  (302)537.7092

FERRET - FREE TO GOOD
home. Good with kids. Cage,
leash, litter, food included.
(302)537.7347

FREE FIREWOOD - YOU haul
and split. Country Estates,
Ocean View. Call for details.
(443)309.2394

MOVING SALE - MASTER BR
set. Pennsylvania House solid
oak sleigh bed and matching
bureau with mirror. Must see!
Plus solid oak wall units.
(443)235.5994

MAPLE BUNK BEDS WITH
twin mattresses. Can be used
as single beds. $395
(302)539.1072

FURNITURE

FREE

ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONICS

8 PC & Mac
8 New & Used Sales
8 In Home Repairs
8 In Shop Repairs

Rt. 24 • Oak Orchard
302.947.4884

S. DuPont Blvd. • Smyrna
302.653.6447

SpringfieldComputers.com

Springfield
Computers

COMPUTER REPAIR

CLOTHING

BOATING & FISHING

WHIRLPOOL  APPLIANCES
MICROWAVE ~ DISHWASHER
TRASH COMPACTOR ~ 30”
ACCUBAKE SELF CLEANING

CERAMIC-TOP ELECTRIC
RANGE. COLOR BISQUE.
EXCELLENT CONDITION!

ALL FOR $800 OBO
443-944-7845 

APPLIANCES
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ClassifiedsClassified ad deadline is
Tuesday at 5 p.m.
Ads accepted from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays.

Call Jane to place
your classified ad.

302.539.1788
P.O. Box 1324

Ocean View, DE  19970
jane.johnson@coastalpoint.com

Classified ad rates: Line ads are $5.50 for the first 20 words, 20¢ per additional word. Display ads are $7.00 per column inch.
Non-commercial ads for items $2,000 or less are free up to 20 words. Ads exceeding 20 words become paid ads.

APPLIANCESEMPLOYMENT ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES COMPUTER ASSISTANCEEMPLOYMENT

DELAWARE LICENSED
REAL ESTATE SALES AGENTS

Tansey Warner Bethany has immediate openings.
Great incentives.  Broker has DE & MD license.

All inquiries confidential.
Call Hal Barber or BJ: 302.539.3001

WeAreSynthetic.com • 302.682.0573

COMPUTER
Repair, Setup,
& Networking 

Services
Affordable Prices

ResortQuest in an equal opportunity employer.

ResortQuest Real Estate is looking to expand
their New Homes Real Estate Sales Team*.

We offer:
• Competitive Commission Rates

• Associate-funded Health Insurance
• Excellent Office Space

(nicely furnished and ready to be occupied)
• Wide Range of In-House Training

• Comprehensive Internet, Print & Direct
Mail Marketing (including a weekly company ad)

• Generous Postage Allowance
• Marketing Match

* Real Estate License Required
Call for a confidential interview

Ann Baker  (302)541.5970
or abaker@resortquest.com

SALES CONSULTANT
Excellent Opportunity To Work At 
Ocean City’s Leading Media Outlet

If you possess:
• Strong desire to succeed

• Desire to seek new business
• Excellent communication skills

• Excellent customer service skills
• Outstanding follow-up • Team player attitude

Please e-mail your resume to 
oceancitymedia@yahoo.com

NOW HIRING:
Front Desk/Maint.
Experience preferred

Housekeepers
Needed thru Oct.18th

Holiday Inn Express
39642 Jefferson Bridge

Rd.~ Bethany Beach, DE
Apply in person

This is a great opportunity to become part of the most fabulous
and successful restaurant in the Ocean City area today.  If you
think that this sounds exciting, you are right about that!  If you
like to play golf, it’s one of the benefits of being part of Ruth’s
Chris Team.  Ruth’s Chris Steakhouse is rated the number one

Steakhouse in America today.
We are accepting applications between 1:00  and 4:00 pm.
We are located on the Glen Riddle Farm in West O.C. across
from Wal-Mart and Home Depot on Rt. 50.  (410)213.9444

Are you ready for a change?
• Server Assistants
• Hosts/Hostesses

Experienced
Wait Staff

Call John, Monday - Friday, 1 - 3:

302.537.4101

Year Round
Full Time & Part Time
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Figure 6.9: Example records from the three datasets
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3. If the user were to execute the wrapper at this stage, it would likely return hun-
dreds of overlapping results. Therefore, it is necessary to set conditions to one or
more of the nodes. By clicking on a node or edge in the graph view, the avail-
able conditions will be displayed on the bottom of the screen, and can be edited.
Nodes can also be added to or removed from the wrapper if necessary

4. By clicking the button Test wrapper, the current wrapper can be executed and
the results shown to the user. It is also possible to try out the wrapper on a
different page or different document using the GUI

5. When the user is satisfied with the wrapper, it can be exported by clicking Save
wrapper. The resulting wrapper can then be used with the command-line tool
graphwrap to automatically extract data from other PDF documents and output
it in XML format

The following conditions are available for nodes and edges:

Node conditions Edge conditions
Text matches string, substring or regexp Minimum and maximum length
Minimum and maximum text length Alignment left, right, centre
Font size, font name, bold, italic Crosses ruling line (yes, no, any)
Ruling line above, below, left, right Multiple match (single, first, last)

6.4.2 Hierarchical wrapping

In order to wrap nested structures, such as individual fields within records, wrappers
can be nested inside each other. There are three modes of nesting:

• subgraph: here, only the nodes that have been explicitly matched by the parent
wrapper will be made available to the child wrapper;

• area-based: in this mode, rectangular containment expansion (see Section 4.3.2.2)
is carried out on each result of the parent wrapper to add nodes that have not
been explicitly matched, but fall within the bounding box of the result. This
mode is useful if multiple match edges have been used in the definition of the
parent wrapper;

• whole page: in this mode, the entire page of the document is made available to
the child wrapper, but only results of the child wrapper that intersect the area
of the parent wrapper are output. This allows tabular structures to be wrapped.
See Section 6.5.2 for an example application of this technique.
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6.5 Experiments

In order to provide an indication of the effectiveness of our wrapping approach, we
created three wrappers on three different data sets, which represent possible use-case
scenarios of our system. Figure 6.9 gives an example of each of the three types of
document. These wrappers are described in the subsections below. Numerical results
are given in Table 6.2.

6.5.1 Coastal Point Classifieds

The classifieds wrapper was designed to extract the textual content of all normal (un-
boxed) classified advertisements from the Coastal Point newspaper1 and was run on
eight issues. An example of the content is shown in Figure 6.9 (top). In order to
allow for varying amounts of text in a classified advertisement, an edge of type mul-
tipleMatchLast was employed in the design of the wrapper, with the maximum length
set to the distance between two lines.

After executing the first version of the wrapper, it was found that the various is-
sues of the Coastal Point newspaper across our dataset employed slightly different lay-
out conventions. For example, whereas in the example in Figure 6.9 (top) whitespace
is present between each advertisement, this was not always the case. Also, certain
issues used bold text for the telephone number and contact information.

The initial version of the wrapper also delivered a number of false positives on
the page. The following changes were made to reduce this number:

• the top node of an advertisement, containing the title, was always in bold text
and in capitals. However, certain items offered for sale did not begin with text,
but with a number. Therefore, the following conditions were set:

– match bold: true

– match text: regexp

– match text string: the regular expression [A-Z]{4,}, i.e.: the string must
contain at least four capital letters in sequence

• the multiple-match edge joining both nodes was given the additional condition:

– crosses ruling line: yes

1Coastal Point classifieds,
http://www.thecoastalpoint.com/_files/classifieds/classifieds.pdf
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We also experimented with setting isAligned to left. This reduced the number of false
positives even further. However, the few results that were not left aligned were not
returned, so this condition was abandoned.

Ideally, a maximum width condition for the nodes would have been available,
which would have prevented practically all false positives which occurred in this
situation.

6.5.2 Pink GmbH component catalogue

The catalogue wrapper was designed to test our hierarchical approach to wrapping
tables, and was run on a 72-page catalogue of technical components2. An example of
one of the tables is shown in Figure 6.9 (centre). Here, the wrapper was designed to
extract all items that have a nominal width, order number, price and measurement A;
as well as measurements B, C and D if these were given.

The top-level wrapper was created to extract each individual row. The font and
size were fixed and the leftmost node was set to begin with the string DN (the first
two letters of the order number). A multiple match node was used to extract the
remainder of the column.

At the second level, several wrappers were created, one for each field. Again, a
string condition was used to limit the wrapper to the desired field. The wrappers
were then combined using the whole page mode.

Of the three datasets that were used, the catalogue had the most consistent for-
matting throughout. Unsurprisingly, this led to an almost perfect wrapping result
with no false positives. However, a few inconsistencies were found, for example one
column was headed C(mm) instead of C (mm) (i.e. the space was missing). One col-
umn was also set in a different font size. After all these inaccuracies were accounted
for in the wrapper specification, it was possible to extract all the data items correctly
with the wrapper.

6.5.3 Travel Monthly archives

Finally, we decided to test our system on a much larger data set, a collection of back is-
sues from the Travel Monthly magazine3, which contains 190 PDF files with 445 pages
in total. Each destination contains a “fact file” box with contact information, which
we extracted with the wrapper travel. An example of two such records on a page

2Pink GmbH Vakuumtechnik component catalogue, http://www.pink.de/pdf/katalog.pdf
3Travel Monthly archives, http://www.travelmonthly.com.au
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Wrapper classifieds catalogue travel
No. docs 8 1 190

No. pages 24 72 445
No. data items 1095 4835 1385

Precision 98.16% 100% 99.78%
Recall 98.16% 100% 97.11%

Processing time/page 7.86 s 8.48 s 4.3 s
Match time/page 3.34 s 6.13 s 0.68 s

Table 6.2: Experimental results of the graph-based approach on three datasets

is given in Figure 6.9 (bottom). The condition for the top node was set to include the
substring FACT FILE or Fact File. In order to allow for varying amounts of text in a
classified advertisement, an edge of type multipleMatchLast with a maximum length
condition was also used here.

After fine-tuning the conditions, this wrapper was also able correctly extract al-
most all records, apart from a small minority which had a vastly different layout (e.g.
double line spacing). Due to the larger size of the dataset (several years’ worth of is-
sues), a variety of formatting conventions were encountered. Some records included
a graphic (e.g. logo) between the heading FACT FILE and the data. This graphic was
represented in the graph as an image node. As image nodes are not yet supported by
the system, these records could also not be retrieved.

6.6 Discussion

This chapter has presented a novel approach to user-guided wrapping from print-
oriented documents using graph matching techniques. Through experiments we
have shown that this method can be used in a variety of wrapping scenarios, and
perform accurately and quickly. Although the task of graph matching is often asso-
ciated with high computational complexity, we have shown this not to be a problem
for our application in practice. The one-step algorithm presented in this chapter keeps
search and time complexity to a minimum.

In a similar fashion to the Lixto Visual Developer for wrapping HTML files, we have
found that robust wrapper generation required adding a large number of matching
conditions, to ensure that false positives are avoided. A major limitation of this pro-
totype system is the limited number of matching conditions that can be set for a given
node or edge. The next step would be to develop the user interface to allow for any
combination of conditions on any property to be set, as is already possible with Lixto.
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We also found the notion of multiple match edges not as simple to understand as we
first thought it would be. Although the addition of a third category, multipleMatch-
Last, has increased the number of possibilities for wrapper generation, it has also
complicated matters further. The categories first and last determine the conditions
that apply to extra nodes that are added between the matched multiple-match edges.
It would probably be much simpler for the wrapper designer to set these conditions
separately, rather than have them inherited from the neighbouring nodes.

The current implementation of multiple match edges makes it easy to define
wrappers where two or more repeating rows occur. However, these wrappers will not
work in cases where only one (or no) row is present. Extending the edge attributes to
allow for optional edges would be one way to allow for such situations. Alternatively,
a number of different graphs or patterns could be used, in the same way as in the Lixto
VD, which could even be generated automatically by the user interface, to allow for
each situation (0 rows, 1 row, 2 or more repeating rows).

A further improvement to the system would be a function to automatically create
multiple match edges. After the user has selected the respective from and to nodes in the
example instance, this function would automatically create a multiple match edge of
the appropriate type with the relevant matching conditions, ensuring that it matches
all edges and nodes between the two selected nodes.

Finally, the flexible graph view based on the TouchGraph library was not always
very easy to work with. An improved layout algorithm which keeps the graph up-
right whilst allowing the layout to remain flexible, so that most edges point more or
less in their real direction, would improve usability. Also, a direct superimposition of
the flexible graph structure on the page view or the ability to click on either view to
select nodes would improve the user-friendliness of the system considerably.

In this section, we have summarized the main limitations of the prototype system
as applied to the methods proposed in this chapter. In the next section, we propose
future research directions in graph-based wrapping.

6.7 Future directions in graph-based wrapping

In order to improve the user-friendliness, power and robustness of the graph-based
approach, the following future research directions are proposed:

• Logical relations between nodes: in the present system, the edges only rep-
resent adjacency relationships in a given direction. It would be interesting to
experiment with the use of logical relations as discovered in the document un-
derstanding process, such as superior-to-inferior or reading order, to see if they
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could simplify the wrapping process or make new wrapping applications pos-
sible:

– spatio-logical relations: the use of relations which express concepts that
refer both to the logical and spatial structures, for example: “neighbour
above, but within same text column”, could be particularly useful for cre-
ation of wrappers;

– wrapping across multiple pages: the current system does not allow for
situations where a record spans from one page to the next. By using a
logical edge of e.g. type reading order to join content from one page to the
next, such wrapping situations could also be enabled.

• Error tolerance: although the current system allows for a certain amount of
flexibility via incomplete matching and multiple-match edges, we found from our
experiments that even professionally typeset documents can contain minor lay-
out or formatting errors (or purposeful changes due to space reasons). These
include changes in font, font size, alignment, line spacing and adjacency. In the
present system, it is often difficult and time-consuming to define the matching
conditions in such a way that all records are found by the algorithm. Therefore,
in order to improve the flexibility of the system, the following investigations are
proposed:

– use of an error-tolerant matching algorithm: in the present system, the
use of a real error-tolerant matching algorithm was avoided for reasons
of complexity. However, as the search procedure can be tightly controlled
by the refinement step of the Ullmann algorithm (see Section 6.2.3.1), it
may be possible to allow for small changes in the graph structure without
increasing the search complexity to an unacceptable level. This would im-
prove robustness in situations where slight changes to the graph structure
occur;

– “fuzzy” evaluation of matching conditions: many formatting errors affect
only the attributes of the respective nodes, and not the graph structure it-
self. The use of a scoring-based or similar system to evaluate the matching
conditions could lead to significant improvements in robustness, even if an
error-tolerant matching algorithm is not used. The amount of “fuzziness”
could be interactively set by the user at a global or local level.

• Measures to automatically generate wrappers via wrapper induction: although
the use of a graph-based structure has made the creation process easier and
more intuitive, the creation process is not yet as straightforward for the user as
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it could be. It would be worthwhile to investigate the possibility of automatic
wrapper induction methods based on two or more example records selected by
the user.

• Structural changes to remove discontinuities: currently, the document analy-
sis (segmentation and graph generation) and wrapping stages of the process are
completely separate from each other. This means that any decisions made in the
wrapping stage cannot override or correct any errors made in the segmentation
stage. By using a hierarchical or pyramid graph structure, several granular levels
could be represented simultaneously. By using a Voronoi graph, adjacency rela-
tions in the four directions could also be deduced in a more robust way. The
discontinuity problem is discussed in more detail in Section 7.2.

• Wrapping from other formats: our model of a PDF document, which essentially
represents the page as a set of rectangular objects (see Section 3.1), could also be
used with other formats, most notably PostScript, but also HTML [Krüpl et al.
2005]. Even though the idea of graph-based wrapping was partly inspired by
existing HTML wrapping approaches such as Lixto, it would be interesting to
investigate whether this approach could also be beneficial to HTML wrapping.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and further work

This dissertation has investigated two approaches to user-guided data extraction
from PDF documents, the conversion approach and the graph-based approach, both of
which were developed to a prototype stage and evaluated experimentally. Whereas
the conversion approach was based on a novel application of largely existing meth-
ods and principles, the graph-based approach involved the creation of new methods
and the application of graph matching algorithms to a domain in which they had not,
to our knowledge, been used before.

The conversion approach was shown to be suitable for documents of moderate
complexity containing regular tabular layouts. An example case study on a sample
document [Statistik Austria 2009 (Web)] is provided in Section 5.1. Experiments car-
ried out on the graph-based approach show its ability to extract data from a wider
range of documents with high precision and recall rates. A summary of the main
advantages and disadvantages of both approaches is given later on in this chapter
(Section 7.1).

In the course of investigating both approaches, several problems in related fields,
in particular document analysis and document understanding, were also addressed. This
thesis has therefore also made the following additional contributions:

• in Section 3.1 a model for storing print-oriented data for document analysis
purposes was defined, and in Section 3.3 methods were proposed to populate
this model with PDF data, simplifying the data where necessary;

• in Section 3.4 the ordered-edge segmentation algorithm, an efficient page segmen-
tation algorithm for data held in this model, was proposed;
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• in Section 3.5 we presented the results of experiments on the above two stages
of the process, which demonstrate the suitability of these methods for complex
page layouts;

• in Section 4.3 an algorithm for automatic table recognition and structure recog-
nition was presented;

• in Section 4.4 the above algorithm was compared experimentally to another al-
gorithm in the literature, which was published two years later. Both algorithms
were found to give similar results and be able to detect tables in a wide variety
of documents. The problem of evaluating table recognition results was also pre-
sented. Appendix A lists common errors that are encountered in table recogni-
tion and proposes how they be consistently evaluated to produce precision and
recall figures comparable among different systems.

The various sub-problems have been discussed in detail in their respective chapters,
and future research directions have been proposed. The remainder of this chapter
provides a comparison of both approaches to wrapping and proposes future work to
address an important issue which affects not only data extraction from documents,
but document analysis and processing in general.

7.1 Comparison of the conversion and graph-based wrapping
approaches

In order to wrap data using the conversion approach, this data needs to be located
in tables, headings or other structures which are recognized by the PDF-to-HTML
conversion methods in Chapters 3–4. If this data is understood correctly by the con-
version method, wrapping can be performed on the HTML conversion. This means
that the conversion approach is inherently limited in the number of wrapping appli-
cations in which it can be employed.

As described in Section 5.3, the graph-based approach was found to address most
the main weaknesses of the conversion-based approach and enable a much wider
range of wrapping programs to be created. Specifically:

• the wrapping is performed directly on the document’s visual structure: the
conversion to an intermediate format, such as HTML, which does not necessar-
ily represent the physical layout of the document, is unintuitive;
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• the graph-based approach is more expressive1 by allowing three types of struc-
ture to be used: the physical structure, the detected logical structure and the
attributes of the blocks. In the conversion approach, only the detected logical
structure can be used;

• by not necessarily requiring that the entire page be understood correctly, the
graph-based approach is more robust, as it can essentially ignore any errors
in segmentation, graph generation or structure detection outside of the region
of interest. In the conversion approach, such errors could affect the top-level
structure of the document, which would very likely prevent the wrapper from
functioning correctly.

7.2 Further work: Addressing the discontinuity problem

The biggest weakness that we see in the present system, which is common to many
other approaches based on document analysis and understanding, is what we term
the discontinuity problem: each step in the document analysis, understanding and
data extraction process is seen as a fully independent stage, which assumes correct
input and has no opportunity to correct any errors made in the previous stages. Even
the segmentation process is performed using knowledge specified on two different
granular levels, which do not always interact with each other. Unfortunately, docu-
ment analysis is inherently an inaccurate process and errors on one level propagate
to higher levels, which presents a real limitation to the possible robustness that such
a system can achieve.

In the present system, we have tried to address this problem in the following
stages:

• segmentation: the ordered-edge segmentation algorithm (see Section 3.4.3) orders
the neighbourhood relationships in such a way that the most obvious neigh-
bourhood relationships are examined first, using only local knowledge. The
more difficult decisions are made towards the end of the process, when more
information about the complete structure, i.e. higher-level knowledge, is also
available;

1By representing the detected tables (or other structures) as logical relations and by creating a wrap-
per using multiple match edges, the graph-based approach can “simulate” the overwhelming majority
of use-cases of the conversion approach. However, in many of these cases a simpler, more robust wrap-
per could be generated using just the physical structure of the document. For example, it was possible
to extract all data cells of the Statistik Austria document in Section 5.1 without error using this approach.
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• table structure recognition: recall that the table search algorithm builds candi-
date tables by clustering together candidate columns. The validation procedure
(see Section 4.3.3), which is executed at each iteration of the table search algo-
rithm, examines the table on several granular levels to ensure that it is valid.

However, neither of these procedures is able to correct or reverse decisions made in
previous stages of the process. Whereas further improvements to the individual al-
gorithms could lead to slight improvements, we believe that we are now reaching
the point of diminishing returns, and the next stage of development is to address the
discontinuity problem in a methodical and systematic way.

We have already touched on this problem in various sections of this thesis. In
Section 3.7, we suggested that an improved model of knowledge on several levels of
granularity would lead to further improvements. In Section 4.4.6, where we discussed
the table detection algorithm, we suggested that a multi-granular approach along the
lines of [Wang 2002] could deliver significant improvements in robustness and ac-
curacy. In Section 6.7, where we discussed the graph-based approach, we proposed
replacing the flat graph representation with a hierarchical or pyramid-like structure
to represent the page content on multiple granular levels. The edges between neigh-
bouring nodes could also have fuzzy values.

Chapter 2 introduced the field of document analysis and the somewhat imprecise
concept of layout conventions, which are used by the document author to communicate
the logical structure of the document to the user. Recall that there are two types of
layout conventions, those specific to a particular document class or publication and
those generic to a broad range of documents. It is the firm belief of the author that,
whereas document specific conventions are of a firmly syntactical nature, document
generic conventions can be split up into syntactic and perceptual rules. Examples of
such rules are as follows:

• document specific: “Sub-headings are set in Garamond Semi-Bold, 14 pt., left
aligned.” “Body text is set in Garamond Regular, 10 pt., justified.”

• document generic:

– syntactical: “Sub-headings occur above text and are usually set in more
salient (e.g. larger or bolder) text. However, the text is not as salient as that
of headings.”

– perceptual: “A set of objects with the same alignment, in close proximity to
each other and equally spaced apart, belong to one higher-level element.”
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Whereas syntactical rules can be thought of as referring to the knowledge acquired
by humans, perceptual rules refer to the human visual system and the associated
hereditary knowledge. We believe that this hereditary aspect has not been given the
attention it deserves in the literature, even in systems designed for a broad class of
documents. Compared to natural scene images, real-world documents have a much
simpler visual structure. But simplicity deceives. The majority of approaches in the
literature are based on ad hoc methods on a given level of granularity, which suffice
for the interpretation of syntactical conventions, but not for perceptual conventions.
Section 2.2.6 introduced some approaches to document analysis borrowed from the
computer vision field, which do not limit themselves to using just syntactical knowl-
edge about a document. However, these approaches did not rediscover such a wide
range of structures from the document.

To continue this work, we propose the creation of a document model, in which
the most important layout conventions can be represented at multiple levels of gran-
ularity concurrently. Perceptual conventions can be modelled by the most important
stimuli that are present in document layouts, such as alignment, separation bound-
aries (ruling lines and whitespace rivers), proximity and similarity. Using a proba-
bilistic framework such as that described in [Wang 2002], syntactic conventions could
also be encoded in a fuzzy way, so that that classifications of a given block compete
against each other. For example, columns in an unruled table and columns of text
share many properties (see Section 3.7), and the final classification may depend on
higher-level knowledge, e.g. whether a table has been detected or whether the col-
umn structure fits in with the text columns on the page.

Once an accurate, probabilistic document model has been created, the next task
is to search the problem space in order to find the global maximum. In a similar way
to Wang’s approach, this could be achieved by using the result of existing algorithms
(such as those presented in this thesis) as a starting point, followed by iterative im-
provements in a series of edit operations, until the (hopefully global) maximum is
achieved. An alternative approach would be a search based on an exhaustive enu-
meration of all possibilities. However, unless the search tree is extensively pruned to
discount unfruitful search paths, such an approach is likely to be intractable.

We believe that such developments could overcome the most significant limita-
tion of today’s document processing systems and redefine the state of the art in docu-
ment analysis and structure recognition in PDF documents. The resulting data could
then be represented in an appropriate structure, such as a hierarchical graph, in which
any remaining uncertainties could also be represented by edges with fuzzy values.
Using a graph-based wrapping method based on the approach described in Chap-
ter 6, it would be possible to wrap data directly on this structure with unparalleled
robustness and ease of use.
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Appendix A

Classification of errors in table
recognition

This appendix lists the various recognition errors that were encountered during eval-
uation of our table structure recognition algorithm and PDF-TREX (see Section 4.4.2)
and how they were evaluated, i.e. which cells were given which classifications. The
totals for both systems are given in Section A.3.

A.1 Cell errors

A.1.1 Splitting errors

1. single column in table is detected as two separate columns (see the example in
Figure A.1):

(a) content of cell is not split; additional blank cell is introduced

• the cell is classified as split full; the resultant blank cell as extra blank

(b) content of cell is split into two (or more) cells

• the original cell is classified as split data; the resultant additional cell(s)
as extra data

2. single, multi-line row is erroneously split into its constituent lines:

• the original cell is classified as split full or split data, depending on whether
the textual data has been split; the resultant additional cell(s) as extra data
or extra empty
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3. cell spanning several rows is not detected and split into individual rows:

• the original cell is classified as split full or split data, depending on whether
the textual data has been split; the resultant additional cell(s) as extra data
or extra empty

4. cell (e.g. a heading) spanning several columns is not detected and split into its
individual columns

• the original cell is classified as split full or split data, depending on whether
the textual data has been split; the resultant additional cell(s) as extra data
or extra empty

A.1.2 Merging errors

1. horizontal merging of cells in adjacent columns (e.g. due to insufficient whites-
pace between them, as in the example in Figure A.2):

(a) one or more cells detected as spanning; column structure remains in other
rows

• the spanning cell is classified once as merged; the remaining cells
within it as not recognized; the remaining cells in the column are de-
tected correctly in this case

(b) no cells detected as spanning, i.e. all cells in column are merged and the
entire column disappears

• the spanning cells are classified once as merged; the remaining cells
within them as not recognized; all remaining data and blank cells in
the missing column are also classified as not recognized

2. merging of adjacent rows (i.e. 2 rows are seen as one multi-line row)

• each resulting (incorrect) cell is classified as merged

A.1.3 Other errors

1. cells are split in one direction and merged in another (see the example in Fig-
ure A.3)

• the horizontal error takes priority; in this example, the cell is classified as
a single merged cell. Void cells resulting from the split are still counted as
normal
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A.1. Cell errors

Descrizione Saldo indiz. Incrementi Decrementi Saldo finale
Ratei 1.669 0 1.269 400
RATEI ATTIVI 1.669 0 1.269 400
Risconti 26.676 0 26.079 597
RISC. ATTIVI 26.676 0 26.079 597
Ratei 49.374 0 14.467 35.267
RATEI PASSIVI 49.374 0 14.467 35.267

Figure A.1: Example of a table with a split column. The PDF Analyser view is shown
above; the resulting HTML table below

Figure A.2: Example of a table with a merged column. This is the Statistik Austria
document from Section 5.1 .
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2. an entire non-spanning column of a table is seen as spanning several columns,
except for a few individual cells, which do not span the entire width of the
column

• in this case, the spanning cells are classified as having been correctly de-
tected; the non-spanning cells are classified as split full, and the resulting
empty cells as extra blank

3. cells, which fall within the rectangular boundary of the table, are not recognized
as belonging to the table (e.g. in Figure A.4, they lie on the edge of the table and,
due to the text being in a different font size, have been detected as surrounding
text)

• these cells are classified as not recognized; any empty cells in their place
are incorrect empty

A.2 Table boundary errors

1. additional lines or columns are detected, outside of the table’s actual boundary:

• table is classified as merged into surroundings; the additional cells as in-
correct data or incorrect empty

2. extra lines or other data is added to a cell along the edge of a table (but no extra
cells are added to the table outside its boundary)

• these cells are classified as merged; other cells in the row or column are
unaffected; the table area classification is also unaffected (i.e., if no other
errors are present, it is classified as found correctly)

3. lines or columns, which are part of the table, are not detected:

• these are classified as not recognized

4. single table is split up into two or more tables across the data cells (see Fig-
ure A.5)

• the first table is classified as split; the resulting additional tables as extra
table
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Figure A.3: Example of cells which are split in one direction and merged in another

Figure A.4: Example of missing cells within a table boundary

Figure A.5: Example of a partially recognized table being split up into two tables.
Blank cells between the two tables are not classified as having been recognized
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Figure A.6: Example of two horizontally neighbouring tables (or sub-tables) merged
together.

• all cells within the split tables belonging to the original full table are clas-
sified as normal, even if their respective columns or rows have been split
across several tables; cells that have not been detected (e.g. between two
split tables) are classified as not recognized

5. single table is split, but only across the heading/access cells (i.e. the heading
cells are separated from the data; all data cells remain together)

• the table containing all data cells is classified as data cells found; the result-
ing additional tables as extra table

• all cells within the split tables belonging to the original full table are clas-
sified as normal, even if their respective columns or rows have been split
across several tables; cells that have not been detected (e.g. between two
split tables) are classified as not recognized

6. neighbouring tables are merged; rows and/or columns align with each other

• the first table is classified as merged; the resulting additional tables as not
recognized. Cells from both original tables are classified normally

7. two horizontally neighbouring tables (or sub-tables) are merged and rows do
not align (see Figure A.6)
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• these tables may appear to be part of one large table. But, as their rows
do not align with each other, it was decided to interpret these tables as
separate tables. Therefore, in this example, the first is classified as merged;
the second as not recognized. Cells in both tables are classified normally,
although it is worth noting that a large number of incorrect blank rows and
merged cells result as a result of the merge

A.3 Classification totals for both systems

Based on the classifications described in this Appendix, the results are shown in Ta-
bles A.1 and A.2.

Table areas Our system PDF-TREX
Total areas 126
Found correctly TP 67 53
Data cells found TP 22 17
Partially found TP/FP 13 3
Split table TP/FP 8 24
Extra table (from split) FP 12 49
Incorrect table FP 19 22
Merged into surroundings TP 8 9
Merged TP/FP 1 4
Not recognized TN 9 16

Table A.1: Totals of table area classifications in the dataset

Table cells Our system PDF-TREX
Total cells 10120 (9185 data; 935 blank)
Found correctly data TP 7489 8217
Found correctly blank TP 718 806
Split full TP 431 411
Split data TP/FP 159 204
Split blank TP 13 27
Extra data FP 228 266
Extra blank FP 935 1260
Incorrect data FP 105 291
Incorrect blank FP 83 534
Merged TP/FP 28 104
Not recognized data TN 1004 162
Not recognized blank TN 202 83

Table A.2: Totals of table cell classifications in the dataset
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